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Abstract

y-aminobutyric acid type A receptors (GABAaRs) are the major inhibitory receptors in 

the central nervous system. These pentameric receptors contain different subunits, with 

the most common subtypes consisting of two a, two p and a single y2 subunit. Changes 

in GABAaR expression, cellular distribution and function lead to neurological 

disorders including epilepsy, anxiety and depression. Postsynaptic clustering of 

GABAaRs is thought to be important for their correct function, but the exact 

mechanisms involved remain unclear. A key molecule involved in the synaptic 

localisation of GABAaRs is the tubulin linker protein gephyrin, as demonstrated by the 

loss of most synaptic GABAaRs in gephyrin knockout mice. Recently, a direct 

interaction between gephyrin and the GABAaR a2 subunit was shown. However, other 

studies have implicated the involvement of an alternatively spliced isoform of the y2 

subunit (y2L) in GABAaR clustering. In addition, knockout mice for the GDP/GTP 

exchange factor collybistin, which facilitates the correct targeting of gephyrin to 

postsynaptic membranes, also resulted in the loss of GABAaR clustering in several 

brain regions.

I have examined the potential role of GABAaR a-, p- and y-subunits in postsynaptic 

receptor clustering using a range of multidisciplinary techniques. Using the yeast-two 

hybrid system, I have demonstrated a direct interaction between selected GABAaR ct 

subunit intracellular M3-M4 loops with subdomains of gephyrin and collybistin. 

Interestingly, I observed an enhanced interaction between gephyrin and the GABAaR 

a2 subunit in the presence of collybistin in a yeast tri-hybrid system, suggesting the 

formation of a complex containing these three proteins. However, I have also found that 

the M3-M4 loop of the GABAaR y2L subunit localises to the submembrane 

compartment in mammalian cells, where it co-localises with gephyrin/collybistin 

aggregates. In conclusion, my data suggest a complex regulation of GABAaR 

clustering involving multiple GABAaR subunits and additional membrane-associated 

proteins.
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1 Introduction

Synapses contain a variety of proteins which play a role in neurotransmitter synthesis, 

storage, release and uptake, and are required for receiving and transducing signals. A 

large number of scaffolding proteins are also present at synapses, where they are 

responsible for assembly, proper localisation and function of pre- and post- synaptic 

specialisations. Type A y-aminobutyric acid receptors (GABAaRs) are responsible for 

the majority of neuronal inhibition. Various factors govern receptor distribution at the 

cell surface and, therefore, regulate neuronal function (Kneussel and Loebrich, 2007). 

These factors include the rate of synthesis and degradation, subunit assembly, diffusion 

into the cell membrane, anchoring to the cytoskeleton, endocytosis, as well as 

posttranslational modifications. Changes in GABAaR expression, cellular distribution 

and function can contribute to several neurological disorders including epilepsy, 

depression, anxiety and ethanol dependence (Fritschy and Briinig, 2003; Lüscher and 

Keller, 2004). Since these receptors are involved in a variety of pathological conditions, 

they are also targets of clinically important drugs such as benzodiazepines, barbiturates 

and some general anaesthetics, as well as ethanol and other drugs of abuse (Fritschy 

and Briinig, 2003; Lüscher and Keller, 2004). Postsynaptic clustering of GABAaRs is 

implied to be essential for the correct functioning of GABAergic synapses where it 

contributes to the stability of these inhibitory receptors at postsynaptic sites (Fritschy et 

al., 2003; Lüscher and Keller, 2004).

1.1 Inhibitory GABAaRs

GABAaR synthesis and receptor assembly occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). 

It has been proposed that trafficking of these receptors to functional domains at the cell 

membrane involves arrangement within the Golgi apparatus and transport in secretory 

vesicles (Barnes EM Jr, 2001). Accumulation of GABAaRs at synaptic sites, necessary 

for efficient synaptic transmission, appears to require the involvement of cytoskeletal 

proteins (Lüscher and Keller, 2004), but to date the exact contributions of these proteins 

are not known.
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1.1.1 Structure and function o f GABA^Rs

Some of the most abundant neurotransmitters in the central nervous system (CNS) are 

amino acids. GAB A, the main inhibitory neurotransmitter, mediates fast inhibitory 

neurotransmission by gating Cl' ions through the membrane channel of ionotropic 

GABAaRs (Fritschy et a l, 2003). GABA also acts on ionotropic GABAcRs, located in 

the retina (Enz and Cutting, 1998), and metabotropic GABAgRs (Bettler and Tiao, 

2006). The latter receptors are G-protein coupled receptors which activate second 

messenger systems and Câ "̂  and channels (Bettler and Tiao, 2006). However, 

GABAaRs are responsible for the majority of all postsynaptic inhibition in the CNS. 

These receptors belong to the nicotinic superfamily, a family of ligand-gated ion 

channels, which also includes glycine receptors (GlyRs), serotonergic receptors and 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (Liischer and Keller, 2004). They consist of 

extracellular N- and C-termini, four transmembrane domains (TM l-4) and a large 

hydrophilic cytoplasmic loop between TM3 and TM4 (Figure 1.1.1 A). This 

intracellular domain contains multiple interaction sites for trafficking and postsynaptic 

scaffolding proteins, and also phosphorylation sites for different kinases (Brandon et 

a l, 2001; Liischer and Keller, 2004; McDonald and Moss, 1994; Meier and Grantyn, 

2004; Moss et al., 1992), while the N-terminus encodes binding sites for various 

agonists and antagonists (Macdonald and Olsen, 1994).

A.

1M1 TM2 TM3

1

'E x trace llu la r
com partm ent

TM4

Intracellular 
/ com partm ent

B.

Figure 1.1.1. Structure o f  GABAaR s. A, N- and C-terminal extracellular domains, the four TM 
domains and the large intracellular loop between TM3 and TM4. B, a schematic figure of 
GABAaRs in the brain, containing two a. two p, and one y subunit.
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There are a number of constituent subunits (al-6, |31-3, yl-3, 5, pl-3, 0, tt), which build 

pentameric GABAaRs, providing for wide molecular heterogeneity (Barnard et al., 

1998; Fritschy et al., 2003). This heterogeneity is structurally even more complex due 

to alternative splicing of subunits. Of particular interest is the y2 subunit which exists in 

short (y2S) and long (y2L) variants. The long variant has an additional eight amino 

acids in the TM3-TM4 cytoplasmic loop (Liischer and Keller, 2004; Whiting et al., 

1990) (Figure 1.4). The y2 alternative splicing is regionally and developmentally 

regulated in several species (Whiting et al., 1990). However, this diversity is controlled 

by governing rules regarding assembly of subunits to gain functioning receptors (Kittler 

et al., 2002; Wisden and Moss, 1997).

Neurons alter the number of receptors at postsynaptic sites through a variety of 

mechanisms, including trapping and membrane diffusion, endocytosis, and transport 

between cell surface and intracellular compartments for synthesis and degradation 

processes (Kneussel and Loebrich, 2007). Single particle-tracking studies have revealed 

that neurotransmitter receptors, originally thought to be anchored at postsynaptic sites, 

possess an extraordinary mobility (Choquet and Triller, 2003).

GABAaRs are internalised by clathrin- and dynamin-mediated endocytosis. The 

internalisation processes regulate receptor concentration at synaptic sites, which in turn 

influences the synaptic efficacy of GABAergic transmission. Clathrin-dependent 

endocytosis plays a major role in recycling and degradation of membrane receptors 

(Kittler and Moss 2001; Fritschy and Briinig, 2003). The GABAaR P subunits, and 

possibly the y subunits, bind directly to a  and p adaptins within the clathrin adaptor 

(AP2). This process is necessary for recruiting cell surface proteins into clathrin-coated 

pits (Kittler et al., 2000). Disruption of the interaction between the P2 subunit and AP2 

was shown to increase cell surface levels of GABAaRs and thereby increase the GABA 

response (Herring et al., 2003). Following endocytosis, receptors are either degraded or 

re-located to the cell surface (Kittler and Moss, 2003). The exact mechanism 

determining receptor fate is unclear, but protein-protein interactions and re

arrangements in cytoskeletal structures were previously proposed (Kneussel and Betz,
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2000a; Wang et a l, 1999). Meyer et al. (2000) have for example suggested that changes 

in cytoskeletal structure, mediated by the guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) Racl, are 

involved in such processes.

1.1.2 Subunit composition and specific roles o f  GABAaR  subunits

As discussed earlier, the large number of GABAaR subunits and the multiple assembly 

possibilities result in significant receptor heterogeneity. Assembly of a and p subunits 

can be sufficient to form functional GABAaRs, whereas co-expression of any of the y, 

5, s, 0 or 71 subunits contributes to the complete electrophysiological and 

pharmacological properties of GABAaRs (Kittler et al., 2002). Lack of expression of a 

(Fritschy et al., 1997) or p (Romanics et al., 1997) subunits reduced the formation of 

functioning GABAaRs, while removal of the y2 subunit did not affect the expression of 

a and p subunits in dorsal root ganglia (Giinther et al., 1995). However, the GABAaR 

y2 subunit is one of the most abundant subunits in the brain and is required for proper 

postsynaptic clustering of GABAergic inhibitory synapses (Essrich et al., 1998; 

Fritschy et al., 2003; Kittler and Moss, 2003; Kneussel et al., 1999; Liischer and Keller,

2004). In contrast to the y2 subunit, the yl and y3 subunits are expressed more rarely. 

Most GABAaR subtypes contain two a and two P subunits, together with the y2 subunit 

(Figure 1.1.l.B). The alp2y2 combination represents the largest population of 

GABAaRs in the brain, followed by a2p2/3y2 and a3p2/3y2 (Fritschy and Mohler, 

1995; Fritschy et al., 2003). Using immunoblotting experiments, Duggan et al. (1991) 

have shown that two different a subunits can coexist in the same receptor subtype, 

resulting in further receptor heterogeneity and functional diversity.

Different subunit families show 30-40% sequence identity, and all subunits within the 

same family have approximately 70-80% sequence similarities. According to 

biochemical data, the a l subunit is the most abundant subunit, representing 40% or 

more in rat whole brain (McKeman et al., 1991). The authors also demonstrated that a2 

subunits and a3 subunits represented 25% and 24% of the total amount respectively, 

while the other a subunits were expressed in a much lower proportion. Of the P 

subunits, P2 is the most abundant, followed by the P3 subunit (Laurie et al., 1992b;
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McKeman and Whiting, 1996; Wisden et al., 1992). As previously mentioned, the y2 

subunit is one of the most abundant subunits and plays an important role in receptor 

clustering. The a4, a5, a6, pi, y l, y3, as well as 5, 0 and n subunits, are part of minor 

receptor populations. The yl subunit has also been found in glial cells (Laurie et al., 

1992b), whilst the p subunits are expressed in the retina and are associated with 

GABAcRs (Enz and Cutting, 1998).

Each subtype has a region- and neuron-specific expression (Fritschy and Briinig, 2003) 

and the majority of synapses contain more than one subtype of GABAaRs, as seen in 

hippocampal neurons which express a l-, a2-, and a5-subunit containing GABAaR 

subtypes (Fritschy and Mohler, 1995). Duggan and Stephenson (1990) reported that in 

adult bovine brain, the majority of a l subunit expression was found in cerebral cortex, 

the a2 subunit was mostly present in hippocampus, while the a3 subunit was seen 

equally in cerebral cortex and in hippocampus. The a l,  a2 and a3 subunits are 

expressed in the majority of postsynaptic GABAaRs (Sassoè-Pognetto et al., 1995; 

Nusser et al, 1996a; Essrich et al., 1998; Baer et al., 1999; Sassoè-Pognetto and 

Fritschy, 2000), but are also localised extrasynaptically, indicating that these receptors 

are subject to trafficking. The a4 subunit is the largest of all subunits and is 

pharmacologically similar to the a6 subunit. The latter has been found exclusively in 

the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Sieghart and Sperk, 2002) and cerebellar granule cells 

(Nusser et al., 1996b). The a5 subunit is mainly expressed extrasynaptically, although 

postsynaptic expression has also been demonstrated (Nusser et al., 1998; Serwanski et 

al, 2006). With respect to a l-  and a2-containing GABAaRs, it has been foimd that a l-  

containig GABAaRs at inhibitory synapses show an equal distribution on soma, 

dendrites, spines and axon initial segments, while a2-contianing GABAaR s are 

preferentially distributed at synapses on the axon initial segments (Nusser et al., 1996a). 

While the y2 subunit is a component of most postsynaptic GABAaR s, the 5 subunit is 

predominantly expressed extrasynaptically (Nusser et al., 1998) and is often associated 

with the a4 subunit in thalamic neurons and with the a6 subunit in cerebellar granule 

cells (Kralic et al., 2006; Laurie et al., 1992b; Nusser et al., 1996b; Wei et al., 2003; 

Wisden et al., 1992).
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It has been proposed that the different subtypes have various pharmacological 

properties, agonist affinity and characteristics (Fritschy and Briinig, 2003; Michels and 

Moss, 2007; Mohler et al., 1992). For instance, GABAaR s containing a l, a2, a3 and a5 

subunits show diazepam-sensitivity, while a4- and a6- containing receptors are 

insensitive to this benzodiazepine (Benke et al., 1997; Benson et al., 1998; Hadingham 

et al., 1996; Jones et al., 1997). Furthermore, various studies have highlighted the 

contribution of the y2 subunit to the receptor responsiveness to benzodiazepines (Buhr 

and Sigel, 1997, Gunther et al., 1995; Study and Barker, 1981). Nevertheless, it has 

been suggested that certain subunits can be replaced by others, as seen in a study by 

Baer et al. (1999) where the y l  subunit was substituted by the y3 subunit in a3- 

containig GABAaRs in transgenic mice, although no endogenous y3 subunit has been 

detected at postsynaptic sites.

In a study performed by Kirsch et al. (1995) it was shown that when various GABAaR 

subunits were expressed alone in human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells, a l,  a3, 

P3 and y2 subunits were detected at the cell membrane, while a2, pi, P2 and y3 

subunits were retained within the rough ER. Connolly et al. (1996) showed that the P3 

subunit and to a lesser degree the y2L subunit, but also the pi subunit, can integrate 

into the cell membrane when expressed alone, while other subunits are largely retained 

in the ER where they are degraded. When studying the export of excitatory N-methyl- 

D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors from the ER, Hawkins et al. (2004) suggested that 

receptor subunits are retained in the ER where they are assembled into functioning 

receptors and are then directed to the Golgi apparatus from where they are delivered to 

specific cellular destinations. Various studies have demonstrated that this is also the 

case for GABAaR s and that functioning receptor subtypes are delivered to other 

subcellular compartments, while single subunits and non-functioning receptor subtypes 

are retained and degraded in the ER (Bames EM Jr, 2001; Gorrie et al., 1997, Kittler et 

al., 2000).
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1.1.3 Developmental changes

While GABA has an inhibitory role in mature neurons by hyperpolarising the cells, it 

serves as an excitatory neurotransmitter during early neuronal development both in vivo 

and in differentiated embryonal carcinoma PI9 cells in vitro (Lin et al., 1996). During 

early stages of neuronal development, before excitatory synapses and receptors are 

functional, GABAaRs mediate depolarisation and provide a source of excitation, and 

hence can influence the appropriate circuit formations (Cherubini et al., 1991). This 

depolarisation activates voltage-gated Câ "̂  channels. However, unlike GlyRs where 

depolarisation and entry of Câ "̂  through voltage-gated Câ "̂  channels regulates GlyR 

delivery to inhibitory synapses (Kirsch and Betz, 1998), GABAaR function does not 

seem to be essential for development of inhibitory synapses. Blocking GABAaR 

activity in cultured neurons does not affect correct postsynaptic localisation of these 

receptors (Studler et al., 2002). Meier et al. (2003) have shown an enhancement in 

formation of inhibitory synapses when receptor activity was blocked in tissue slices. 

Furthermore, a recent study demonstrated that GABAaRs are not essential for early 

stages of synaptogenesis and that the postsynaptic adhesion molecule neuroligin 2 

(NL2) is targeted to synapses independently of GABAaRs (Patrizi et al., 2008). On the 

other hand, the authors imply that GABAaR transmission is required for synaptic 

stability.

Various subunits show a differential rate of expression at different stages of 

development. For instance, the a l,  (32, P3 and y2L subunits show a developmental 

increase, the y2S subunit remains unchanged, while a2 and a3 subunits can decrease in 

older rats (Bovolin et al., 1992; Gambarana et al., 1991; Laurie et al., 1992a; McKeman 

et al., 1991).

1.1.4 Postsynaptic clustering o f  GABAaRs

In cultured neurons, GABAaRs naturally occur clustered, as demonstrated using 

subunit-specific antibodies (Ventimiglia et al., 1990) or by electrophysiological patch- 

clamp studies (Frosch and Dichter, 1992). So called “hot spots” have also been detected 

in mature brain sections, most frequently at synaptic sites (Fritschy et al., 1992). The
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postsynaptic clustering of GABAaRs, which contributes to their stability (Li et ah, 

2005; Liischer and Keller, 2004), is thought to be essential for proper functioning of 

GABAergic synapses, since the efficacy of neurotransmission is dependent on the 

clustering of receptors opposed to transmitter release sites (Fritschy et ah, 2003; 

Liischer and Keller, 2004). Although little is known about this clustering process in 

neurons, a number of proteins that directly associate with GABAaRs have been 

suggested to play a role. Figure 1.1.4 illustrates clustered GABAaRs at postsynaptic 

sites and shows possible cytoskeleton-associated proteins which may be involved in the 

clustering of these inhibitory receptors.

Glu GABA 

# _______

F-actin Additional proteins?
Gephyrin Coilybistin

Microtubuies
^dc42
GDP*

F igure 1.1.4. Clustered GABAaRs at postsynaptic sites. This cartoon illustrates clustered  
postsynaptic G ABAaRs, as well as possible cytoskeletal proteins involved in the clustering 
process. Abbreviations: GAD: glutamate decarboxylase, Glu: glutamate.

The first GABAAR-associated protein identified was gephyrin {Greek- bridge), required 

for clustering of postsynaptic inhibitory receptors (Essrich et ah, 1998; Kneussel et ah, 

1999; Liischer and Keller, 2004). G A B A aR s are similar to GlyRs in that they are
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expressed mostly postsynaptically and partly depend on gephyrin for postsynaptic 

localisation and stability (Kneussel et al., 1999). This scaffolding protein is a universal 

marker for inhibitory synapses (GABAergic and glycinergic) in the CNS (Liischer and 

Keller, 2004). Very recently, a direct interaction between the GABAaR ol2 subunit and 

gephyrin was demonstrated (Tretter et al., 2008). Kirsch et al. (1995) also showed co

localisation of the GABAaR p3 subunit and gephyrin intracellular aggregates in 

HEK293 cells, but this co-localisation occurred to a lower extend than that observed 

with the GlyR p subunit and gephyrin. However, a direct interaction is yet to be 

detected between gephyrin and any GABAaR subtype other than the a2 subunit, which 

opens the possibility for involvement of other linker proteins in this process.

Gephyrin clusters do not instantly co-localise with GABAaR clusters upon formation of 

the latter, but require a period of time before they are recruited to these receptor clusters 

(Christie et al., 2006; Levi et al., 2004; Studler et al., 2005). Furthermore, it has been 

demonstrated that GABAaR clusters can occur in the absence of gephyrin (Fischer et 

al., 2000; Kneussel et al., 2001; Levi et al., 2004). Therefore, it is suggested that 

gephyrin cluster formation follows clustering of GABAaRs (Christie et al., 2006; Levi 

et al., 2004). Studler et al. (2005) propose that GABAaR clustering is cell-autonomous 

and occurs independently of gephyrin and of presynaptic contacts, whereas gephyrin 

clusters only form in association with GABAaRs. On the other hand, Kneussel et al. 

(1999) observed a loss of GABAaR clustering in gephyrin-deficient mice, providing 

evidence that gephyrin is essential for the postsynaptic localisation of GABAaRs. It is 

suggested that gephyrin-mediated GABAaR clustering may prolong the half-life of 

these membrane proteins by re-localisation to the postsynaptic membrane, thus 

protecting against receptor endocytosis and subsequent degradation (Kneussel et al., 

1999).

Dystrophin is a second molecule which has been shown to co-localise with clusters of 

a l-  and a2- containing GABAaR subtypes in cerebral cortex, cerebellum and 

hippocampus (Knuesel et al., 1999). Dystrophin-deficient mice show a reduction in 

number and size of GABAaR clusters, while gephyrin clusters remain unchanged
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(Knuesel et al., 1999). Alpha-dystroglan, p-dystroglan and syntrophin, members of the 

dystrophin-associated protein complex, were found to co-localise with GABAaR s and 

dystrophin in cultured hippocampal neurons (Briinig et al., 2002b). Experiments with 

knockout (KO) mice also showed a decrease in the expression of GABAaR subunits in 

mice lacking the dystrophin gene (Wallis et al., 2004). It has been suggested that these 

proteins may provide a scaffold and stabilise GABAergic postsynaptic sites during 

synaptogenesis, or, alternatively, that they stabilise GABAergic postsynaptic densities 

following neuronal circuit formation and synaptic remodelling (Fritschy et al., 2003).

1.1.5 Extrasynaptic GABAaRs

Receptors and signalling proteins constantly translocate between postsynaptic densities 

and the nearby extrasynaptic or intracellular domains (Kittler and Moss, 2001; Fritschy 

and Briinig, 2003). In addition to being present at synaptic sites, GABAaRs show a 

diffuse distribution in somato-dendritic membranes which are not opposed to synaptic 

specialisations. These extrasynaptic GABAaRs mediate tonic GABAergic inhibition, in 

contrast to the synaptic phasic inhibition, presumably by an effect of “spill-over” 

GABA released at synapses (Brickley et al., 1996). Scotti and Reuter (2001) suggest 

that approximately half of all GABAaRs are located extrasynaptically, adjusting 

neuronal excitability. The majority of GABAaR subtypes located extrasynaptically 

contain the a6 subunit (Jones et al, 1997; Nusser et al., 1996b; Wisden et al., 2002) or 

the a5 subunit (Briinig et al., 2002a; Crestani et al., 2002), as well as the predominantly 

extrasynaptically expressed 5 subunit (Nusser et al., 1998). In a study by Jacob and 

colleagues (2005) the authors showed that synaptic and extrasynaptic GABAaR s 

possess distinct cell surface dynamics, with synaptic receptors having a lower rate of 

mobility compared to extrasynaptic receptors. They also demonstrated that the presence 

of gephyrin reduces the mobility of GABAaR clusters, allowing the formation of 

postsynaptic GABAergic specialisations.

Certain GABAaR subtypes localised extrasynaptically, such as those containing the a4 

subunit, largely fail to form postsynaptic clusters with gephyrin (Kralic et al., 2006). 

Likewise, cluster formation of a5-containing GABAaR subtypes has been associated
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with the actin-binding protein radixin (Loebrich et ah, 2006), and the majority of these 

receptor subtypes do not form clusters associated with gephyrin (Serwanski et ah,

2006). These extrasynaptic, clustered receptors are mainly expressed in hippocampal 

pyramidal cells and also possess the p3 subunit, as well as occasionally the y l  or y3 

subunit.

1.2 Gephyrin: a GABAaR clustering protein?

As discussed above, the 93 kDa protein gephyrin is central to postsynaptic clustering of 

inhibitory receptors; it has been demonstrated to co-localise with clustered GABAaRs 

in retina, spinal cord, neuronal cultures and brain sections (Heck et ah, 1997; Kneussel 

et ah, 1999; Sassoè-Pognetto et ah 1995; Studler et ah, 2005; Triller et ah, 1987; van 

Rijnsoever et ah, 2005), as well as being essential for postsynaptic localisation of 

GlyRs (Prior et ah, 1992; Reiss et ah, 2001). However, gephyrin also has a more 

conserved, non-synaptic role in the biosynthesis of molybdenum cofactor (Moco) in the 

periphery (Kneussel et ah, 1999; Ramming et ah, 2000; Rees et ah, 2003; Reiss et ah, 

2001). Smolinsky et ah (2008) state that Moco synthesis has not been detected in 

neurons, implying that synaptic gephyrin is not involved in this mechanism. Lardi- 

Studler et ah (2007) demonstrated that a mutation in the gephyrin E-domain disrupts 

postsynaptic clustering, without affecting Moco biosynthesis, indicating that the latter 

is independent of gephyrin aggregation and clustering.

1.2.1 Molecular structure o f  the anchoring protein gephyrin

Gephyrin is composed of two conserved protein domains. The 20 kDa N-terminal G- 

domain (amino acids 1-181) is homologous to the E. coli protein MogA, and the 40 

kDa C-terminal E-domain (amino acids 316-736) is homologous to bacterial MoeA. 

These two conserved domains are separated by an approximately 18 kDa central 

domain (C-domain), a region which possesses several potential protein interaction 

domains, such as proline-rich and putative tubulin binding sequences (Kneussel and 

Betz, 2000a). It was shown that the G-domain forms trimers, while the E-domain 

contributes to the formation of dimers (Saiyed et ah, 2007; Sola et ah, 2004). Meyer et
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al. (1995) found that the gephyrin binding site of the GlyR p subunit is an 18 amino 

acid residue within the large intracellular loop between the TM3 and TM4 domains. 

Furthermore, crystallisation studies have demonstrated a high affinity binding between 

the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GlyR P subunit and the gephyrin E-domain 

dimers, and amino acid residues F330, Y673 and P713 have been established as crucial 

residues of this binding site (Kim et al., 2006; Schrader et al., 2004; Sola et al., 2004). 

It has been suggested that a hexagonal structure, containing a G-domain trimer and an 

E-domain dimer, is required for formation of gephyrin aggregates in mammalian cells, 

as well as scaffold formation in neurons (Kneussel and Betz, 2000b; Saiyed et al., 2007; 

Sola et al., 2004), and that disruption of both G-domain trimérisation and E-domain 

dimérisation disrupts the formation of gephyrin clusters (Saiyed et al., 2007). Despite 

the information gained about the involvement of gephyrin dimérisation in binding to 

the GlyR p subunit, little is known about the general structure of gephyrin clusters at 

inhibitory synapses. In addition, the structural changes necessary for re-location of 

intracellular gephyrin aggregates to synaptic/cell-membrane compartments remain 

unclear.

1.2.2 Molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis

In addition to the role as a neuronal protein, the multifunctional protein gephyrin is also 

present in peripheral organs, such as liver and kidney, participating in Moco 

biosynthesis. Bacterial MogA and MoeA domains, homologous to G- and E- domains, 

are proteins necessary for Moco biosynthesis (Feng et al., 1998; Reiss et al., 2001; 

Schrader et al., 2004). A loss of gephyrin in mice or humans can result in Moco 

deficiency, which is an inherited disease resulting in severe neurological disorders, 

mental retardation, and early childhood death (Reiss et al., 2001; Schrader et al., 2004). 

Likewise, Feng et al. (1998) have shown that targeted disruption of the gephyrin gene 

causes a neonatal lethal phenotype, as seen in Moco deficiency. Moco is the catalytic 

centre of all molybdenum-dependent enzymes, where it plays an important role in the 

global carbon, sulphur and nitrogen cycles. Such enzymes are crucial in reducing 

nitrate to nitrite and oxidising sulphite to sulphate (Fritschy et al., 2008). Gephyrin- 

deficient mice also display a neuromotor phenotype similar to the rare human
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hereditary condition hyperekplexia (Rees et al., 2003). This is a non-epileptic, 

neurological disorder characterised by brief episodes of intense and persistent startle 

response to unexpected stimuli.

1.2.3 Alternative splicing o f  the gephyrin gene GPHN

A  high degree of gephyrin diversity is due to alternatively spliced exons, located 

mainly in the C-domain (Figure 1.2.3; Table 1.2.3; Meier et al., 2000; Rees et al., 

2003). More than ten different gephyrin transcripts are differentially expressed in the 

CNS and peripheral organs such as liver, kidney, skeletal muscle and heart (Prior et al., 

1992; Ramming et al., 2000; Schrader et al., 2004). Transcripts without additional 

inserts (PI) are the predominant transcript in neuronal tissues (Heck et al., 1997). The 

C3 cassette shows a high level of expression throughout the CNS early in development. 

However, alternative splicing of the C3/C4 cassette region has been shown to change 

during neuronal development in vitro (Heck et al., 1997). Ramming et al. (2000) 

propose that the C3 and C4 exons are highly expressed in some subpopulations of 

mouse adult neurons, although, in total, they show low expression. Exon C3 is absent 

from the majority of neuron-specific transcripts and the single non-neuronal transcript 

in adult nervous system includes exon C3 (Rees et al., 2003). In rare occasions, two 

isoforms of gephyrin with both C3 and C4 cassettes inserted have been detected (Rees 

et al., 2003). The G2 cassette (previously knows as C5’ or C5), which is mainly seen in 

non-neuronal gephyrin, interferes with G-domain trimérisation and reduces gephyrin 

clustering (Fritschy et al., 2008; Meier et al., 2000; Ramming et al, 2000; Saiyed et al.,

2007), and also abolishes the ability of gephyrin to synthesise Moco (Smolinsky et al.,

2008). Insertion of this cassette also disrupts the binding of gephyrin with the 

intracellular loop of the GlyR (3 subunit (Meier et al., 2000). Rees et al. (2003) suggest 

that splicing of the C3 and C4 cassettes may form the basis for differential properties of 

gephyrin isoforms. However, little is known about the specific role of each splice 

variant and about the contribution of the cassettes in specific protein interactions.
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Figure 1.2.3. A schematic image of gephyrin. The two conserved G- and E- domains are 
separated by a C-domain. Different cassettes can be inserted in this central domain either 
on their own, or as a combination. Alternatively spliced exons can result in several 
gephyrin splice variants. {Image adapted from Fritschy et ai, 2008)

TABLE 1.2.3. Alternatively spliced exons in gephyrin. This table shows the protein 
sequences o f  various exons, the species where they have been detected, and an explanation o f  
the recently modified nomenclature (Fritschy et al., 2008).
Nomenclature Species Protein sequence

Previous Recent

Cl G1 Rat MSFPLSPAFTLLHILV

C5 G 2 Human/Rat KFPTFPFCGLQKG

C 2 - - -

C3 C3 Human KHPFYTSPAVVMAHGEQPIPGLINYSHHSTDER

Rat/Mouse KHPFYTSPALFMANHGQPIPGLISYSHHATGSADKR

C4/C4A C4a Human/Rat KHPFYTSPALFMANHGQPIPGLISYSHHATGSADKR

C4B C4b Human LHRKLEELRDHLEGNVKGYSLRVN

C4C C4c Human ARLPSCSSTYSVSE

C4D/C5 C4d Human LHSRLEGLKDELWRNRGYDLR

C6 E1 Rat GRHSRQELKQRPQRNAAFWLLSHGLLSLLAPHAQ

C l E2 Rat GWHHPK

1.2.4 Gephyrin at inhibitory synapses and changes in clustering 

properties in knock-out animals

Gephyrin clusters are selectively located at postsynaptic sites of GABAergic and/'or 

glycinergic synapses in the CNS (Sassoè-Pognetto and Fritschy, 2000). Gephyrin was
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first identified at glycinergic postsynaptic sites, but later also found at GABAergic 

synapses in spinal cord (Triller et al., 1987), retina (Sassoè-Pognetto et al., 1995) and 

hippocampus (Craig et al., 1996). However, gephyrin is a dynamic protein and can 

translocate between postsynaptic clusters and intracellular compartments (Hanus et al., 

2006; Maas et al., 2006). This property of gephyrin raises the possibility that there is a 

dynamic regulation of postsynaptic scaffolds, due to intracellular interactors and 

activity-dependent mechanisms (Fritschy et al., 2008).

Gephyrin clustering at postsynaptic sites is highly dependent on GABAaR clustering 

and vise versa. Essrich et al. (1998) demonstrated that formation of gephyrin clusters, 

as well as GABAaR a2 subunit staining in cortical neurons, was strongly reduced in 

GABAaR y2-deficient mice. Furthermore, the authors also reported that antisense 

depletion of gephyrin in hippocampal neurons produced a reduction of punctate 

synaptic staining of the GABAaR t2 subunit, showing that gephyrin is necessary for 

the postsynaptic localisation of GABAaRs. Equally, Kneussel et al. (1999) reported 

that in cultured hippocampal neurons and brain sections from gephyrin-deficient mice, 

GABAaR clusters containing the a2 and y2 subunits were missing, and conclude that 

gephyrin is required for the synaptic localisation and clustering of GABAaRs 

containing these subunits. The same authors also described an increased accumulation 

of intracellular GABAaR microclusters in gephyrin-deficient mice, suggesting that the 

absence of gephyrin enhances receptor internalisation. This also indicates the 

importance of gephyrin in receptor stabilisation and protection against endocytosis and 

degradation. Ramming et al. (2000) also showed that inhibition of gephyrin expression 

prevents the synaptic localisation of both GlyRs and GABAaR s. Nevertheless, it was 

suggested that receptor synthesis is independent of gephyrin, as expression of 

GABAaRs in gephyrin-deficient mice was unaffected (Kneussel et al., 1999). In 

addition, a study by Kralic et al. (2006) has shown that in the absence of postsynaptic 

GABAaRs, gephyrin forms intracellular aggregates, instead of being targeted to 

postsynaptic sites. In rat retina, the extent of gephyrin co-localisation with various 

GABAaR subunits differs, with a2 showing the highest level, followed by the a3 

subunit, and last the a l subunit (Sassoè-Pognetto et al., 1995).
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However, several studies have observed gephyrin-independent postsynaptic GABAaR  

clustering, both in vivo and in vitro, in cultured hippocampal neurons and in the retina 

and spinal cord of gephyrin-deficient mice (Fischer et al., 2000; Kneussel et al., 2001; 

Levi et al., 2004; Sassoè-Pognetto et al., 2000). Kneussel et al., (2001) also suggest that 

gephyrin is required for the correct cellular localisation of only a subset of postsynaptic 

GABAaR s, especially those containing the j2  subunit, together with a2 or a3 subunits. 

Gephyrin-independent clustering involves receptors with certain subunit compositions, 

such as certain a 1-subunit containing GABAaR s (Fischer et al., 2000; Kneussel et al., 

2001; Levi et al., 2004; Sassoè-Pognetto et al., 2000). In addition to the a l subimit, 

GABAaRs containing the a4 subunit, mainly located extrasynaptically, do not form 

postsynaptic gephyrin-dependent clusters in thalamic neurons (Kralic et al., 2006). 

Although the majority of a5-containing GABAaRs are located extrasynaptically, where 

they form clusters at the cell membrane, these receptors have also been found 

synaptically in dendrites and axon initial segment of cultured hippocampal neurons to 

some extent (Christie and de Bias, 2002; Loebrich et al., 2006; Serwanski et al., 2006). 

However, the synaptic clustering of these receptor subtypes is gephyrin-independent 

and the actin binding protein radixin is responsible for the cluster formation and cellular 

localisation of a5-containing GABAaR subtypes (Loebrich et al., 2006). All together, 

the published data highlight the importance of gephyrin in clustering of GABAaRs at 

postsynaptic sites in a subunit-specific manner, especially in the case of receptors 

containing the y2, a2 and a3 subunits.

1.2.5 Gephyrin-interacting proteins

Several proteins have been foimd to interact with gephyrin. These proteins are engaged 

in various roles, such as signalling, cytoskeletal and vesicle-associated functions, 

indicating an involvement in gephyrin-mediated transport and clustering of inhibitory 

receptors (Kneussel and Betz, 2000a). These interacting proteins include coilybistin 

{Greek- to exchange; CB; Kins et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2004), GABAAR-associated 

protein (GABARAP; Kneussel et al., 2000), dynein light-chain 1 and 2 (DLC; 

Fuhrmaim et al., 2002), microfilament adaptors of the mammalian enabled (Mena)/-
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vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP) (Giesemann et aL, 2003), profilin I and 

II (Giesemann et al., 2003) and neurofascin (Burkarth et al., 2007).

CB, a neurospecific protein member of the diffuse B-cell lymphoma (Dbl)-like family 

of GDP/GTP exchange factors (section 1.3), has the ability to translocate gephyrin to 

submembrane microaggregates (Kins et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2004). DLC 1 and 2, 

which participate in the microtubule transportation system, have been shown to bind to 

the gephyrin C-domain and stabilise holo-gephyrin (Fuhrmann et al., 2002). Gephyrin 

is associated with the actin cytoskeleton through direct interaction with the actin- 

binding proteins profilin I and II, as well as the Mena/VASP family. These proteins 

interact with microfilaments (G-actin) and promote formation of actin filaments 

(Giesemann et al., 2003; Schliiter et al., 1997). Schrader et al. (2004) demonstrated that 

profilin binds to the E-domain and not to the proline-rich C-domain, as suggested 

previously (Mammoto et al., 1998). Interestingly, like CB, profilin also binds to a Rho 

GTPase (Frazier and Field, 1997) and might support CB in cell-membrane localisation 

of gephyrin.

GABARAP is, to date, the only protein for which a direct interaction with both 

gephyrin and a GABAaR subunit, namely the y2 subunit (Nymann-Andersen et al., 

2002; Wang et al., 1999), has been demonstrated. GABARAP has been implicated in 

plasma membrane targeting and/or recycling of GABAaRs (Fritschy and Briinig, 

2003). However, this protein is absent at synaptic sites and studies with GABARAP 

KO mice showed no changes in GABAaR and gephyrin clustering (O’Sullivan et al.,

2005).

Recent data indicate that gephyrin might interact with the extracellular matrix proteins 

that are involved in the targeting of GABAergic terminals to the axon initial segment of 

pyramidal cells (Burkarth et al., 2007). Although no direct interaction was proven, 

shRNA-mediated knockdown experiments showed that, at the stage of inhibitory 

synapse formation, the cell adhesion molecule neurofascin is involved in the formation
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and translocation of gephyrin clusters from the soma to axon hillocks (Burkarth et al., 

2007).

Despite the knowledge of the above mentioned gephyrin interactions, thus far, none of 

these proteins was proven to be directly responsible for the postsynaptic clustering of 

GABAaRs.

1.3 The RhoGEF coilybistin mediates submembrane aggregation of 

gephyrin

CB is a member of the Dbl-like family of guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) 

that catalyses the exchange of GDP with GTP on small Rho GTPases (Kins et al., 2000; 

Harvey et al., 2004). This protein was identified by Kins et al (2000) as a gephyrin 

interactor. The authors initially identified two isoforms of CB: one containing an N- 

terminal Src Homology 3 (SH3; section 1.3.1) domain and a C-terminal coiled-coil 

domain, and a second isoform with an alternate C-terminus and lacking the SH3 

domain.

GEFs play significant roles in cell signalling, membrane trafficking, cytoskeletal 

rearrangement and translational regulation. Various types of membrane receptors can 

activate GEFs and allow these proteins to catalyse exchange of GDP for GTP on 

GTPases, but it is unclear by which exact mechanisms membrane receptors activate 

GEFs (Hall, 1998, Hall and Nobes, 2000). The Dbl-like family of GEFs is the largest of 

RhoGEFs (Rossman et al., 2005) and is characterised by the presence of a Dbl 

homology (DH) domain, followed by a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain. The 

GDP/GTP exchange activity is encoded within the DH domain, and this domain alone 

can contribute to GEF activity, as well as specificity towards small GTPases (Hall, 

1998; Reid et al., 1999; Rossman and Sondek, 2005). The PH domain, on the other 

hand, mediates membrane localisation by binding to phosphoinositide lipids and 

membrane lipids (Hall, 1998; Hoffman and Cerione, 2002; Kalscheuer et al., 2008; 

Kavran et al., 1998; Kins et al., 2000; Reid et al., 1999). The PH domain is required for
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the normal targeting of GEF proteins and it is suggested that this domain stabilises the 

interface with bound nucleotide-free GTPases, which then assists removal of GDP and 

addition of GTP (Harvey et al., 2004; Reid et al., 1999; Rossman and Sondek, 2005). 

The PH domain of CB also binds the phosphoinositide PI3P (RdIns-3- 

P/phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate; Kalscheuer et al., 2008), and may also be 

responsible for recruiting gephyrin/CB aggregates (see next paragraph) to lipid-rich 

cell-membrane domains and initiate receptor clustering (Kins et al., 2000).

Of the two CB isoforms identified by Kins et al. (2000), the SH3 domain-containing 

isoform was shown to co-localise with intracellular gephyrin aggregates while the 

second isoform allowed gephyrin to translocate to submembrane microaggregates. 

Harvey et al. (2004) identified additional CB isoforms in rat, created by alternative 

splicing of exons. The authors found three different CB C-termini, referred to as C Bl- 

3. CB2 and CB3 were each found either with or without an N-terminal SH3 domain 

(CB2/3sh3+/-)- CB2sh3+ and CB3sh3+ were the most common isoforms in rodent spinal 

cord and brain, while only the CB3sh3+ isoform was found in the human brain and 

spinal cord (Harvey et al., 2004). When co-expressed in HEK293 cells together with 

EGFP-gephyrin, CB2sh3+ co-localised with cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates, as 

previously shown with CBl (Kins et al 2000). CB2sh3-, however, co-localised with 

gephyrin at submembrane microaggregates in 40% of co-transfected cells.

Kins et al. (2000) suggest that the gephyrin binding site in CB must be near or within 

the DH-PH domains, since the SH3 domain and a C-terminal coiled-coil domain are 

missing in CB2sh3- which has been shown to interact with gephyrin. By using CB 

deletion constructs, Harvey et al. (2004) showed that the DH domain (amino acids 114- 

293) is involved in gephyrin-CB interaction, while the PH domain (amino acids 326- 

432) is required for normal targeting of this protein. It has also been suggested that the 

SH3 domain regulates CB activity and affects gephyrin cluster size, as seen by an 

increase in the puncta area in neurons transfected with isoforms lacking the SH3 

domain (Kalscheuer et al., 2008). Since SH3 domain-containing CB does not take 

gephyrin to the cell membrane in HEK293 cells, although CB expressing this region
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dominates in brain, the authors suggest that CB activity depends on protein-protein 

interactions or posttranslational modifications specific for neurons. Harvey et al. (2004) 

also identified a sequence in gephyrin (PEPLTSMDKA), at the border of C-domain and 

E-domain, essential for CB-gephyrin interaction. Mutations in the identified binding 

region disrupted trafficking and clustering of gephyrin at postsynaptic sites.

A mutation in exon 2 of the human CB gene {ARHGEF9), referred to as the G55A 

mutation, where glycine is replaced by alanine, results in symptoms of epilepsy and 

hyperekplexia, indicating the importance of CB in synaptic targeting of gephyrin, and 

possibly associated GlyRs and GABAaR s (Harvey et al., 2004). When expressed in 

HEK293 cells, CB3sh3+ G55A behaved like a CB isoform lacking the SH3 domain and 

translocated gephyrin to submembrane microaggregates, suggesting a disruption in the 

structure and function of the SH3 domain. Moreover, disruption of ARHGEF9 at 

chromosomal level resulted in a patient presenting epileptic symptoms, enhanced 

anxiety, aggressive behaviour, disruption in sleep-wake cycle as well as mental 

retardation, while no signs of hyperekplexia were evident (Kalscheuer et al., 2008). The 

authors also demonstrated that the mRNA from the mutated genes did not encode the 

PH domain of CB, implying the role of this domain in CB activity. Furthermore, it was 

shown that interference with endogenous CB disrupts synaptic localisation of gephyrin 

and GABAaRs in neuronal cell cultures (Harvey et al., 2004; Kalscheuer et al., 2008). 

All together, the role of CB in synaptic localisation of gephyrin and a subset of 

GABAaRs involved in disorders including epilepsy, anxiety, aggression, and possibly 

learning and memory, was highlighted.

CB KO mice display a loss of postsynaptic gephyrin and gephyrin-dependent GABAaR 

clusters in the hippocampus and basolateral amygdala regions (Papadopoulos et al.,

2007). This loss leads to a significant reduction in dendritic GABAergic inhibition. It 

was reported that the CB KO mice also showed increased levels of anxiety and 

impaired spatial learning (Papadopoulos et al., 2007). Recently, Papadopoulos et al. 

(2008) reported that deletion of CB in the hippocampus leads to a loss of gephyrin and 

GABAaR clusters at synapses both during embryonic stages as well as postnataly.
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Mice expressing only one functional y2 subunit allele showed an anxiety phenotype 

similar to the CB KO mice described above (Crestani et al 1999), further confirming 

the role of CB in gephyrin-dependent GABAaR clustering. However, gephyrin- 

independent GABAaR clustering, such as that of a 1-subunit containing GABAaRs 

(Kneussel et al., 2001; Levi et al., 2004; Sassoè-Pognetto et al., 2000), was found to be 

unaffected in CB KO mice, evident by unimpaired punctate staining of GABAaRs in 

cerebellum (Papadopoulos et al., 2007). Furthermore, no changes were seen in the 

distribution of GlyR clusters, in glycinergic neurotransmission, or in neuromotor 

activity, indicating that CB is not essential for GlyR clustering, in contrast to previous 

suggestions (Kins et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2004).

Reid et al. (1999) discovered the human homologue of the Ascidia protein Posterior 

End Mark-2 (PEM-2). This human homologue, hPEM-2, which is highly expressed in 

brain, encodes a protein of 70 kDa and consists of an N-terminal SH3 domain, followed 

by a tandem DH-PH region and is equivalent to the CB3 isoform. hPEM-2 was shown 

specifically to activate Cdc42 of the Rho-GTPase family, and expression of hPEM-2 in 

NIH3T3 fibroblasts resulted in a characteristic Cdc42 phenotype with filopodia 

formation (see next paragraph), followed by actin polymerisation and cell rounding. 

Pull-down assays further showed a specific interaction of hPEM-2 with Cdc42, and not 

with Racl or RhoA GTPases of the same family.

Rho is a member of the highly conserved Ras superfamily of small GTPases. The 

mammalian Rho family has several members, amongst them Rho, Rac and Cdc42 

GTPases. These molecules are involved in actin cytoskeletal reorganisation and result 

in cell migration and cell adhesion (Raftopoulou and Hall, 2004). The actin 

cytoskeleton is involved in various biological functions in eukaryotic cells, such as cell 

morphology and polarity, as well as dynamically assisting cells to move and divide 

(Eaton et al., 1995; Raftopoulou and Hall, 2004). There is a significant cross-talk 

between the three mentioned GTPases, resulting in cooperation in mediating responses 

(Nobes and Hall, 1995; Reid et al., 1999). Rho GTPases promote coordinated changes 

in cell behaviour by regulating the organisation of the actin cytoskeleton (Hall, 1998).
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A characteristic for Cdc42 is that it triggers formation of actin-rich surface extensions 

in cells, called filopodia (Nobes and Hall, 1995). Cdc42 is responsible for maintaining 

cell polarity and has also been shown to stimulate various kinases (Kneussel and Betz, 

2000b; Reid et al. 1999). Since Cdc42 contributes to cellular polarity, Reid et al. (1999) 

suggest that hPEM-2 might play a role in polarisation of the actin cytoskeleton through 

Cdc42 activity. Rho, Rac and Cdc42 can also influence the microtubule cytoskeleton 

and gene transcription (Raftopoulou and Hall, 2004; Tapon and Hall, 1997; Wittmann 

and Waterman-Storer, 2001).

As discussed earlier, the Rho family GTPases are activated by RhoGEFs which catalyse 

the exchange of GDP with GTP. Thereafter, Rho GTPases mediate their effects by 

interacting with target proteins that interact with the GTP-boimd, but not the GDP- 

bound, GTPase. The GTPases act as molecular switches to control signal transduction 

pathways. By shifting between a GDP-bound inactive and a GTP-bound active form, 

they interact with downstream target proteins, leading to various intracellular responses 

(Hall, 1998; Raftopoulou and Hall, 2004). Some of the known target proteins are 

tyrosine kinases, serine/threonine kinases, lipid kinases, phospholipases and scaffold 

proteins (Hall and Nobes, 2000). Over the years, more than half of the known receptor 

tyrosine kinases have been linked to at least one Rho family member, highlighting the 

possibility of receptor tyrosine kinases being involved in an array of signalling 

cascades, hence affecting different cellular processes (Schiller, 2006).

In a study by Xiang and colleagues (2006) the crystal structure of the Cdc42-CB2 

complex was analysed and structural changes in the orientation of both DH and PH 

domains, as a result of the interaction between the two proteins, were observed. The 

authors also demonstrated that only the DH domain of CB, but not the PH domain, 

interacts with Cdc42. Furthermore, it was proposed that the gephyrin binding site 

overlaps with the Cdc42 binding site, and gephyrin reduces Cdc42 binding to CB either 

by direct competition, or indirectly by changing the conformation of the binding site on 

the DH domain. A short peptide region of CB (amino acids 44-57) was previously 

identified as the gephyrin binding site by Grosskreutz and colleagues (2001) and four
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charged residues within this region were suggested to be essential for the gephyrin-CB 

interaction. The authors speculated that since CB activates Cdc42, which in turn 

regulates reorganisation of actin filaments, CB might play a role in gephyrin 

scaffolding by affecting proximal elements of the cytoskeleton.

1.3.1 SH3 domain

The SH3 domain is a common protein interaction domain and was one of the first ones 

identified (Mayer, 2001). Approximately one third of the human RhoGEFs possess this 

domain in addition to the tandem DH-PH region. The SH3 domain binds with moderate 

affinity to proline-rich regions containing a conserved proline-X-X-proline core (Ren et 

al., 1993), and is involved in various biological processes such as mediating the 

assembly of large protein complexes and altering the subcellular localisation of 

proteins involved in signalling pathways (Mayer, 2001). Structurally, SH3 domains 

have a flat, hydrophobic, ligand-binding surface consisting of three pockets of 

conserved aromatic residues. Two of these pockets bind hydrophobic proline peptides, 

whereas the third pocket attaches to a more specific binding site, generally a basic 

residue such as arginine, in the ligand. Apart from its major role in protein-protein 

interactions, and an involvement in localisation of signalling pathway proteins, SH3 

domains can interact with intramolecular DH domains and inhibit GEF activity in 

certain proteins (Murayama et al., 2007; Schiller et al., 2006). In a study by Murayama 

et al. (2007), the authors showed that the SH3 domain of Asef, a Rac-specific GEF, 

binds intramolecularly to its own DH domain and blocks the binding site for its 

GTPase, Rac. They suggest that this phenomenon could be a common mechanism for 

other proteins which have a SH3 domain nearby the tandem DH-PH region. In SH3- 

domain containing CB isoforms, the SH3 domain is N-terminally located to the DH 

domain and may negatively regulate the GEF activity.

1.4 The role of the a l  and y2 subunits in GABAaR clustering

The GABAaR y2 subunit is part of all naturally occurring postsynaptically clustered 

GABAaR subtypes (Fritschy et al., 2003; Liischer and Keller, 2004; van Rijnsoever et
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a l, 2005). This subunit is required for recruitment of gephyrin to postsynaptic sites and 

for proper postsynaptic clustering of GABAaRs at inhibitory synapses during 

development and in the mature CNS (Essrich et al., 1998; Kittler and Moss, 2003; 

Kneussel et al., 1999; Schweizer et al., 2003). However, the mechanisms behind the 

clustering process are still not clear. The GABAaR y2 subunit has also been shown to 

mediate interaction between these receptors and GABARAP, a microtubule associated 

trafficking factor, which also interacts with gephyrin (Fritschy et al., 2003; Kittler et al., 

2001; Kneussel et al., 2000; Liischer and Keller, 2004). The GABAaR y2L subunit 

contains a serine residue in the large cytoplasmic loop (S343), which is absent in the 

y2S splice variant. This residue presents a principal target for phosphorylation by 

different kinases, such as protein kinase C (PKC) (Brandon et al., 2000, 2002; Meier 

and Grantyn, 2004). The possible effects of phosphorylation of this serine residue on 

cell surface targeting of GABAaRs is still to be investigated. Nonetheless, Baer and 

colleagues (2000) demonstrated that both the y2S and y2L splice variants can substitute 

for each other in the intact brain of transgenic mice and both isoforms can target to 

GABAergic synapses.

Various studies have shown co-localisation between gephyrin and y2 subimit- 

containing GABAaRs in retina, spinal cord, neuronal cultures and brain sections (Heck 

et al., 1997; Kneussel et al., 1999; Sassoè-Pognetto et al. 1995; Studler et al., 2005; 

Triller et al., 1987; van Rijnsoever et al., 2005). In a study using a2/y2S subunit 

chimeras, Alldred et al. (2005) suggest that the TM4 domain of this subunit alone is 

sufficient for clustering of GABAaRs, whereas a combination of the large intracellular 

loop and TM4 are required for recruitment of gephyrin to postsynaptic receptor 

clusters. Despite the y2 subunit being part of all naturally occurring postsynaptically 

clustered GABAaR subtypes (Fritschy et al., 2003; Liischer and Keller, 2004; van 

Rijnsoever et al., 2005), it also exists extrasynaptically in a5-containing GABAaR 

subtypes (Fritschy et al., 1997). A report by van Rijnsoever et al. (2005) implies that 

GABAaRs are mainly located intracellularly, when studied with immunofluorescence 

techniques. It has also been shown that the y2 subunit of GABAaR s possesses a binding 

site for a clathrin-associated protein, clathrin adaptor AP2, and that clathrin-mediated
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endocytosis has a limiting effect on the amplitude of inhibitory postsynaptic currents in 

neuronal cultures (Kittler et al., 2000). Taking these studies into account, Alldred et al. 

(2005) propose that the intracellular loop of the GABAaR y2 subunit is involved in 

endocytosis and recycling of GABAaRs. However, Christie et al. (2006) demonstrated 

that the TM4 domain alone is not sufficient for clustering of GABAaRs and that the 

major intracellular loop is required for postsynaptic clustering. In the latter study, the 

experiments were performed using 5/y2S chimeric subunits, and the authors consider 

the possibility that the a2 subunit either is neutral or contributes to the clustering and 

postsynaptic targeting process. In fact, very recently, using glutathione-5'-transferase 

(GST)-overlay assays, Tretter et al. (2008) provided evidence for a direct interaction 

between the GABAaR a2 subunit and gephyrin and identified a ten amino acid 

hydrophobic sequence within the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain as a region essential 

for receptor clustering at both axoaxonic and axodendritic synaptic sites. In the same 

study, a weak interaction between gephyrin and the (33 and y2 subunits was also shown.

K N P L L R M F S F K A P T

GABAaR y ^ L : AAAAACCCTCTTCTTCGGATGTTTTCCTTCAAGGCCCCTACC
GABAaR y 2 S : A A A A A C C C T G C C C C T A C C

Amino acids 338-345

Figure 1.4. Difference between the two GABAffi. y2 subunits. The long variant contains an 
additional sequence of eight amino acids, including a serine phosphorylation site.

1.4.1 Palmitoylation

The intracellular loop of the GABAaR y2 subunit also contains a binding site for the 

palmytoylation protein Golgi-specific aspartate/histidine/histidine/cysteine (DHHC) 

zinc finger protein (GODZ). Palmitoylation is a reversible posttranslational 

modification involved in trafficking, stability and functional modulation of several 

membrane proteins and signalling factors, especially in neurons. The process involves a 

thioacylation, most frequently the attachment of the fatty acid palmitate, to cysteine 

residues of different proteins. It was suggested that palmitoylation of the y2 subunit is 

involved in clustering of GABAaRs (Keller et al., 2004; Rathenberg et al., 2004).
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GODZ is one of the palmitoyltransferase enzymes and is found in the Golgi complex. 

This enzyme has been shown to interact with a cysteine-rich 14 amino acid domain in 

the cytoplasmic loop of the GABAaR yl-3 subunits, but not any of the other subunits. 

The cytoplasmic loops of yl-3 subunits contain five conserved cysteine residues, four 

of them within the GODZ-binding domain (Keller et al., 2004). Rathenberg et al (2004) 

suggest that palmitoylation of at least four cysteine residues of the GABAaR y2 subunit 

regulates clustering of GABAaRs and their cell surface accumulation. According to 

these authors, palmitoylation either enhances interaction of GABAaRs with 

cytoskeletal components, and hence increases receptor clustering, or alternatively 

facilitates trafficking and stabilisation of GABAaRs by recruiting them into lipid rafts 

after covalent modifications.

Keller et al (2004) suggested that the GABAaR y2 subunit is palmitoylated by GODZ. 

However, co-localisation was shown only in HEK293 cells, and GODZ was not 

detected at synapses in neurons. GABAaR subunits pass through the Golgi apparatus 

on their way to the plasma membrane. Therefore, even though mature GABAaR s are 

not found in the Golgi apparatus and do not form a stable complex with GODZ, 

GABAaR subunits may react transiently with this enzyme.

1.5 Additional posttranslational modifications

In addition to palmitoylation, receptor phosphorylation, as well as phosphorylation of 

gephyrin, may be involved in trafficking, synaptic localisation and clustering of 

GABAaRs, either through a direct mechanism, or through conformational changes 

induced by a phosphorylation-dependent binding. Phosphorylated GABAaR subunits 

and interacting proteins can affect the gating of GABAaR Cl channels (Liischer and 

Keller, 2004). Gephyrin has multiple serine and tyrosine phosphorylation sites, but the 

functional relevance of gephyrin phosphorylation is still unknown.

Protein phosphorylation mediated by protein kinase A (PKA), PKC, or serine and 

tyrosine kinases can modulate GABAaR function. Connolly et al. (1999) suggest that 

surface receptor number can be differentially regulated by PKC-dependent
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mechanisms. However, Brandon et al. (2000) propose that since direct GABAaR 

subunit phosphorylation does not seem to regulate receptor activity, other interacting 

proteins could be involved.

McDonald and Moss (1997) reported that the p subunit of GABAaRs contains 

conserved serine residues that are subject to differential phosphorylation by various 

serine/threonine kinases. The y2L subunit harbours a phosphorylation site for PKC 

(Meier and Grantyn, 2004; Moss et al., 1992) and calcium/calmodulin type II- 

dependent protein kinase (McDonald and Moss, 1994). In addition to serine/threonine 

phosphorylation sites in the y2 subunits, there are also two residues which are 

phosphorylation sites for tyrosine kinases. The tyrosine kinase Src can phosphorylate 

these sites and bind to the intracellular loops of P and y subunits in vitro (Brandon et al., 

2001). Moss et al. (1995) demonstrated that when Src was co-expressed with 

GABAaRs, it increased receptor activity, and mutation of these phosphorylation 

residues of the y2 subunit abolished this effect. Despite the understanding of GABAaR 

P and y subunit phosphorylation, little has been discovered about the phosphorylation of 

the a subunits to date.

Ubiquitination is another posttranslational modification which was suggested to be 

important for GABAaR clustering (Saliba et al., 2007). This process can influence 

receptor trafficking by regulating recycling and degradation of receptors which have 

been subject to endocytosis.

In summary, posttranslational modifications of GABAaRs, as well as gephyrin, can be 

involved in the clustering mechanism. This can be either a direct consequence, or due 

to changes in molecular conformations which create novel interaction sites. Additional 

research is necessary to gain further insights into the effects of posttranslational 

modifications on postsynaptic receptor clustering.
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1.6 Project Aims

An understanding of the mechanism of GABAaR clustering is important for further 

analysis of several diverse neurological disorders (section 1.1.1.). As no direct or 

indirect interaction had been demonstrated between GABAaR subunits and gephyrin 

previously, the aim of this project was to investigate this potential interaction using 

molecular and cell biological techniques.

One important issue to be addressed was the identification of the GABAaR subunit(s) 

involved in receptor clustering at inhibitory synapses. As the most common GABAaR 

combinations are aip2/3y2, a2(32/3y2 and a3(32/3y2, it is logical to assume that one or 

more of these subunits are involved in clustering of GABAaRs (Kneussel et al., 1999). 

Another important approach was to search for gephyrin interacting proteins that could 

either act as a “linker” between the receptor subunit(s) and the anchoring protein 

gephyrin, or result in posttranslational modifications of proteins involved in GABAaR 

clustering. One possible “linker” protein is the neurospecific GDP/GTP exchange factor 

CB, which translocates gephyrin to submembrane microaggregates in HEK293 cells 

(Kins et al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2004).

In summary, several receptor subunits may be required for GABAaR clustering. 

Moreover, different splice variants of gephyrin may facilitate, or alternatively hinder, 

interactions with a number of synaptic or non-synaptic proteins. Additional interacting 

partners, as well as posttranslational modifications, could also be necessary for an 

interaction between GABAaRs and gephyrin. An in depth analysis of a possible 

interaction between one or more of the GABAaR subunits and gephyrin, in the absence 

and presence of CB, was performed. A brief description of the aims of each result 

chapter is presented in table 1.6.
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Chapter Description
3: Investigation of direct 
interactions between GABAaR 
subunits and gephyrin

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate a direct 
interaction between the scaffolding protein 
gephyrin and GABAaR subunits.

4: Investigation of direct 
interactions between GABAaR 
subunits and the RhoGEF 
collybistin

In this chapter, the involvement of the RhoGEF 
CB in gephyrin-mediated GABAaR clustering is 
assessed by searching for direct interactions 
between CB and GABAaR subunits.

5: GABAaR clustering: a 
multiple-protein interaction?

In this chapter the effect of the co-expression of 
gephyrin, CB and GABAaR subunits on protein 
interactions and GABAaR clustering is analysed.

6: Posttranslational 
modifications

This chapter investigates the role of 
posttranslational modifications, such as 
phosphorylation and palmitoylation, on GABAaR 
functionality.

1.7 Experimental approach

To identify direct interactions between gephyrin and GABAaR subunits, the yeast two- 

hybrid (YTH) approach was applied. This system shares many similarities with higher 

eukaryotic systems and can demonstrate direct interaction between two proteins that are 

co-expressed in the yeast cell. The yeast tri-hybrid system was used to investigate 

whether possible protein interactions are dependent on the expression of a third protein.

For further analysis of the involvement of GABAaR subunits in the clustering 

mechanism, mammalian HEK293 cells were used. HEK293 cells provide the 

possibility to dissect all the individual components potentially involved in receptor 

clustering, and to analyse the importance of each component separately. Furthermore, 

in order to investigate clustering of functioning GABAaRs by gephyrin, and possibly 

CB, stable cell lines expressing f.l. GABAaR a2 and p2 subunits, a2, p2 and y2L or a2, 

p2 and y2S subunits were generated.

For a more in depth analysis of binding sites, as well as the role of posttranslational 

modifications, mutagenesis studies were performed. This allowed the mapping and 

study of the relative importance of specific sequences.
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Chapter 2

METHODS
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2 Methods

All chemicals were purchased from SIGMA-Aldrich Poole, Dorset, UK, if no other 

providers are stated. All centrifugations were performed at room temperature (RT) on a 

bench-top Eppendorf centrifuge 5415-D (Eppendorf, Cambridge, UK) at a full speed of 

16100 X g, if not specified differently. The elution buffer (EB) used was free from 

EDTA (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK), unless stated otherwise.

2.1 DNA manipulation and plasmid construct generation

2.1.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

The number of DNA copies can be increased by applying three steps using the PCR 

approach. The initial step is dénaturation at 94-95°C to break hydrogen bonds between 

two DNA strands and to produce single-stranded DNA as template. Thereafter, at the 

annealing temperature of approximately 50-60°C specifically designed primers, as well 

as the polymerase, attach to the region of the template DNA matching the primers. 

Finally, at an optimal temperature for the polymerase, typically 68-72°C, the 

polymerase starts the extension by adding single nucleotides, present in the reaction 

solution, which complement the nucleotides of the template DNA, and creates double

stranded DNA. By repeating these steps over a number of cycles, the amount of DNA 

can be significantly increased.

In order to amplify DNA, 0.4 pmol/pl of both 3’ and 5’ primers (Table 2.1.1), 5-10 ng 

of plasmid template DNA or 2 pi of cDNA, and 22 pi AccuPrime Pfx Supermix 

(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) were mixed to a final volume of 25 pi. Thereafter, the DNA 

was amplified using the following PCR conditions: one initial denaturing cycle of 94°C 

for one min followed by several cycles of denaturing at 94°C (1 min), annealing at 60°C 

(1 min) and extension at 68°C (2 min/kb of PCR product). 30-35 cycles were chosen if 

cDNA was used as template, while 18-25 cycles were sufficient if plasmid DNA was 

used as template. The Pfx DNA polymerase used is a high-fidelity enzyme with a 

proofreading 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity, and has the following composition:
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Thennococcus species KOD polymerase complexed with anti-KOD antibodies, 30.8 

mM (NH4)2S0 4 , 11 mM KCL, 1.1 mM MgS0 4 , 330 pM dNTPs and 66 mM Tris-S0 4  

(pH 8.4). A Thermo Electron Corporation Px2 Thermal Cycler PCR device (Thermo 

Scientific, UK) was used to amplify DNA.

TABLE 2.1.1. Oligonucleotide primers used in DNA amplifîcations. The restriction sites 
within the sequences used for cloning into the multiple cloning sites of expression vectors have 
jeen underlined. Abbreviations: Exp.: expression, f .l:  full-length, RES: restriction enzyme site.
Primer Sequence 5’-> 3’ RES Exp.

Vector

Mammalian expression constructs of rat GABAaR subunits (TM3-TM4 intracellular domains):

HcRed-

rOABRAl-Bglll

ATTAGATCTGCCACAGTAAACTATTTCACC Bgai pHcRed-Cl

HcRed-

rO ABRA1 -EcoRI

CGGGAATTCTCATCTTGACAGTCGGTCGAT EcoRl pHcRed-Cl

rGABAA2-A AATGAATTCTGCAACTGTTAATTACTTCAC EcoRl pECFP/

pEYFP/

pHcRed-Cl

rOABAA2-B CGGGGATCCTCATCTAGACATTCTGTCGAT BamHl pECEP/

pEYEP/

pHcRed-Cl

HcRed-

rGARA3-BglII

ATTAGATCTGCTACTGTCAACTACTTCAC BgBl pHcRed-Cl

HcRed-

rGARA3-SalI

AGGGTCGACTCAGCGGGAAATTTTGTCAAC Sail pHcRed-Cl

B215-1 TCTGAATTCTGCTTTGGTCAACTACA EcoRl pECFP/

pHcRed-Cl

B215-2 AGGGGATCCTCAGCGGGACCACCGATCAAT BamHl pECEP/

pHcRed-Cl

rGABRB3-ClA CTGGTCGACGCCTTTGTCAACTATATTTTC Sail pECFP/

pHcRed-Cl

rGABRB3-ClB TGGGGATCCTCACCGGGACCATCTGTCTAT BamHl pECEP/

pHcRed-Cl

HcRed-yl EcoRl

HcRed-yl

BamHl

CATGAATTCTGGAACCTTGCATTATTTTAC

TGGGGATCCCTACCTGGAGTAGGAGTCGAT

EcoRl

BamHl

pHcRed-Cl

pHcRed-Cl
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G215-1

G215-2

HcRed-G3EcoRI

GGTGAATTCTGGTACCCTGCACTATT

AGGGGATCCTCACCGAGCATAGGAGTCCAT

GATGAATTCTGCTACTCTCAACTACTATTC

EcoRl

BamHl

EcoRl

pHcRed-Cl

pHcRed-Cl

pHcRed-Cl

HcRed-G3BamHI TGGGGATCCCTACCGAGAGTAGGAGTCCAG BamHl pHcRed-Cl

Mammalian expression constructs of human GABAaR subunits (f.l.):

pRK5hGABRG2-

Hindlll

AAAAAGCTTGCCACCATGAGTTCGCCAAATATATGG

AGC

H indlll pcDNA3.1/ 

Hygro (+)

pRK5

hGABRG2-XhoI

CATCTCGAGTCACAGGTAGAGGTAGGAGACCCAATA

G

Xhol pcDNA3.1/ 

Hygro (+)

Yeast expression constructs of rat GABAaR subunits (TM3-TM4 intracellular domains):

GABRAIA GATGTCGACTGCCACAGTAAACTATTTCAC Sail pYTH16

GABRA1B CGGGAATTCTCATCTTGACAGTCGGTCGAT EcoRl pYTH16

pYTH16-

FGABAA2-A

AATGTCGACTGCAACTGTTAATTACTT CAC Sail pYTH16

pYTH16-

IGABAA2-B

CGGGAATTCTCATCTAGACATTCTGTCGAT EcoRl pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAA3A

GATGTCGACTGCTACTGTCAACTACTTCAC Sail pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAA3B

AGGGAATTCTCAGCGGGAAATTTTGTCAAC EcoRl pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAA4A

TATGTCGACTGCTGCTGTCAACTATTTCAC Sail pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAA4B

TGGGAATTCCTAACGAGCATATTTGTCTAT EcoRl pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAA5A

GATGTCGACTGCCACAGTCAACTACTTTAC Sail pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAASB

GGGGAATTCCTACCGGGACATTTTGTCGAT EcoRl pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAA6A

CATGTCGACCGCAGCTGTCAACTACTTCAC Sail pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAA6B

TGGGAATTCCTATCGAGAATATTGATCTAT EcoRl pYTH16

YTH16-

Rgababl-Sall

ACTGTCGACCGCCTTTGTAAATTACATTTTC Sail pYTH16

YTH16-

rGABAbl-EcoRI

GGGGAATTCTCATCGGGACCACTTGTCTAT EcoRl pYTH16
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GABRB2A

GABRB2B

GABRB3A

TCTGTCGACTGCTTTGGTCAACTACATCTT

AGGGAATTCTCAGCGGGACCACCGATCAAT

TCTGTCGACTGCCTTTGTCAACTATATTTT

SaR

EcoRl

SaR

pYTH16

pYTH16

pYTH16

GABRB3B TGGCCCGGGTCACCGGGACCATCTGTCTAT Smal pYTH16

YTH16-

rGABAGl-Sall

CATGTCGACTGGAACCTTGCATTATTTTAC SaR pYTH16

YTH16-

rGABAG 1 -EcoRI

TGGGAATTCTCACCTGGAGTAGGAGTCGAT EcoRl pYTH16

GABRG2A GGTGTCGACTGGTACCCTGCACTATTTTGT SaR pYTH16

GABRG2B AGGGAATTCTCACCGAGCATAGGAGTCCAT EcoRl pYTH16

pYTH16-

rGABAG3-SalI

GATGTCGACTGCTACTCTCAACTACTATTC SaR pYTH16

YTH 16-

rGABAG3-EcoRI

TGGGAATTCTCACCGAGAGTAGGAGTCCAG EcoRl pYTH16

RG2IL1 GTGGAATTCGGTAACCTGGACTATTTTGTT EcoRl pBridge

RG2IL2 CCAGTCGACTCAGATCCGAGCATAGGAGTC SaR pBridge

Rat GABARAP (lacking the first 35 amino acids):

Pact-

GABARAP36

TAGGGATCCAAGCTCCCAAAGCTCGGATAG BamHl pACT2

GRAP2 ACACTCGAGTCACAGACCGTAGACGC Xhol pACT2

2.1.2 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed to separate and identify DNA fragments. 

For preparation of gels, UltraPURE Electrophoresis Grade agarose (Invitrogen, Paisley, 

UK) was dissolved in Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) electrophoresis buffer (40 mM Tris- 

base, 20 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0). SYBRSafe^^ DNA gel stain 

(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), a cyanine dye which binds to the minor groove of double

stranded DNA, was added in a ratio of 1:10000 and mixed thoroughly. The solution 

was then poured into a gel plate, a comb was placed inside, and the gel was left to set at 

RT. The agarose concentration was dependent on the size of constructs; for constructs 

shorter than 500 base pairs (bp) a 2% (w/v) gel was prepared, for samples between 500- 

1000 bp a 1.5% (w/v) gel and for constructs over 1 kb, a 1% (w/v) gel was used. Once 

the gel had set, the comb was removed and the gel was placed in an electrophoresis
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tank filled with Ix TAE buffer. Samples were mixed with loading buffer before 

applying to each well. A solution of 40% (w/v) sucrose in EB was used as loading 

buffer, containing a small amount of bromophenol blue to give a dark blue colour 

allowing visualisation of the samples in the gel. 1 pg 1 kb DNA molecular weight 

marker (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) was loaded alongside the samples, to determine the 

size of each DNA fragment. Time and voltage of the electrophoresis was dependent on 

the size of the DNA; DNA samples which were of similar size required a longer run 

time and a lower voltage for a more accurate separation. Gels were then visualised and 

images were taken using transmitted UV light on an InGenius gel doc system (Syngene, 

Cambridge, UK). To recover a sample from the gel for further purification and cloning 

procedures, the bands were visualised with a Bio-Rad transilluminator and cut out with 

a sharp blade, transferred to Eppendorf tubes and the weight was noted for the 

subsequent purification experiments.

2.1.3 DNA Purification

2.1.3.1 PerfectPrep® Gel Cleanup Kit

The PerfectPrep® Gel Cleanup Kit (Eppendorf, Cambridge, UK) was one of the two 

methods used to purify the amplified DNA. In brief, guanidinium thiocyanate-based 

binding buffer was added to the gel slice containing the DNA and incubated at 50°C for 

10 min while shaking. When the gel was completely dissolved, to precipitate the DNA, 

isopropanol was added in a volume corresponding to the gel slice weight and mixed 

thoroughly. The sample was then transferred to a spin column and centrifuged on a 

bench-top centrifuge for 1 min before washing with wash buffer diluted with ethanol. 

The DNA was eluted by adding 30 pi EB (containing 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5); 

Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) to the centre of the column and spinning down for 1 min.

2.1.3.2 Sephaglas Gel purification and DNA extraction

Sephaglas"^  ̂ BandPrep Kit (Amersham Biosciences, Bucks, UK) was used as an 

alternative method to extract and purify DNA from agarose gels. Agarose gel slices 

were dissolved by adding 250 pi gel solubiliser (buffered solution containing Nal to 

dissolve the agarose; ca 1 pi for each mg agarose), vortexed vigorously and incubated
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at 60°C for approximately 10 min. 5 pi of uniformly suspended Sephaglas BP 

(containing Kathon® CG/ICP biocide) was added to each tube to allow the binding of 

the DNA to the glass matrix, and incubated at RT for 5 min, mixing tubes every minute 

to re-suspend the Sephaglas. The mixture was centrifuged for 1 minute and the 

supernatant was removed. This step was repeated to remove any residual liquid. To 

purify the DNA and remove gel contaminants, proteins, linkers and nucleotides, the 

matrix-bound DNA was washed with 80 pi wash buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 

mM EDTA, 0.1 mM NaCl and 18 ml 100% (v/v) EtOH, or 22 ml 95% (v/v) EtOH; 16x 

volume of Sephaglas). Pellets were then re-suspended in wash buffer and centrifuged 

for approximately 1 min. After discarding the supernatant, two additional washes were 

performed. Thereafter, the pellets were spread around the tube walls and left to air-dry 

for approximately 5 min, until any residual ethanol which might inhibit subsequent 

enzymatic manipulations was removed. The DNA was then eluted with 25 pi EB 

(minimum 4x volume of Sephaglas; 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA) and 

incubated at 37°C for 5 minutes while rotating. To make sure no Sephaglas or other 

particles were present in the DNA solution, the samples were briefly centrifuged and 

the supernatant was transferred to fresh Eppendorf tubes.

2.1.4 Cloning o f  Constructs

For construct preparation, the entire purified insert samples and 1 pg of required 

plasmid vectors were digested for 1 h at 37°C with appropriate restriction enzymes 

(Tables 2.1.4.1 and 2.1.4.3). The DNA was then extracted using the phenol-chloroform 

method. Briefly, UltraPure’’̂  ̂ phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol, 25:24:1 (v/v) 

(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) was added to the digested DNA samples (diluted in H2O), 

and equal volumes of water phase (containing the DNA) and phenol-chloroform phase 

were mixed and centrifuged on a bench-top centrifuge for 10 min. The upper water 

phase was separated and added to 96% (v/v) EtOH (2.5x of the water phase), 3M 

sodium acetate (NaAc (pH 5.2); O.lx of the water phase) and 1 pi glycogen (1 pg, to 

visualise DNA pellet). The mixture was left on dry ice for a minimum of 15 min to 

allow DNA precipitation and thereafter samples were centrifuged for approximately 20 

min. Pellets were then washed with 80% (v/v) ethanol and left to air-dry. Inserts were
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eluted with approximately 14 pi EB and vectors with 50 pi EB. 7 pi of the insert 

preparation was then ligated into 1 pi vector preparation using 1 pi T4 DNA ligase (1 

unit; Roche Diagnostics, West Sussex, UK) and 1 pi ligation buffer (66 mM Tris-HCl, 

5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithioerythritol, 1 mM ATP; pH 7.5) by incubating at 4°C 

overnight.

In addition to the DNA constructs prepared and described in this thesis, constructs 

previously generated in the laboratory (Harvey et al., 2004; Rees et al., 2003; 

unpublished data), were also frequently used (Table 2.1.4.2)

2.1.4.1 Digestion o f ligations

When the vectors are digested with two different restriction enzymes, re-circularised 

molecules may be present in the ligation reaction and can allow growth of bacterial 

colonies without expressing the desired DNA. The re-circularisation is due to 

incomplete digestion of the vector. The probability of obtaining bacterial colonies 

expressing the desired DNA is increased by digesting the ligations before transforming 

into E. colt competent cells. This is achieved using restriction enzymes that cut between 

the original restriction enzyme sites in the empty vector, but not in the inserted DNA. 

The theory behind this approach is that enzymes will cut in the insertion site of the 

empty vectors, but not vectors containing the insert, since that specific site is lost. The 

undigested DNA remains circular (plasmid), hence, it will allow growth of bacterial 

colonies once transformed into competent E. colt cells.
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TABLE 2.1.4.1. Expression constructs and the restriction enzymes used for digestion.
A bbrevia tion s an d  explanations: *; TM 3-TM 4 in tracellu lar dom ain  o f  GABAAR subunits, G aR: 
GABAaR.
Expression constructs Restriction 

enzyme 1
Restriction 
enzyme 2

pHcRed-Cl rat GaR a l * BgBl EcoRl
pYTH16 rat GaR a l * Sail EcoRl
pECFP/pEYFP/pHcRed-Cl rat GaR o2  * EcoRl BamHl
pYTH16 rat GaR a2 * Sail EcoRl
pHcRed-Cl rat GaR a3 * BgBl SaB
pYTH16 rat GaR a3 * SaB EcoRl
pYTH16 rat GaR a4 * SaB EcoRl
pYTH16 rat GaR a5 * SaB EcoRl
pYTH16 rat GaR a6 * SaB EcoRl
pYTH16 rat GaR (31 * SaB EcoRl
pECFP/pHcRed-Cl rat GaR P2 * EcoRl BamHl
pYTH16 rat GaR (32 * SaB EcoRl
pECFP/pHcRed-Cl rat GaR (33 * SaB BamHl
pYTH16 rat GaR p3 * SaB Smal
pHcRed-Cl rat GaR yl * BgBl SaB
pYTH16 rat GaR y l * SaB EcoRl
pBridge rat GaR y2L * EcoRl SaB
pHcRed-Cl rat GaR y2L/S * EcoRl BamHl
pYTH16ratGAR y2L/S* SaB EcoRl
pHcRed-Cl rat GaR y3 * EcoRl BamHl
pYTH16 rat GaR y3 * SaB EcoRl
pACT2 rat GABARAP36 BamHl Xhol
pcDNA3.1/Hygro (+) human GaR y2 f.l. Hindlll Xhol
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TABLE 2.1.4.2. Expression constructs 
previously generated in the laboratory.
(Harvey et al., 2004; Rees et al., 2003; 
unpublished data)
*.• TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the 
GlyR P subunit.______________________
pEGFP-gephyrin PI f.l

pHcRed-gephyrin PI f.l.

pACT2-gephyrin PI f.l.

pACT2-gephyrin 276-736

pACT2-gephyrin 305-736

pACT2-gephyrin 305-712

pACT2-gephyrin 305-705

pACT2-gephyrin 305-674

pACT2-gephyrin 305-643

pACT2-gephyrin 323-736

pACT2-gephyrin 336-736

pACT2-GlyR P*

pDsRed-GlyR P*

pACT2-CB3sH3+

pACT2-SH3

pRK5-myc CB2sh3+

pRK5-myc CB2sh3-

pRK5-myc CB3sh3+

pRK5-myc CB3sh3-
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TABLE 2.14.3. Restriction enzymes and their restriction sites.
AU restric tion  enzym es w ere pu rch ased  fro m  N ew  E n glan d BioLabs,

Restriction

enzyme

Restriction site Units per ml U/ml

BamHi G^GATC_C 20000

BgUl A^GATC_A 10000

Dpnl GA(CH3)TC 20000

EcoRl G^AATT_C 20000

Hindlll A^AGCT_T 20000

Ndel CA^TA_TG 20000

Notl GC^GGCC_GC 10000

Nsïl A_TGCA^T 10000

Pstl C_TGCA^G 20000

Sacll CCJGC^GG 20000

Sali G^TCGAJC 20000

Smal CCC|GGG 20000

Spel A^CTAG_T 10000

Stul AGG|CCT 10000

Xbal T^CTAG_A 20000

Xhol C^TCGA_G 20000
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TABLE 2.I.4.4. Consensus sequences used for 
sequence analysis of cloned constructs, taken 
from the NCBI website
(httD://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).
Rat GABAaR a l NM_183326

Rat GABAaR a2 XM_223378

Rat GABAaR a3 NM_017069

Rat GABAaR a4 NM_080587

Rat GABAaR a5 NM_017295

Rat GABAaR a6 NM_021841

Rat GABAaR pi NM_012956

Rat GABAaR P2 NM_012957

Rat GABAaR P3 NM_017065

Rat GABAaR y l NM_080586

Rat GABAaR y2 NM_183327

Rat GABAaR y3 NM_024370

Rat Gephyrin PI NM_022865

Rat GABARAP NM_172036

Rat GlyR p NM_053296

Rat Collybistin NM_023957

Human PEM-2 

(Collybistin)

NM_015185

Human 

GABAaR a2

NM_000807

Human 

GABAaR P2

NM_021911

Human 

GABAaR y2

NM_198904

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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2.1.5 Preparation o f  competent cells

A modified calcium chloride method (Cohen et al., 1972) was applied for an efficient 

preparation of competent bacterial cells. A sterile disposable loop was dipped into a 

fresh vial with TOP 10 Commercial Competent cells (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK; a 

detailed genotype is shown in Table 2.1.5) and spread on a LB agar plate (Luria-Bertani 

(LB) medium with the addition of 2% (w/v) agar; Invitrogen, Paisley, UK). Colonies 

were grown overnight at 37°C. The next day, colonies were harvested and each colony 

was transferred into a 15 ml Falcon tube containing 2 ml LB medium (Lennox L Broth 

Base; 1% (w/v) peptone, 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract, 0.5% (w/v) NaCl; Invitrogen, 

Paisley, UK). Following an overnight incubation at 37°C, the cultures were poured into 

flasks together with 200 ml LB medium and left to grow at 37°C for approximately 3 h 

until an optical density (ODôoo) of 9.5 was reached. Cells were then recovered by 

centrifugation at 3000 x g for 5 min at 4°C. The supernatant was discarded and the 

pellets were re-suspended in 10 ml ice-cold 80 mM CaCl2/50 mM MgCL. At this stage 

the pellets were pooled together. After storing on ice for 10 min, the solutions were 

once more centrifuged, this time at 2500 x g for 3 min (4°C), re-suspended in 10 ml 80 

mM CaCl2/50 mM MgCl2, and stored on ice for 10 min. This wash was repeated a third 

time. Thereafter, the pellets were re-suspended in 5-6 ml ice-cold 0.1 M CaCl2 solution 

and an equal volume of 50% (v/v) glycerol was added to this suspension. The 

competent cells were aliquoted and snap-frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen and 

directly stored at -80°C. To determine the competency of the E. coli cells, the cells 

were transformed with pUC19 (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) and after overnight incubation, 

the number of bacterial cells was counted by calculating the colony-forming unit 

(CFU)/pg of the DNA. The following formula was used for the calculations:

Bacterial colonies on each plate /amount of DNA used (pg) => CFU/pg of DNA

TABLE 2.1.5. Genotype of E. coli bacterial strain TOP 10.________________________
Strain Genotype
TOPIO F-, mcrA, A(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) (J)80/flcZAM15, AlacXlA, recA l, 

araD\39, A(ara-leu)l696, galU, galK, rpsL, (Str^), end A l,  nupG, 
A(lacZYA-argF)lJl69, deoR, rec A l, hsdRll(r\/, mk )̂, phoA, supFAA, 
thi-l, gyrA96, relA l, X._________________________________________
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2.1.6 Transformation into E. coli

For transformation into competent E. coli cells, approximately 2-25 ng of DNA was 

used, depending on the competency of the cells. To perform bacterial transformations, 

either “home-made” E. coli competent cells derived from TOPIO cells (section 2.1.5) or 

commercial E. coli TOPIC cells were used. DNA was added to competent cells and 

incubated on ice for 30 min. Thereafter, cells were heat-shocked at 42°C for 45 s to 

facilitate penetration of DNA into the cells. Following the heat-shock, the mixtures 

were kept on ice for 2 min to allow recovery of the cell membrane. 300 pi of 37°C LB 

medium was then added and samples were incubated at 37°C for 1 h, to allow the 

transformed cells to express the antibiotic resistance gene. Finally, the full amount of 

the mixture was spread on LB agar plates containing the appropriate antibiotic (final 

concentration of 100 pg/ml ampicillin (Calbiochem, Nottingham, UK) or 50 pg/ml 

kanamycin (Merck. Dorsert, UK)) and incubated at 37°C overnight to allow growth of 

colonies.

2.1.7 Plasmid DNA purification

To extract the DNA from the bacterial colonies obtained, cultures were prepared by 

harvesting an isolated colony and incubating at 37°C in 2 ml LB medium containing the 

appropriate antibiotic in the required concentration. After a minimum of 8 h incubation, 

the bacterial cultures were either used directly to perform small-scale DNA preparation, 

or further cultured overnight in 100-200 ml LB medium with the appropriate antibiotic, 

to obtain a larger scale of bacterial culture for Maxiprep procedures.

2.7.7.7 Small-scale preparation o f  DNA (Miniprep)

Either the FastPlasmid™ Miniprep Kit (Eppendorf, Cambridge, UK) or the QIAprep 

Spin Miniprep Kit (250) (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) was used according to the 

manufacturers’ protocols to retrieve the DNA from bacterial cultures. In brief, 

overnight cultures were transferred to collection tubes and samples were pelleted using 

a bench-top centrifuge. Cells were then lysed using ice-cold lysis solution, containing 

60 mg lysozyme and RNase solution, by incubating at RT for approximately 3 min. The 

lysate was transferred to a spin column assembly, centrifuged, washed with the
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provided isopropanol-based wash buffer and centrifuged again to ensure that the entire 

wash buffer was removed. Thereafter, DNA was eluted by adding 50 pi EB and 

centrifuging for 1 min using a bench-top centrifuge.

To confirm that the correct DNA was obtained, samples were digested with appropriate 

restriction enzymes (Table 2.1.4.1) for 1 h and agarose gel electrophoresis was 

performed to analyse the DNA band size.

2.1.7.2 Large-scale preparation o f DNA (Maxiprep)

To obtain a larger amount of purified plasmid DNA, either the Perfectprep® Plasmid 

Maxiprep Kit (Eppendorf, Cambridge, UK) or the HiSpeed' '̂  ̂ Plasmid Purification 

Maxi Kit (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK) was used.

2 .1.7.2.1 Eppendorf Perfectprep® Plasmid Maxiprep

To perform this procedure, minor changes were made to the protocol provided from the 

manufacturer (Eppendorf, Cambridge, UK). Cells were pelleted at 4°C for 30 min at 

3000 X g. Pellets were re-suspended in pre-chilled solution 1 (Tris-HCl, pH8; EDTA) 

and pooled together. 10 ml lysis solution (containing NaOH and sodium dodecyl 

sulphate (SDS)) was added and cells were incubated at RT for a maximum of 5 min to 

lyse. Thereafter, 10 ml of pre-chilled neutralisation buffer (containing acetic acid) was 

added and mixed by inverting the tubes. The solutions were left on ice for 20 min, 

before centrifugation at 3000 x g at 4°C for 30 min. The layer of debris floating was 

removed carefully and the clear supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube. 23 ml of 

pre-chilled DNA binding matrix was added, mixed and centrifuged at 3000 x g at 4°C 

for 30 min. The matrix-bound DNA was then washed with diluted purification solution 

(ethanol-based) by re-suspending, pouring into a spin column and centrifuging at RT, 

3000 X g for 5 min. Centrifugation was repeated until colunms were completely dry. 

The DNA was eluted by adding 3 ml of 37°C EB (Eppendorf, Cambridge, UK) to the 

centre of each column and centrifuging for 5 min at RT. The eluate was transferred to a 

high-speed centrifugation tube, mixed with 70 pi 5 M NaCl and 6 ml 96% (v/v) EtOH, 

and centrifuged at 14000 x g at 4°C for 30 min. Pellets were re-suspended in 500 pi
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H2O and transferred into a solution containing 950 p,l 96% (v/v) EtOH and 50 [d 3 mM 

NaAc (pH 5.2) to precipitate the DNA. If insufficient amount of DNA was precipitated 

after mixing, samples were kept on dry ice for up to 30 min to facilitate further 

precipitation. Thereafter, samples were centrifuged for 5 min, pellets were washed with 

80% (v/v) EtOH, and all the EtOH was removed. The pellets were left to air-dry at RT 

for 5-10 min. Depending on the size of the pellet, a certain amoimt of EB, typically 200 

pi, was added and samples were incubated at 37°C until the pellet was dissolved. OD260 

was measured and if the concentration was too high, samples were diluted further imtil 

a DNA concentration between 1-2 pg/pl was reached.

2.7.7.2.2 HiSpeedJ^ Plasmid Purification Maxi Kit (Qiagen, West Sussex, UK)

The overnight culture was pelleted at 4°C, 3000 x g for 15 min and re-suspended in 10 

ml Buffer PI. Cells were lysed by adding 10 ml lysis buffer (Buffer P2) and incubating 

at RT for 5 min. After a maximum of 5 min of lysis, the reaction was stopped by adding 

10 ml chilled neutralisation buffer (Buffer P3), The suspension was then transferred to 

a QIAfilter Maxi cartridge and incubated at RT for 10 min for separation of cell debris. 

Meanwhile, a HiSpeed Maxi Tip was equilibrated by adding 10 ml equilibration buffer 

(QBT) and allowing the tip to empty by gravity flow. Thereafter, the lysate was filtered 

into the HiSpeed Tip by gently inserting a plunger into the cartridge. Once the lysate 

had entered the resin by gravity flow, the DNA was washed using 60 ml Buffer QC and 

was eluted with 15 ml Buffer QF. 10.5 ml isopropanol was added and left to incubate at 

RT for 5 min to precipitate the DNA. A QIAprecipitator Maxi Module was placed onto 

the outlet nozzle of a 30 ml syringe and the eluate/isopropanol mixture was filtered 

through the precipitator. This step was followed by a wash with 70% (v/v) EtOH and 

the membrane was dried by pressing air through the filter 2-3 times. The precipitator 

was then placed on the outlet nozzle of a 5 ml syringe and DNA was eluted using 500 

|il EB buffer. Finally, OD260 was measured to determine concentration and purity of the 

eluted DNA.
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2.1.8 Sequencing

250 ng DNA per sequencing reaction was sent to the sequencing service at Dundee 

university, UK (http://www.dnaseq.co.uk/), or alternatively, ABI PRISM® Big Dye®  

Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK) was 

used for sequencing of the obtained DNA constructs. The latter technique was 

performed using the dideoxy-mediated chain termination method (Sanger et al., 1977). 

This kit is appropriate for performance of fluorescence-based cycle sequencing 

reactions using ABI PRISM® 310 Genetic Analyzer (Perkin Elmer, UK). The 310 

Genetic Analyzer uses performance optimised polymer 6 (POP-6™) (Applied 

Biosystems, Warrington, UK) for high-resolution separation of DNA fragments.

To set up PCR reactions, 2.5 pi Big Dye® Terminator v3.1 cycle sequencing mix 

(containing AmpliTaq DNA polymerase, dNTPs and ddNTPs), 5 pmol primer (Table 

2.1.8), 0.5 pg DNA, and H2O up to a total volume of 10 pi were mixed. An initial PCR 

cycle of 3 min at 96°C was carried out, followed by 35 cycles of 96°C 50 s, 55°C 50 s 

and 60°C 4 min. PCR products were then phenol-chloroform extracted and precipitated, 

as described earlier in section 2.1.4. After washing with 80% (v/v) EtOH and air-drying 

the pellets, they were re-suspended using 20 pi of Hi-Di formamide (Applied 

Biosystems, Warrington, UK) and incubated at 37°C for 5 min to denature the nucleic 

acids. The samples were centrifuged briefly and the clear supernatant was moved to 0.5 

ml open top sequencing tubes with septa (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, UK). The 

DNA was then denatured at 95°C for 2 min and placed on ice immediately to avoid re

annealing of the DNA strands. The samples were then sequenced using an ARI PRISM 

310 Genetic Analyzer, by applying the following conditions: Run time, 45 min; Run 

temperature, 50°C; Injection time, 45 s; Injection at 2.0kV. Once sequenced, the results 

were analysed with the Sequencher software, version 4.1.2 (Gene Code Corporation).

http://www.dnaseq.co.uk/
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TABLE 2.1.8. Details of oligonucleotide primers used for sequencing reactions.
Primer Sequence 5’^  3’ Direction Sites found in:

GFPseq CATGGTCCTGCTGGAGTTCGTG Forward pECFP; pEGFP; pEYFP

GAL4BD TCATCGGAAGAGAGTAGTAACAAAG Forward pYTH16; pBridge;

GAL4AD AATACCACTACAATGGATGATGTAT Forward pACT2

pRK5 seq TATAGAATAACATCCAC Forward pRK5

pHcRedCF CCATGCCCGGCTTCCACTTCA Forward pHcRed

pHcRedCR AACAACAACAATTGCATTCAT Reverse pHcRed

T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG Forward pGBKT7

BGH AACTAGAAGGCACAGTCGAGG Reverse pcDNA

pYTH15 seq GAGAAAGGTCAAGTCGA Forward pYTHlS

pYTH15

seqR

CCGACAACCTTGATTGG Reverse pYTHlS

G215-1 GGTGAATTCTGGTACCCTGCACTATT Forward GABAaR y l  subunit

rg2-seql CAGGCTTCACTAGCCAA Forward GABAaR y2 subunit

rg2-seqlR ATAGCATTCACTGGACC Reverse GABAaR y2 subunit

rg2-seq2 TCTGGATTCCAGACACT Forward GABAaR y l  subunit

rg2-seq3 TCTGAGCAGAAGAATGG Forward GABAaR y l  subunit

RG SEQl GGGATGGCCCTGGCAAT Forward Gephyrin

RG SEQ2 TCTCGTGGCGTTCAGGT Forward Gephyrin

RG SEQ3 ATTGGGAATCCCAAGC Forward Gephyrin

RG SEQ4 CTTCTAGCAACAATTCA Forward Gephyrin

RG SEQ5 CGCCCAGAATACCACCG Forward Gephyrin

2.1.9 Site-directed mutagenesis

Mutations were introduced by PCR-mediated site-directed mutagenesis using 

PfuUltra™  Hotstart PCR Master Mix (Stratagene, Cambridge, UK). The primers were 

specifically designed to contain the mutant sequences (Table 2.1.9), hence, allowing the 

production of new DNA copies carrying the desired mutations. The PfuU ltra^  

Hotstart PCR Master Mix is a 2x formulation of PfuUltra™  hotstart DNA polymerase, 

PCR reaction buffer, magnesium and dNTPs. The polymerase in the mix is modified, 

leading to a lower error rate than other traditional enzymes. For example, this 

polymerase shows a three-fold lower error rate than the PfuTurbo® DNA polymerase.
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25 |LiI PfuUlîra^^ Hotstart PCR Master Mix was added to 50 ng DNA template and 1 pi 

of each of the 3’ and 5’ primers (10 pmol/pl). H2O was added to a final volume of 50 pi 

and the samples were then amplified using the following PCR programme: one initial 

cycle of 1 min at 95°C, followed by 18-25 cycles of 94-95°C 1-5 min, 50-60°C 1 min, 

72°C 2 min/kb of plasmid plus insert size.

All the following mutagenesis experiments used template DNA with inserts containing 

the large intracellular domain of different GABAaR subunits.

2.1.9.1 Confirmation o f DNA mutations

The entire PCR product was digested with 1 pi D p n \  restriction enzyme for 1 h at 

37°C. This enzyme only digests the methylated template DNA cloned in E. co li, leaving 

the PCR product intact. The digested mutagenesis product was then transformed into E. 

c o l i  cells, the DNA was purified by performing Miniprep (section 2.1.7.1), and samples 

were sequenced to confirm the successful site-directed mutagenesis.

2.1.9.2 Site-directed mutagenesis o f GABAaR y2L into y2S subunit

To obtain pHcRed-GABAAR y2S and pYTH 16-GAB A aR y2S constructs, the pHcRed- 

GABAaR y2L and pYTHl 6-GABAaR y2L DNA constructs were used as template, 

respectively, and were mutated. The additional eight amino acids within the TM3-TM4 

intracellular domain of the y2L subunit were deleted using a PCR programme of one 

initial cycle of 1 min at 95°C, followed by 20 cycles of 95°C 1 min, 50°C 1 min, IT C  

18 min.

K N P L L R M F S F K A P T

GABAaR AAAAACCCTCTTCTTCGGATGTTTTCCTTCAAGGCCCCTACC
GABAaR y 2 S : A A A A A C C C T G C C C C T A C C

Amino acids 338-345 in y 2L

F igure 2.1.9.2. M utation o f  the y2L siihim it into the y2S sp lice variant. D eletion o f amino acid 
residues 338-345 (LLRM FSFK) within the TM 3-TM 4 intracellular domain o f  the y2L subunit 
results in the formation o f  the y2S splice variant.
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2.1.9.3 Preparation of deletion/chimera constructs o f the GABAaR a l  and a2 

subunit intracellular domains

To identify the binding site of the GABAaR ot2 subunit responsible for protein 

interactions in yeast, either regions of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR 

a2 subunit were deleted, or amino acid sequences of the intracellular domain of the a l 

subunit were replaced with the equivalent region of the GABAaR a2 subunit (Figure 

2.1.9.3). Amino acids AYAVAVANYA (residues 377-386), NNAYAVAVANYA 

(375-386) and GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANYA (369-386) in the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit were deleted to generate constructs further referred to 

as p YTH16-GABAaR short deletion a2, pYTH 16-GAB AaR deletion a2, and pYTH 16- 

GAB AaR long deletion a2, respectively. To generate pYTH 16-GAB AaR exchange a2 

into a l ,  and pYTH 16-GAB AaR long exchange a l  into a l  chimeras, residues 

TYAPTATSYT (339-348) and DPLIKKNNTYAPTATSYT (331-348) within the 

TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR a l subunit were replaced with residues 

AYAVAVANYA (377-386; same residues as in the short deletion construct) and 

GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANY (369-386; same residues as in the long deletion construct) 

of the intracellulai' domain of the a l  subunit, respectively. The DNA templates used 

were pYTH 16-GAB AaR a l for the exchange constructs, and the pYTH 16-GAB AaR 

a l  subunit construct for the deletion constructs. Apart from an increase in the amount 

of template DNA to 100 ng, the mutagenesis conditions described previously were 

applied.

a 2 in a l  (aa 339-348):

q2-L in a l  (aa 3 3 1 -3 4 8 ) :

q2-g del fflfl 377-386):

F igure 2.1.9.3. A schem atic image o f  pYTH  16-GABA,\R a l  deletion constructs and a l / a l  
chimeras. Three deletion constructs were generated by deleting residues 377-386, 375-386 and 
369-386 o f the TM 3-TM 4 intracellular domain o f  the GABAaR a2 subunit. Chimera constructs 
were obtained by replacement o f residues 339-348 and 331-348 within the intracellular domain 
of the a l subunit with the equivalent region o f  the a2 subunit. A bbreviations: a2 in a l :  
exchange a l  into a l ,  a l-L  in a l :  long exchange a l  into a l ,  a l- S  del: short deletion a l ,  a l  del: 
deletion a l,  a l-L  del: long deletion a l .
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2.1.9.4 Site-directed mutagenesis o f gephyrin residues into alanine

For the identification of specific binding sites within the gephyrin protein, gephyrin 

yeast expression constructs were mutated to replace blocks of five amino acids within 

the C-terminal part of the C-domain and the N-terminal part of the E-domain with 

alanine. These constructs, referred to as A 1-9, had the following amino acid residues 

replaced: 305-309, 310-314, 315-319, 320-324, 325-329, 330-334, 335-339, 340-344 

and 344-348, respectively. The pACT2-gephyrin 276-736 construct was used as 

template DNA and the PCR programme used for this mutagenesis was one initial cycle 

of 1 min at 95°C, followed by 22 cycles of 95°C 1 min, 50°C 1 min, 72°C 22 min. 

Constructs A 1-7 had previously been generated in the laboratory (Harvey et al., 2004).

169  3 2 3  73 6

WT
A l
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9

F igure 2.1.9.4. Replacem ent o f  gephyrin am ino a c id  residues with alanine. Blocks o f five 
amino acids within the C- and E- domains o f the gephyrin protein were replaced with alanine, 
using the follow ing primer pairs for site-directed mutagenesis: G A l+ 2  (A l mutation), G A 3+4  
(A2 mutation), G A5+6 (A3 mutation), GA7-t-8 (A 4 mutation), G A 9+10 (A5 mutation), 
G A l 14-12 (A6 mutation), G A 13+14 (A7 mutation), G A 15+16 (A 8 mutation) and G A 19-1-20 
(A9 mutation).

2.1.9.5 Site-directed mutagenesis o f the T348 phosphorylation site within the 

GABAaR a l  subunit

In order to analyse the importance of amino acid residue T348 within the TM3-TM4 

intracellular loop of the GABAaR a l subunit, this residue of the pYTH 16-GAB AaR a l 

construct was replaced with alanine, using the primers described in table 2.1.9. The 

following PCR programme was used to perform this mutagenesis experiment: one 

initial cycle of 1 min at 95°C, followed by 25 cycles of 95°C 1 min, 50°C 1 min, 72®C 

15 min.
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2.1.9.6 Generation of the CB2sh3- isoform

In order to investigate the importance of the SH3 domain, this 60 amino acid long 

domain of the RhoGEF CB was deleted. The pACT2-CB3sH3+ construct, previously 

generated in the laboratory (Harvey et al., 2004), was used as a template DNA to 

generate the pACT2-CB3sH3- construct. One initial PCR cycle of 1 min at 95°C, 

followed by 25 cycles of 95°C 1 min, 50°C 1 min, 72°C 20 min, was used to perform 

this mutagenesis.

2.1.9.7 Site-directed mutagenesis o f GODZ-binding sites within the GABAaR y2L 

and y2S subunit intracellular domains

To study the role of the GODZ-binding site in the cellular distribution of the GABAaR 

y2 subunit, either amino acid residues C369 (C377), C375 (C383), C380 (C388) and 

C381 (C389) within the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the y2S (y2L) subunit were 

replaced with alanine (pHcRed-GABAAR y2S/L-CCCC constructs), or the entire 

GODZ-binding domain of the y2 subunit intracellular domain (amino acids 368-381 in 

the y2S and 376-389 in the y2L splice variants) was deleted (pHcRed-GABAAR y2S/L- 

GODZ constructs). The PCR programme used for this mutagenesis was one initial 

cycle of 1 min at 95°C, followed by 18 cycles of 95°C 1 min, 50°C 1 min, 72°C 11 min.

A. Cvsteine-residue replacement of GODZ-binding site
Amino a c i d s  C369 rC377;, C375 C360 (0 2 6 8 ; ,  C26i (C289;

i n  y 2S  (y2L) ; C y s t e i n e  A l a n i n e
c c c c

TATGGCTATGAGTGTTTGGATGGCAAGGACTGTGCCAGTTTCTTTTGCTGTTTTGAAGAC 
A A A A

TATGGCTATGAGGCTTTGGATGGCAAGGACGCTGCCAGTTTCTTTGCAGCTTTTGAAGAC

D

Complete GODZ biding site deletion 
Amino a c i d s  368-381  (376-389)  i n  y2S (y2Lj 

Y G Y E C L D G K D C A S F F C C F E D  
TATGGCTATGAGTGTTTGGATGGCAAGGACTGTGCCAGTTTCTTTTGCTGTTTTGAAGAC 
TATGGCTAT: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :TTTGAAGAC

F igure 2.1.9.7. M utagenesis o f  the GABAAR y2L and }>2S G O D Z-binding sites. A, four cysteine 
residues were replaced with alanine using G 2G 0D Z  CCCCl-t-2 primers. B, the com plete 
GODZ-binding site was deleted with G 2delG 0D Z l4-2 oligonucleotide primers to investigate 
the effect o f palmitoylation by GODZ in the cellular distribution o f  the G ABAaR y l  subunits.
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TABLE 2.1.9. Details of oligonucleotide primers used for mutagenesis experiments. The
mutated sites are underlined, and the residues before and after the deleted sites are 
highlighted in red. All oligonucleotide primers were purchased from Invitrogen (Paisley, 
(/A:;.
Primer Sequence 5’ -> 3’

pYTH16- and pHcRed- GABA^R y2S from y2L

rGABA-y2S-l AAGAAGAAAAACCCTGCCCCTACCATTGAT

rOABA-y2S-2 ATCAATGGTAGGGGCAGGGTTTTTCTTCTT

pYTH16-GABAaR a l and a2 deletion/exchange constructs

Ex-alpha2intol A CCTCTCATTAAGAAAAACAACGCCTATGCTGTAGCCGTTGCCAACTACGCC

CCTAACTTAGCCAGGGGTGAC

Ex-alpha2intol B GTCACCCCTGGCTAAGTTAGGGGCGTAGTTGGCAACGGCTACAGCATAGGC

GTTGTTTTTCTTAATGAGAGG

LongEx- 

alpha2intol A

GAAAAGCCAAAGAAAGTGAAGGGCTCCGTCATGATACAGAACAACGCCTATGCT

GTAGCCGTTGCCAACTACGCCCCTAACTTAGCCAGGGGTGAC

LongEx- 

alpha2intol B

GTCACCCCTGGCTAAGTTAGGGGCGTAGTTGGCAACGGCTACAGCATAGGCGTT

GTTCTGTATCATGACGGAGCCCTTCACTTTCTTTGGCTTTTC

ShortDel- 

alpha2 A

TCCGTCATGATACAGAACAACCCGAATCTTTCCAAAGATCCT

ShortDel- 

alpha2 B

AGGATCTTTGGAAAGATTCGGGTTGTTCTGTATCATGACGGA

Del-alpha2 A AAAGGCTCCGTCATGATACAGCCGAATCTTTCCAAAGATCCT

Del-alpha2 B AGGATCTTTGGAAAGATTCGGCTGTATCATGACGGAGCCTTT

LongDel- 

alpha2 A

AATGACAAGAAAAAAGAGAAACCGAATCTTTCCAAAGATCCT

LongDel- 

alpha2 B

AGGATCTTTGGAAAGATTCGGTTTCTCTTTTTTCTTGTCATT

Gephyrin amino acid 277-736 mutations

GAl

GA2

GA3

GA4

GA5

GA6

GA7

GA8

GA9

CTAAGAGCCAGTCACGCTGCTGCAGCTGCCACCAAGGTGGCTAGA

TCTAGCCACCTTGGTGGCAGCTGCAGCAGCGTGACTGGCTCTTAG

AGTGCTGTAGATATCGCCGCGGCGGCTGCAAGACATCGCATGTCT

AGACATGCGATGTCTTGCAGCCGCCGCGGCGATATCTACAGCACT

ACCAAGGTGGCTAGAGCAGCTGCCGCGGCTCCTTTTCCTCTGACG

CGTCAGAGGAAAAGGAGCCGCGGCAGCTGCTCTAGCCACCTTGGT

AGACATCGCATGTCTGCTGCTGCTGCGGCGTCTATGGACAAAGCC

GGCTTTGTCCATAGACGCCGCAGCAGCAGCAGACATGCGATGTCT

CCTTTTCCTCTGACGGCTGCGGCCGCAGCCTTCATTACAGTTCTG
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GAIO 

GAl 1 

GA12 

GA13 

GA14 

GA15 

GA16 

GA19 

GA20

CAGAACTGTAATGAAGGCTGCGGCCGCAGCCGTCAGAGGAAAAGG

TCTATGGACAAAGCCGCCGCTGCAGCTGCGGAGATGACTCCGGTG

CACCGGAGTCATCTCCGCAGCTGCAGCGGCGGCTTTGTCCATAGA

TTCATTACAGTTCTGGCGGCGGCTGCGGCGCTTGGTACAGAAATC

GATTTCTGTACCAAGCGCCGCAGCCGCCGCCAGAACTGTAATGAA

GAGATGACTCCGGTGGCTGCAGCTGCAGCTATCAATTACCGAGAT

ATCTCGGTAATTGATAGCTGCAGCTGCAGCCACCGGAGTCATCTC

GTGCTTGGTACAGAAGCTGCAGCTGCAGCTGATGGAATGGGGCGA

TCGCCCCATTCCATCAGCTGCAGCTGCAGCTTCTGTACCAAGCAC

GABAaR a l T348A mutation

T348A-1 AGCAACCAGCTATGCCCCTAACTTAGCCA

T348A-2 TGGCTAAGTTAGGGGCATAGCTGGTTGCT

pACT2-CB2sH3- from pACT2-CB2sH3+

CB2DSH3I GATTAGAGGCGGATCGGGAATGCTCTGGGTGAACCAGGAGGATG

CB2DSH32 CATCCTCCTGGTTCACCCAGAGCATTCCCGATCCGCCTCTAATC

G A B A aR y2 subunit GO DZ m utations

G2delGODZl AGGGATGAAGAATATGGCTATTTTGAAGACTGCCGAACAGGA

G2delGODZ2 TCCTGTTCGGCAGTCTTCAAAATAGCCATATTCTTCATCCCT

G2GODZ

CCCCl

AGGGATGAAGAATATGGCTATGAGGCATTGGATGGCAAGGACGCTGCCAGTTTCT

TTGCAGCTTTTGAAGACTGCCGAACAGGA

G2G0DZ

CCCC2

TCCTGTTCGGCAGTCTTCAAAAGCTGCAAAGAAACTGGCAGCGTCCTTGCCATCC

AATGCCTCATAGCCATATTCTTCATCCCT

2.2 Yeast methodology

2.2.1 Theory

The YTH system can be used to study protein-protein interactions and enables the 

identification of novel protein interactions. Also, transient interactions can be detected 

using this approach. Such interactors are involved in many fundamental processes and 

include, amongst others, kinases, phosphatases and proteases. One advantage of this 

system, compared to classical biochemical and molecular biological techniques, is that
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yeast cells, which share many similarities with higher eukaryotic systems, are used as a 

host.

Briefly, a protein of interest (bait) is fused to a DNA binding domain (BD), and is 

transfected into a yeast host cell containing reporter genes under the control of 

promoters containing GAL4 binding sites. An interaction between a BD-fusion protein 

and a fusion protein (prey) containing an activation domain (AD) allows the promoters 

to activate transcription of the reporter genes. The most frequently used YTH systems 

are based on the GAL4 system.

2.2.2 The MATCHMAKER YTH system

In the MATCHMAKER YTH system (Clontech, Berks, UK), the BD-containing vector 

has a TRPl gene and the AD-containing vector possesses a LEU2 marker, allowing 

growth of yeast cells transformed with BD- and AD-fusion proteins on selective agar 

missing tryptophan and leucine, respectively. The chromosomal reporter genes in the 

system are H1S3 and LacZ and the activation of these reporter genes is under the control 

of the intact GALl upstream activating sequence (GALl UAS) promoter. The GALl 

UAS, containing four GAL4-binding sites, is recognised by proteins with GAL4-BD, 

which enhance transcription when an interaction has taken place with a GAL4-AD 

(Figure 2.2.2).

3-amino-1,2,4-triazole (3-AT; ), an inhibitor of the HIS3 gene product, is used to inhibit 

the “leaky” expression in some yeast strains, such as the Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

yeast strain Y190 (Clontech, Berks, UK). The amount of 3-AT used is dependent on 

how “leaky” the reporter gene of a yeast strain is.
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GAL4-AD
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GAL1 UAS Promoter HIS3, LacZ

F igure 2.2.2. The GAL4 system used in YTH experiments. A protein fused to the G A L4-A D  o f  
a prey vector interacts with a bait fused to the G AL4-BD o f a bait vector and allow s 
transcription o f  the reporter gene.

2.2.3 Yeast transformation

In order to determine an appropriate vector system for future yeast tri-hybrid 

experiments, YTH studies were performed using both the pBridge vector (Clontech, 

Berks, UK), and the pYTH16 vector (provided by Dr Julia White, Glaxo Wellcome 

Medicines Research Centre, Herts, UK), as baits. The yeast strains used in the initial 

YTH experiments were the AH 109 (Clontech, Berks, UK) and the Y 190 yeast strains. 

Once a decision was made to use the pYTH16 bait vector and the Y 190 yeast strain for 

subsequent experiments, several concentrations of 3-AT, namely 10, 20 and 30 mM, 

were tested, as the Y 190 yeast strain requires the addition of 3-AT to suppress the basal 

expression of HIS3. An optimal concentration of 30 mM 3-AT was chosen, which 

reduced the background and yet allowed the desired yeast growth that was due to 

protein-protein interaction. For preparation of agar plates, minimal selective drop-out 

(SD) agar base (0.67% (w/v) yeast nitrogen base without amino acids, 2% (w/v) 

glucose and 2% agar; Clontech, Berks, UK), was supplemented with additional 60 

mg/L adenine, as well as with appropriate selective drop-out supplements (Clontech, 

Berks, UK) described below.

The method used is based on the optimised protocol described by Gietz et al. (1995). A 

single, large colony from a freshly streaked yeast plate was harvested and incubated at 

30°C overnight in yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) medium (2% (w/v) peptone, 

1% (w/v) yeast extract and 2% (w/v) glucose; Clontech, Berks, UK), supplemented
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with additional 60 mg/L adenine. Yeast strain mutations adel and ade2 lead to 

disruption of the biosynthesis pathway of adenine and cause accumulation of 5- 

aminoimidazole ribotide. This substance, an adenine biosynthesis intermediate, forms 

red pigments when oxidised and results in pink yeast colonies on agar plates, which can 

disrupt the analysis of the YTH experiment. Therefore, all SD agar and YPD mediums 

used were supplemented with an additional amount of 60 mg/L adenine to compensate 

for the disrupted endogenous synthesis of adenine, hence to avoid the formation of 5- 

aminoimidazole ribotide by blocking the biosynthesis pathway. The following day, the 

ODeoo was measured and the yeast culture was diluted into new 30°C YPD to achieve a 

final ODôoo of 0.2-0.25. The culture was further incubated at 30°C up to an ODeoo of 

-0.4-0.7, which corresponds to the exponential growth phase of the yeast. Thereafter, 

the culture was centrifuged at 2000 x g at RT for 5 min, and the pellets were re

suspended and pooled together in 25 ml H2O. The solution was centrifuged at 2000 x g 

for 3 min, and this H2O wash was followed by two washes with lithium acetate (LiAc, 

0.1 M)/TRIS-EDTA (TE; 10 mM Tris-HCl/1 mM EDTA). The two latter washes were 

performed to make cells more competent for plasmid DNA transformation by 

weakening the cell membranes. The pellet was then dissolved m ix  LiAc/TE (1 ml/100 

ml overday culture medium, to give approximately 1 x 10  ̂cells/ml) and 100 pi of this 

was added to 50 pg herring sperm DNA, 1 pg bait DNA and 1 pg prey DNA. The bait 

constructs were cloned into the pYTH16 and pBridge vectors, all expressing a BD, and 

preys into the AD-expressing pACT2 vector (Table 2.2.3). Samples were then mixed 

with 40% polyethylene glycol (PEG; MW: 3350), Ix LiAc/TE and incubated for 30 

min at 30°C. PEG has a spacer function, bringing yeast cells and DNA into close 

proximity. Cells were heat-shocked at 42°C for 20 min, centrifuged and re-suspended 

in H2O. Thereafter, cells were plated on appropriate selective drop-out media, lacking 

leucine, tryptophan and histidine, for nutritional selection (NS) plates, and drop-out 

media lacking leucine and tryptophan as transformation controls (TC). To confirm 

protein expression of bait proteins (section 2.5.1), a drop-out supplement lacking 

tryptophan was used. Plates were incubated at 30°C until sufficient yeast growth was 

obtained, typically three days for TC plates and 5-7 days for NS plates.
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TABLE 2.2.3. Vectors used for YTH and yeast tri-hybrid experiments. This 
table shows the promoters present in the vectors used, as well as indicating whether 
the vectors possess a GAL4-BD or a GAL4-AD. Furthermore, the yeast amino acid 
selection genes are specified.
Vector Promoter Fusion Yeast selection
pACT2 ADHl GAL4-AD LEU2
pYTH16 ADHl GAL4-BD TRPl
pYTH15 MET3 N/A URA3
pBridge ADHl, MET25 GAL4-BD TRPl

2.2,4 LacZ reporter gene assay

Once colonies had grown, an adapted LacZ reporter gene assay, derived from the 

protocol of the LacZ freeze-fracture assay (Breeden and Nasmyth, 1985), was 

performed to analyse protein-protein interactions. Yeast colonies were lifted on 54 

Whatman filter papers (90 mm circles), dipped twice in liquid nitrogen, and placed in 

dishes with a reaction buffer containing a mixture of 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-B-D- 

galactopyranoside (X-Gal; final concentration of 1 mg/ml; BDH Laboratory Supplies, 

Poole, UK), dimethylformadine (DMF; 10 pl/ml solution), Z-buffer (pH 7.0; 60 mM 

Na2HP0 4 .2H2 0 , 40 mM NaH2P0 4 .2H2 0 , 10 mM KCl, 1 mM MgS0 4 .7H2 0 ) and |3- 

mercaptoethanol (38.6 mM). X-Gal is a substrate of p-galactosidase, and is broken 

down into galactose and indolyl-blue (dichloro-dibromo-indigo), resulting in the blue 

colour in assays. Beta-galactosidase is encoded by the LacZ gene and is produced once 

the reporter gene has been transcribed. This enzyme is a bacterial enzyme, with an 

optimal temperature of 37°C. When sufficient enzymatic reaction was achieved after 

incubating at 37°C and protein interactions were detected, generally after 3-4 h, the 

filters were removed from the dishes containing the reaction buffer and left to air-dry to 

stop the reaction.

2.2.5 Integration o f  constructs into yeast

Constructs were cloned into the pYTH15 integrating vector (provided by Dr Julia 

White, Glaxo Wellcome Medicines Research Centre, Herts, UK) to allow inducible 

expression of CB3sh3+ and gephyrin 305-736 by the SDY190 yeast strain (derived from 

the Y190 yeast strain by knocking out the URA3 function; Fuller et al., 1998). To
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permit DNA integration into yeast, the constructs which were previously generated in 

the laboratory were first linearised with appropriate restriction enzymes, cutting only 

the vector and not the DNA insert. pYTH15-CB3sH3+ was linearised by digesting with 

the Nsil restriction enzyme, while pYTH 15-gephyrin 305-736 was linearised using the 

Stul restriction enzyme. For linearisation, 5 pg plasmid DNA was digested for 1.5 h at 

37°C, together with 10% restriction enzyme and 10% appropriate lOx buffer. H2O was 

added to reach a final plasmid DNA concentration of 0.25 pg/pl. YTH experiments 

(section 2.2.3) were performed with 1 or 4 pg of each of the linearised DNA constructs. 

The yeast transformations were plated on two minimal SD agar plates with drop-out 

supplement lacking uracil, and with addition of 60 mg/L adenine. Once the yeast had 

grown, one single colony from each agar plate was harvested and re-streaked on a fresh 

-uracil selection agar plate. The obtained yeast strains will be referred to as SDY190- 

gephyrin 305-736 and SDY190-CB3sh3+-

TABLE 2.2.5. pYTHlS constructs used for the integration into yeast. pY TH 15-C B3sH 3+  
and p Y T H  15-gephyrin 305-736 constructs were digested with Nsil and Stul restriction

DNA construct Restriction enzyme Yeast strain Yeast selection
pYTH15-CB3sH3+ Nsil SDY190 URA3
pYTH 15-gephyrin 
305-736

Stul SDY190 URA3

The SDY190 yeast strain had previously been frozen and stored at -80°C. To recover 

these cells, a slice of frozen yeast was cut and placed in a fresh Eppendorf tube. Using a 

sterile disposable loop, the yeast was re-streaked on an YPD agar plate with an 

additional 60 mg/L adenine, and incubated at 30°C for 2-3 days, until desired growth 

was obtained.

2.2.6 Yeast Tri-Hybrid

In the yeast tri-hybrid system, the expression of a third protein is regulated by the 

MET3 promoter. The presence of methionine suppresses the MET3 promoter, and hence 

the protein expression, while the protein can be expressed in the absence of methionine. 

The protocol used for the yeast tri-hybrid approach was derived from the method
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described by Fuller et al. (1998). The experimental procedures are similar to the YTH 

experiments, with minor differences. Transformations are not plated on TC and NS 

plates. Instead, drop-out supplement lacking leucine, methionine and tryptophan is 

used, with or without addition of L-methionine. 2 mM and 5 mM final methionine 

concentrations were examined and 2 mM methionine was chosen as the optimum 

concentration for use in further experiments. The use of the SDY190 yeast strain with 

integrated DNA in the yeast tri-hybrid system allows a total of three proteins to be 

expressed after the transformation has taken place. Following the growth of yeast 

colonies, LacZ assays were performed on both -/+ methionine plates simultaneously, to 

allow direct comparison. The LacZ assay was generally performed 4-5 days after the 

yeast transformation, and the duration of the assay was 3-4 h.

2.2.7 Preservation o f  yeast

To ensure that fresh yeast with integrated DNA could be obtained whenever required, 

yeast colonies from a freshly re-streaked yeast plate were re-suspended in 500 pi YPD 

medium containing additional 60 mg/L adenine. The same amount of autoclaved sterile 

glycerol was added to the yeast suspension to a final concentration of 50% glycerol. 

This mixture was stored directly at -80°C.

2.3 Culturing of HEK293 cells and immunocytochemistry

2.3.1 Cell lines

HEK293 cells were obtained from the European Collection of Cell Cultures (Dorset, 

UK). HEK293 T-rex cells expressing f.l. hCABA^R a2 and p2 subunits (in 

pcDNA3.1(4-) vectors; clone #27) and HEK293 T-rex cells expressing f.l. hGABAAR 

a2, P2 and y2S subunits (in pcDNA3.1(-H) vectors; clone #27-14), generated by Dr J 

Siemens, were obtained from Novartis, NIBR, Basel, Switzerland.
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2.3.2 Antibodies

Alexa Ruor® 488 goat anti-mouse antibody, Alexa Fluor® 546 goat anti-mouse 

antibody, Alexa Fluor® 488 goat anti-rabbit antibody, Alexa Fluor® 546 goat anti

rabbit antibody, Alexa Fluor® 594 goat anti-rabbit antibody, Alexa Fluor® 488 goat 

anti-guinea pig antibody and Alexa Fluor® 546 goat anti-guinea pig antibody were 

purchased from Invitrogen Ltd (Paisley, UK). Cy'^^5 goat anti-rabbit antibody was 

purchased from Zymed Laboratories (Invitrogen Ltd, Paisley, UK). Rabbit anti-c-myc 

antibody was purchased from SIGMA-Aldrich Poole (Dorset, UK). Mouse anti- 

GABAaR (32/3 subunit clone EDI7 antibody was purchased from Chemicon 

International (Millipore Ltd, Herts, UK). Guinea pig anti-GABAAR y2 antibody was 

kindly provided by Prof. J.M. Fritschy (Zurich University, Switzerland).

2.3.3 Cell culture equipment

All cell culture work was performed in a class II microbiological safety cabinet. To 

prevent any possible contamination, sterile techniques were adopted. Cells were kept at 

37°C, 5% CO2 and were monitored using an inverted microscope. A water bath was 

used to pre-heat culture media to 37°C. Cells were cultured in tissue culture flasks with 

75 cm  ̂growth area (T-75 flasks). Either 35 mm tissue culture Petri dishes, 10 cm Petri 

dishes or 6-well plates were used for transfecting the cells.

2.3.4 Preparation o f  medium fo r  cell lines

Depending on the cell line used, Dulbecco’s modified Eagles medium (DMEM; 

Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS; PAA 

Laboratories, Somerset, UK) and appropriate antibiotics was added to the cells. All 

media were stored at 4°C and pre-heated to 37°C before use. In the following text the 

medium will be referred to only as DMEM and the exact compositions will be 

described in sections 2.3.4.1-3.
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2.3.4.1 Medium for HEK293 cells

HEK293 cells were cultured in DMEM (+4500 mg/L glucose, +L-glutamine, 

+pyruvate) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin 

(Pen/Strep; 10000 units/ml penicillin and 10 mg/ml streptomycin).

2.3.4.2 Medium for T-rex HEK293 cells expressing f,I. GABAaR o2  and p2 subunits 

DMEM was supplemented with 200 pg/ml G-418 and zeocin (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), 

instead of Pen/Strep, to obtain antibiotic selection for the constructs (in pcDNA 3.1(+) 

and pcDNA 3.1/Zeo(+), conferring G-418 and zeocin resistance respectively) expressed 

stably in the cells.

2.3.4.3 Medium for T-rex HEK293 cells expressing f.l. GABAaR o2, p2 and y2 

subunits

Medium used for this type of stable cell line was the same as described in section

2.3.4.2, with the difference that DMEM was supplemented with 200 pg/ml hygromycin 

B (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) as a third selection antibiotic. The f.l. GABAaR y2 subunit 

transfected stably into these cells was cloned into the pcDNA 3.1/Hygro(+) vector 

conferring hygromycin B resistance upon expression.

2.3.5 Thawing o f  cryopreserved cells

Vials of cryopreserved cells were transferred from -150°C to a 37°C water bath and 

added to 10 ml of appropriate DMEM at 37°C. Cells were pelleted and the supernatant 

containing dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) was removed. The pellet was then re

suspended in appropriate DMEM (sections 2.3.4.1-3), transferred to a T-75 flask and 

incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2.

2.3.6 Subculturing o f  cell lines

The cells were routinely passaged at a confluency of -80% to maintain healthy 

cultures. The confluency was estimated by using an inverted light microscope. After 

aspirating the medium covering the monolayer of cells, cells were washed with Hanks’ 

balanced salt solution (HBSS; -CaCL, -MgCL; Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) and detached
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from the flask surface using 1 ml of the protease trypsin in combination with the 

chelating agent EDTA (0.25% Trypsin with EDTA.4Na (Ix) in HBSS w/o Câ  ̂ and 

Mĝ "̂ ). After approximately 2-3 min, the reaction was neutralised by adding 10 ml of 

appropriate DMEM. Cells were re-suspended in the medium by repeated aspiration 

with a sterile pipette. Depending on the desired cell density, a certain amoimt of the 

suspension was transferred to a fresh flask containing appropriate DMEM and 

incubated at 37°C, 5% €0%. Generally HEK293 cells were split at a ratio of 1:10 every 

48-72 h. Stable cell lines containing functioning G A B A aR s, showing a slower growth 

rate than regular HEK293 cells, were split at a ratio of 1:5 every 48-72 h.

2.3.7 Cryopreservation o f  cells

Cells were harvested in the log phase of growth at approximately 70% confluency, 

trypsinised and the reaction was stopped using 10 ml DMEM. This was followed by 

centrifugation at 355 x g for 3 min. The pellet was re-suspended in 10 ml (v/v) 10% 

DMSO in the appropriate DMEM, and 1 ml of this suspension was added to each 2 ml 

cryogenic polypropylene vial (Coming, Leicestershire, UK). The reason for adding 

DMSO is to protect cells from dismption during the freeze/thaw process. Vials were 

placed in a quick-freeze container with isopropanol to gradually freeze down to -80°C 

overnight. Thereafter, the vials were transferred to -150°C for long-term storage.

2.3.8 Transfection o f  cells with plasm id DNA

Various transfection reagents were used for transient transfection of adherent cells with 

plasmid DNA. For HEK293 cells, either the Effectene transfection reagent kit (Qiagen, 

West Sussex, UK) or the Lipofectamine^^ LTX transfection reagent (Invitrogen, 

Paisley, UK) was used, whereas for the stable cell lines, the preferred transfection 

reagents were FuGENE 6 or FuGENE HQ (Roche Diagnostics, West Sussex, UK).

2.3.8.1 Preparation o f  coverslips

Glass coverslips (BDH Laboratory Supplies, Poole, UK) were coated with poly-D- 

lysine, or alternatively with poly-L-lysine, to allow HEK293 cells to attach. Each
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coverslip was incubated in a final concentration of 0.1 pg/pl poly-D-lysine/poly-L- 

lysine at RT for 45-60 min, followed by 3 washes with H%0 and left to dry before use.

For seeding stable cell lines, coverslips were coated with laminin and Poly-D-lysine. A 

final concentration of 0.01 pg/pl poly-D-lysine in Ix phosphate buffered saline (PBS: 

137 mM NaCl, 27 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HP0 4  IZHiO, 1.8 mM KH2PO4; pH 7.6) was 

added to each coverslip and left at RT for 30 min. Poly-D-lysine was then removed and 

5 pg/ml laminin in PBS was added to each coverslip and incubated at 37°C for 3-4 h. 

Prior to use, the laminin was removed and coverslips were directly used for seeding 

cells.

23.8.2 Transfection o f mammalian cell lines using Effectene 

The theory behind the transfection procedure using the Effectene transfection reagent 

kit is that DNA is condensed by interacting with enhancer in the presence of DNA- 

condensation buffer (buffer EC). The ratio of DNA to enhancer is important for 

efficient condensation of DNA. Once Effectene reagent, which is a non-liposomal lipid 

formulation, is added, it forms a condensed Effectene-DNA complex. The reagent 

forms micelle structures as a coating around the DNA molecules, facilitating 

penetration into the cells and increasing the efficiency of the transfections.

70-80% confluent HEK293 cells were diluted 1:10 and seeded on coated coverslips. 

When the cells were -60% confluent, transient transfections were performed in 

accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, DNA was pipetted into a sterile

1.5 ml Eppendorf tube, followed by addition of enhancer and buffer EC. The mixture 

was incubated at RT for 5 min. Effectene was then added and, after mixing thoroughly, 

the tube was incubated at RT for an additional 10 min to allow an Effectene-DNA 

complex to form. The amounts used for a 35 mm dish/6 -well plate were the following: 

0.4-0.5 pg DNA, 95-96 pi EC buffer (up to a total volume of 100 pi), 3.2-4 pi enhancer 

and 10 pi Effectene. Cells were washed with HBSS and 1.6 ml DMEM was added to 

each dish/well. 600 pi of DMEM was added to each transfection reaction, which 

immediately was transferred drop-wise to each dish/well. Dishes were gently swirled
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for uniform distribution of the transfection mixture. Cells were then incubated at 37°C, 

5% CO2, for approximately 24 h, to allow protein expression.

2.3.83 Transfections using the Lipofectamine^^ LTX transfection reagent 

To transfect cells with the cationic lipid Lipofectamine'^^ LTX, this transfection reagent 

was added to a mixture of DNA and Optimem I medium (Fisher Scientific UK Ltd, 

UK), and left to incubate at RT for 30 min. Lipofectamine is inactivated by serum, 

hence Optimem I, or alternatively, serum-free DMEM is used. Medium was removed 

from cells and replaced with Optimem I. After the 30 min incubation, the 

DNA/Lipofectamine mixture was added drop-wise to the cells and dishes were swirled 

gently to obtain a uniform distribution. Cells were then incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 

approximately 5 h. The Optimem I/Lipofectamine mixture was then removed and 

replaced by DMEM.

The mixture composition used for 35 mm dishes/6-well plates was: 1 pg DNA, 2.5 pi 

Lipofectamine and 200 pi Optimem I medium. To transfect cells in a 10 cm tissue 

culture dish for protein work, the following composition was used: 6 pg DNA, 15 pi 

Lipofectamine and 500 pi Optimem I medium.

2.3.8.4 FuGENE transfection Reagents

Stable cell lines were generated using FuGENE 6 transfection reagent (Roche, Basel, 

Switzerland) and to perform transient transfections on these cells FuGENE HQ 

transfection reagent was used. FuGENE is a multi-component reagent consisting of a 

blend of various lipids. To briefly describe the procedure, an appropriate amount of the 

reagent was pipetted directly into serum- and antibiotic-free DMEM or into Optimem I 

medium, to avoid binding of the reagent to the plastic surface of the tube. The mixture 

was incubated at RT for 5 min, followed by the addition of DNA and a further 

incubation at RT for 10 min. Medium was aspirated from the cells and replaced by 

fresh DMEM. After the incubation, the complex was added drop-wise to the cells and 

incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 24 h. The ratio of pi FuGENE: pg DNA: pi medium 

used was 3:1:100. For 10 ml Petri dishes, to generate stable cell lines, 18 pi FuGENE 6,
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attached cells on coverslips in 35 mm or 6-well plates, 3 pi FuGENE HQ, 1 pg DNA, 

and 100 pg Optimem I was used.

2.3.9 Immunocytochemistry

Different protocols for fixation and immunocytochemistry were necessary for optimal 

visualisation of the expressed plasmid DNA constructs in different subcellular 

compartments.

2.3.9.1 Paraformaldehyde (PFA) fixation and mounting o f cells transfected with 

fluorescent constructs

Coverslips were rinsed twice with PBS and fixed for 5-10 min at RT with 4% PFA in 

PBS. Cells were then rinsed three times with PBS before quenching for 10 min with 50 

mM N H 4CI in PBS followed by three further washes. If no additional labelling was 

required, coverslips were directly mounted on glass mounting slides (VWR 

International, Poole, UK) using 7 pi of glycerol jelly at 60°C. Slides were left to set at 

RT before storing at 4°C.

2.3.9.2 PFA fixation and immunostaining of cells using antibodies

Cells were fixed and quenched as described above (section 2.3.9.1) followed by 15-20 

min blocking in 5% FBS/0.05% bovine serum albumin in PBS. If cell permeabilisation 

was required, the blocking solution with 0.1% Triton X-100 was used for 8 min prior to 

blocking. Cells were then incubated in primary antibody for 2 h at RT followed by 3x 5 

min PBS washes and secondary antibody incubation at RT for 25-30 min. Thereafter, 

cells were rinsed three times for 5 min with PBS and coverslips were mounted on glass 

slides using glycerol jelly. Unless otherwise stated, this protocol was used for all 

transfections and antibodies.
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2.3.9.3 Live staining o f  cell surface antigens

Occasionally, “live staining” was performed to maintain and study the unaffected cell 

membrane structure after antibody staining. Transfected stable cell lines on coverslips 

were rinsed twice for 2 min with PBS followed by 15 min blocking at RT in 15% serum 

in PBS. Cells were then incubated in primary antibody diluted in blocking solution for 

2 h. After rinsing three times for 2 min with blocking solution, cells were incubated in 

secondary antibody for approximately 25 min. This step was followed by three 2 min 

rinses with blocking solution and two 2 min washes in PBS. Thereafter, cells were 

fixed with 4% PFA in PBS for 30-60 s at RT. After rinsing the cells three times for 2 

min with PBS, coverslips were mounted on slides using glycerol jelly.

2.3.9.4 Methanol fixation and immunostaining o f  stable cell lines

For staining of the stable cell lines, as an alternative method to live staining, cells were 

fixed directly with methanol at -20°C for 3 min, followed by three 5 min PBS washes 

to re-hydrate the cells. Thereafter, cells were blocked, incubated in antibodies and 

mounted on glass slides using glycerol jelly, as described earlier in section 2.3.9.2.

2.3.9.5 Staining o f  nuclei

To visualise the nucleus, the cells were incubated for 10 min at RT in 1:10000 TO- 

PR0®-3 iodide (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) diluted in PBS. Coverslips were then 

mounted on slides using the anti-fade mounting medium Vectashield (Vectorlabs, 

Peterborough, UK) to protect TO-PRO®-3 staining from fading. When required, this 

step was added to any of the described staining protocols, as a final step before 

mounting the coverslips.

2.3.10 Generation o f  stable cell lines expressing functional GABA^Rs

HEK293 T-rex cells expressing the f.l. hGABAAR o2 and p2 subunits (GABAaR a2p2 

stable cell line) and hGABAAR a2, p2 and y2S subunits (GABAaR a2p2y2S stable cell 

line) were previously generated by Jan Siemens at Novartis, Basel, Switzerland. The 

GABAaR a2p2 stable cell line (clone #27) was stored in liquid nitrogen since 23 

October 2004 and the cell line expressing f.l. GABAaR a2, p2 and y2S subunits (clone
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#27-14) was frozen down 6 December 2004. Before the generation of these stable cell 

lines by Novartis, the f.l. hGABAAR o2 subunit was cloned into the pcDNA 3.1(+) 

plasmid vector (Neomycin resistance), the f.l. hGABAAR (32 subunit into the pcDNA 

3.1/Zeo(+) vector, and the f.l. y2S subunit into the pcDNA 3.1/Hygro(+) vector.

To generate a stable cell line expressing the f.l. hGABAAR a2, (32 and y2L splice 

variant (GABAaR a2(32y2L stable cell line), the f.l. y2L subunit was cloned into the 

pcDNA 3.1/Hygro(+) vector and transfected into GABAaR a2p2 stable cells using 

FuGENE 6 transfection reagent. After two days, cells were trypsinised and transferred 

to fresh dishes at dilutions varying from 1:3 to 1:20, to obtain single cell colonies. The 

next day, in addition to 200 pg/ml G-418 and zeocin antibiotics already present in the 

medium, 250 pg/ml hygromycin B was added to the medium. Cells were observed 

frequently and medium was replaced as required. After approximately two weeks, 

single cell colonies were formed. Colonies were then harvested by placing a p-1000 

pipette tip on top of each colony and producing a forceful suction on the cells. Cells 

were transferred to a well in a 12-well plate. When cells had divided sufficiently, 

approximately a week later, they were transferred to wells of 6-well plates and after a 

few days, when the number of cells had increased, they were tested for GABAaR y2 

subunit expression (section 2.4). Of the clones expressing the protein, those with an 

optimal growth rate and phenotype were selected for future experiments. Once the 

stable cell line was established, the concentration of hygromycin B selection antibiotic 

was reduced from 250 to 200 pg/ml.

2,3.11 Confocal microscopy

Confocal images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM 510 META Microscope. The argon 

laser which emits light at wavelengths 458, 477, 488 and 514 nm was used to detect 

ECFP, EGFP, EYFP and Alexa Fluor 488 fluorochromes. The HeNel laser which emits 

light at 543 nm was used to detect DsRed, HcRed and Alexa Fluor® 546 and 594 

fluorochromes. Finally, the HeNe2 laser which emits light at 633 nm was used for 

detection of T0-PR0®-3 and Cy5 staining. An overview of the excitation and emission 

wavelengths of the fluorochromes used is shown in table 2.3.11.1, while table 2.3.11.2
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summarises the properties of the lasers. The majority of images were taken with a Plan- 

Apochromal 63x /1 .4 objective lens with oil. Occasionally, the Plan-Neofluor 20x /0.5 

objective was used to generate overview images. All the images were taken at 

1024x1024 pixels with a scan time of 1.6 or 3.2 ps and the pinhole was set to 1 airy unit 

for the longest wavelength in each experiment. Table 2.3.11.3 shows the configuration 

settings for the use of various laser combinations.

TABLE 2.3.11.1. Excitation and emission wavelengths of the fluorochromes used.
Fluorochrome Excitation wavelength 

(nm)
Emission wavelength 

(nm)
Laser

ECFP 433/(453) 475/(501) 488
EGFP 488 507 488
Alexa Fluor® 488 495 519 488
EYFP 513 527 488
Alexa Fluor® 546 556 573 543
DsRed 558 583 543
HcRed 588 618 543
Alexa Fluor® 594 590 617 543
CyTMS 649 666 633

TABLE 2.3.11.2. Summary of the properties of Argon/2, HeNel and HeNe2 lasers used

Laser Wavelength
(nm)

Laser 
excitation (% )

Max. power 
(mW)

Tube 
current (A)

Argon/2 458, 477, 488, 
514

~ 3 30.0 6.1

HeNel 543 100 1.0 N/A
HeNe2 633 - 2 0 5.0 N/A

TABLE 2.3.11.3. Multitrack configuration settings applied when various laser 
combinations were used simultaneously. Abbreviations: BP= band-pass filters, 
L P - long-pass filter, Meta= Meta decector.
488/543 BP 505-530; LP 560 (DsRed, 546 )

488/543 BP 505-530; LP 585 (HcRed, 594)

488/633 BP 505-530; Meta 650—800

543/633 BP 560-615; Meta 650—800

488/543/633 BP 505-530; BP 560-615; Meta 650—800
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2.4 Fluorescence imaging plate reader

2.4.1 Theory

Fluorescence imaging plate reader (FLIPR) is a useful tool in the study of ionotropic 

receptor pharmacology using voltage-sensitive dyes and is often applied for drug 

screening. FLIPR continuously measures fluorescence from each well of a 96 well cell 

culture plate before, during and after addition of drugs to generate concentration- 

response curves. Changes in membrane potential can be detected due to ion flux and 

voltage changes across the cell membrane. The fluorescent dye is negatively charged, 

hence, it can only penetrate into the cells once they depolarise. When inside the cell, the 

dye molecules are quenched and produce fluorescence, which is then measured as a 

signal increase. The sensitivity of the method allows detection of small changes in 

membrane potential, as well as the opening and closing of ion-channels.

FLIPR was used to confirm the expression of functional GABAaRs containing the y2L 

subunit in the generated stable cell lines by assessing pharmacological responses to the 

benzodiazepine midazolam. This method was chosen since it is a fast screening method 

and correlates well with pharmacological data obtained from patch-clamping 

experiments (Baxter et al., 2002).

2.4.2 Procedure

2.4.2.1 Optimising conditions

Overgrown or unhealthy cells can occasionally depolarise at a higher rate than healthy 

cells. The use of overgrown cell cultures can also result in saturation of signals, 

preventing accurate signal detection. The activity of ion channels is sensitive to 

chemicals or other means of interference. Therefore, as for any other technique, the 

FLIPR assay requires optimisation. The optimum conditions were found to be 10x10^ 

cells per well, use of the cells 24 h after plating, exposure to dye for 15 min prior to 

signal measurements, laser exposure time of 0.4 s, and use of Na-gluconate buffer (pH 

7.4; 135 mM Na-gluconate, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM CaCL x2 H2O, 2 mM MgCL x6
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H2O). The FLIPR® Membrane Potential Assay Kit (R8034, blue; Molecular Devices, 

Sunnyvale, CA, USA) was used in all experiments.

2.4.2.2 Cell preparation

Healthy cells were trypsinised and neutralised using 37°C DMEM. The cells were 

counted using Casy®-1 (Scharfe System GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) and 10x10^ 

cells in a total of 100 pi volume were added to each well of a 96-well poly-D-lysine 

coated Biocoat® FLIPR-plate (Becton Dickinson Labware, Basel, Switzerland). The 

cells were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 24 h, to obtain approximately 50-70% cell 

confluency at the time of FLIPR measurements and an optimal fluorescence signal.

2.4.2.3 Preparation o f  drugs

Two 96-well polystyrene microtitre plates were prepared for each experiment, one 

containing both buffer and midazolam, and one containing different concentrations of 

GABA to generate a concentration-response curve.

A final concentration of 0.3 pM midazolam maleate (Roche, Basel, Switzerland), 

prepared in Na-gluconate buffer (pH 7.4) was added to half of the wells of a 96-well 

plate as a receptor modulator. Na-gluconate buffer was added to the other half of the 

wells to be able to compare fluorescence signals in the presence and absence of 

midazolam, when the same amount of GABA was added.

For the plate containing GABA diluted in Na-gluconate buffer, various concentrations 

of this transmitter were used to obtain a concentration-response curve. For an initial 

screen of the generated stable cell lines, 0.11, 0.50, 2.24 and 10.00 pM concentrations 

of GABA were used (dilution factor of 4.47, V2O).  For further confirmation and more 

detailed analysis of the presence of the y2L subunit in stable cell lines, which appeared 

to express functional GABAaRs containing this receptor subunit, concentrations were 

optimised and a range from 0.06-30 pM was chosen, with a dilution factor of 3.46 

( V l 2 )  (0.06, 0.21, 0.72, 2.50, 8.66 and 30.00 pM). The experimental setup with the 

latter conditions is shown in figure 2.4.2.3.I. For cells expressing the f.l. GABAaR a2.
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p2 and y2S subunits, a dilution factor of 1.86 ( V V l 2 ) ,  in a range of 0.14-20.00 ).iM 

GABA was applied (concentrations 0.14, 0.26, 0.48, 0.90, 1.6, 3.11, 5.78, 10.75 and 

20.00 pM).

[GABAl

30 |j M 30 mM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM

866 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66
uM uM u M uM uM uM uM uM

2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
uM uM uM uM uM uM uM uM

0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72
uM uM uM uM uM uM uM uM

0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
uM uM uM uM uM uM uM uM

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
11M 11M iiM 11M 11M 11M 11M 11M

30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM 30 pM

8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66 8.66
uM uM u M uM uM uM uM uM

2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
uM uM u M uM uM uM uM uM

0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72
uM uM uM uM uM uM uM uM

0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
uM uM u M uM uM uM uM uM

0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
uM uM uM uM uM uM uM uM

- Midazolam 
(Buffer)

+ Midazolam 
(0.3 pM)

Cell 
V  clone 

# 1

Cell 
y  clone 

#2

/
y

Figure 2.4.23.1. Schematic diagram of 96-well plates used in FLIPR assays. Cells were loaded 
with fluorescent dye (FLIPR® Membrane Potential Assay Kit) and, following equilibration, 
cells were pre-treated with either 0.3 pM midazolam or Na-gluconate buffer. The dye was 
excited at 488 nm in the absence and presence of midazolam to measure baseline fluorescence 
(emission 540-590 nm), prior to addition of GABA. Thereafter, cells were exposed to GABA 
concentrations in the range of 0.06-30 pM with a dilution factor of 3.46 (Vl2; 0.06, 0.21, 0.72, 
2.50, 8.66 and 30.00 pM). Cells in all the 96 wells were exposed to drugs simultaneously.
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2.4.2.4 Loading o f cells and measuring voltage-changes

Cells were washed with Na-gluconate buffer and loaded with the dye provided with the 

FLIPR® Membrane Potential Assay Kit. Next, cells were incubated for 15 min at 37°C 

to ensure that any possible auto-activation of the ion channels, due to change of 

environmental conditions, had ceased before start of measurements. Cells were 

protected from light after addition of the light-sensitive dye.

The dye was excited at 488 nm by an argon ion laser (Innova Coherent, 90C, Laserpure 

20) and a BP filter was used to detect an emission range of 540-590 nm. The plates 

were placed into a FLIPR^^^^ (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), buffer and 

modulator were added to the cells and baseline fluorescence was measured using the 

following settings: 0.4 s exposure, 2 s intervals, 20 counts for baseline, 2 s intervals, 40 

counts for drug response measurements, pipetter height 105, dispensing speed 30 pl/s. 

This was followed by addition of GABA to the cells and response was measured, with 

the following changes made to the previous settings: 3 s intervals and 54 counts for the 

drug response measurements. Laser power of 0.6 W and a current of 24 A were used 

for all measurements. Data were collected and analysed with Igor Pro 4.06 and with 

ExcelFit programmes.

2.5 Protein methodology

To avoid protein dénaturation, protein extraction and precipitation procedures were 

performed at 4°C.

2.5,1 Protein extraction from  yeast

The yeast protein extraction protocol provided by the manufacturer (Clontech, Berks, 

UK) was used with minor changes. Single yeast colonies were re-suspended in SD 

medium lacking tryptophan and cultured overnight at 30°C. The cultures were then 

added to 45 ml of YPD medium and incubated at 30°C until an ODgoo or 0.4-0.6 was 

reached. This ODeoo was multiplied by the culture volume to obtain the number of 

ODôoo units. The cultures were then poured into pre-chilled tubes containing ice and
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were centrifuged at 1000 x g for 5 min at 4°C. Supernatants were discarded and pellets 

were re-suspended in 50 ml ice-cold H2O. Following centrifugation at 1000 x g for 5 

min at 4°C, the cells were snap-frozen on dry ice until use. Meanwhile cracking buffer 

was prepared (8 M Urea, 5% (w/v) SDS, 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 0.1 mM EDTA, 

0.4 mg/ml bromophenol blue, 1 % P-mercaptoethanol, 25x protease inhibitor, and 1 mM 

phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride solution (PMSF)) and pre-heated at 60°C. Cell pellets 

were quickly thawed by re-suspending each pellet in 100 pi of the pre-heated cracking 

buffer per 7.5 ODeoo units.

During the procedure, additional aliqotes of PMSF were added to the cracking buffer 

every seven minutes, as PMSF degrades rapidly. The re-suspended cells were then 

transferred to Eppendorf tubes containing glass beads, and were heated at 70°C for 10 

min. Cell debris was separated by centrifuging the samples at 16000 x g for 5 min at 

4°C, and the supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube. To obtain a larger amount of 

proteins, the cell pellets were boiled at 100°C for 3 min, followed by centrifugation at 

16000 X g at 4°C for 5 min. The supernatants from the same samples were pooled 

together and boiled briefly before running the samples on pre-cast gels (section 2.5.2).

2.5.2 Protein extraction from  transfected HEK293 cells

2.5.2.1 Total protein extraction

24 h after transfection, media was removed from 10 cm Petri dishes and the HEK293 

cells were rinsed with 5 ml of cold Ix PBS. Cells were detached from the surface and 

lysed by adding 1 ml lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 5 mM EDTA 

(pH 8.0), 0.25% Nonidet P- (NP-) 40, Ix Complete Mini protease inhibitor cocktail 

(EDTA-free; Roche Diagnostics, West Sussex, UK)) and by scraping with a cell 

scraper. The non-ionic octylphenyl-polyethylene glycol NP-40 was the detergent of 

choice for this procedure. The cell lysate was transferred to Eppendorf tubes and stored 

on ice for 20 min to complete lysis. This was followed by 10 min centrifugation at 

16000 X g at 4°C to remove cell debris. The supernatant of the whole cell lysate 

containing proteins was further processed in immunoprécipitation (IP) experiments 

(section 2.5.4).
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2.5.2.2 Membrane extraction

HEK 293 cells were harvested 24h post-transfection. The media was removed and the 

cells were scraped using a cell scraper and transferred to 10 ml ice-cold Ix PBS. The 

cell suspension was collected and transferred to a 35 ml JA20 Beckman centrifuge tube. 

The cells were pelleted at 1000 x g for 10 min at 4°C using a Beckman JA-21 rotor in a 

Beckman centrifuge. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet homogenised in 5 ml 

homogenisation buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 5 mM EDTA, 5 mM EGTA) for 

approximately 20 strokes using a tight 7 ml Wheaton Bounce glass-glass homogeniser 

(VWR International, Poole, UK). An additional 30 ml homogenisation buffer was 

added. The samples were centrifuged at 27000 x g for 30 min at 4°C. The resulting 

pellet was solubilised in 1 ml solubilisation buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 5 mM 

EDTA, 5 mM EGTA, 1% Triton, 250 mM NaCl) for 40 strokes and diluted to a final 

protein contration of 1 pg/ml.

2.5.3 Immunoprecipitation/co4mmunoprecipitation

Agarose beads coated with anti-c-myc rabbit antibody were used to precipitate myc- 

tagged CB. 50 pi of beads were washed with 1 ml wash buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM 

Tris (pH 7.5), 5 mM EDTA (pH 8.0), 0.05% NP-40, Ix complete mini protease 

inhibitor cocktail (EDTA-free)) by mixing and centrifuging at 3000 x g for 3 min at 

RT. The supernatant was removed and this washing step was repeated a total of three 

times. Once the beads were washed, approximately 800-900 pi of the whole cell lysate 

prepared earlier using the total protein extraction or membrane extraction protocols 

were transferred to the beads. The remainder of the whole cell lysate was kept at -20°C 

for a day to be run at a later stage alongside the IP sample on SDS-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE; section 2.5.4). The mixture of whole cell lysate and beads 

was incubated on a turning disc at 4°C overnight, to allow sufficient binding of myc- 

tagged CB to the agarose beads coated with anti-myc antibody. Following the 

incubation, the samples were centrifuged at 6000 x g for 1 min at 4°C and the 

supernatant was carefully discarded. Using the same washing buffer as described 

above, a total of three washes at 4°C were applied to remove any residual proteins 

which had not bound to the anti-myc antibody. After the washes, samples were
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centrifuged for 1 min at 4°C and the supernatant removed. The beads with attached 

proteins were prepared for SDS-PAGE by adding reducing agent and SDS sample 

buffer, as described in section 2.5.4.1.

2.5.4 SDS‘polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)

The NuPAGE gel system (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) was used to load and run samples 

on NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris (Bis (2-hydroxyethyl) imino-tris (hydroxymethyl) 

methane-HCl) pre-cast gels (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK). These gels contain acrylamide, 

bisacrylamide and ammonium persulphate (pH 6.4), but do not contain SDS. Therefore, 

to allow dénaturation of proteins, the running buffer and the sample loading buffer used 

possessed denaturing properties. Each gel was mounted in a buffer core and placed in 

the gel tank of a NuPAGE Mini-Cell device. Ix MOPS running buffer (Invitrogen, 

Paisley, UK), containing 2.5 mM 3-(n-morpholino) propane sulphonic acid (MOPS),

2.5 mM Tris-base, 0.005% (w/v) SDS, 50 pM EDTA (pH 7.7), was prepared and 

poured into the gel tank. Antioxidant (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) was also added to 

improve the protein migration. Before adding the samples, each well was rinsed to 

remove any trapped air bubbles. The samples were prepared as described in section

2.5.4.1 and were loaded on the gels together with 5 pi of Rainbow molecular weight 

marker (Amersham Biosciences, Bucks, UK). A constant voltage of 150 V was applied 

for approximately 1.5 h, until Coomassie blue G-250 and phenol red, two tracking 

components of the loading buffer, had reached the bottom of the gel.

2.5.4.1 Sample preparation

A 2x Tris-glycine SDS sample buffer (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) was added to the IP 

beads containing bound myc-tagged proteins, as well as to the whole cell lysate 

samples, to a final amount of Ix sample buffer. Ix NuPAGE reducing agent (20x 

solution; Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) was also added to allow disruption of disulfide 

bonds, and to facilitate protein dénaturation. Samples were then denatured by heating at 

100°C for 3 min, and were stored on ice until they were loaded onto the gel.
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2.5.5 Western blotting

Following SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred from the gel to an Immobilon 

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) transfer membrane (pore size 0.4 pm; Millipore, Herts, 

UK) and the relevant proteins were detected with antibodies.

2.5.5.1 Protein transfer

Four pieces of Whatman 3 MM chromatograph paper, cut the same size as the gel, were 

prepared by soaking in Ix transfer buffer (25 mM Tris-base, 192 mM glycine, 20% 

(v/v) methanol; pH 8.3). These Whatman papers were then placed on the anode surface 

of a Trans-Blot SD semi-dry electrophoretic transfer cell (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Herts, 

UK). To ensure complete protein transfer, air bubbles between the paper sheets were 

carefully removed. The PVDF transfer membrane was prepared by first soaking in 

100% methanol, followed by transfer buffer, before placing on the Whatman paper 

sheets. Thereafter, the gel was removed from the gel cassette and placed on the transfer 

membrane. Finally, another four pieces of Whatman paper were soaked in transfer 

buffer and placed on top of the gel. To initiate the transfer, the cathode lid, as well as 

the safety lid, were placed on top of the device and proteins were transferred from the 

gel to the transfer membrane at a voltage of 20 V for 1 h. If the Rainbow molecular 

weight marker had been transferred to the membrane, this was an indication that the 

protein transfer had been successful.

2.5.5.2 Blocking o f non-specific binding

Prior to antibody staining, the membrane was placed in a plastic container and covered 

with blocking solution (5% (w/v) non-fat milk powder (Marvel)/0.1% Tween-20 in Ix 

PBS). This step was performed to minimise the number of non-occupied protein- 

binding sites on the membrane, and therefore reduce non-specific antibody binding. For 

optimal results membranes were blocked for a minimum of 30 min at RT while shaking 

gently.
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2.5.5.3 Binding o f  primary antibody

To detect isolated GAL4-BD GABAaR subunit fusion proteins from the Y 190 yeast 

strain, as well as for detection of the HA-tagged GABAaR «2 subunit, the monoclonal 

HA-11 clone 16B12 antibody (Covance, Cambridge, UK) was used. This primary 

antibody was diluted 1:2000 in the blocking solution, and the membrane was incubated 

in the diluted antibody solution overnight at 4°C.

For detection of the TM3-TM4 intracellular domains of the GABAaR a l and a2 

subunits tagged with HcRed protein, polyclonal rabbit anti-HcRed antibody. Antibody 

Living Colors; (Clontech, Berks, UK) was diluted 1:1000 and the membrane was 

exposed to this antibody at 4°C overnight.

To detect Flag-tagged gephyrin PI, previously generated in the laboratory by 

introducing the Flag peptide into EGFP-gephyrin PI using site-directed mutagenesis, a 

1:1000 dilution of the monoclonal anti-Flag M2 antibody was used. The membrane was 

incubated in the primary antibody overnight at 4°C.

The following day, the membranes were washed three times for 10 min with 0.1% 

Tween-20 in PBS, before secondary antibody incubations.

2.5.5.4 Binding o f  secondary antibody

Goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin (IgG) horseradish peroxidase- (HRP-) conjugated 

antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Middlesex, UK) was the secondary antibody used 

when the membrane was probed with a mouse monoclonal primary antibody. For 

membranes probed with polyclonal rabbit primary antibody, rabbit TrueBlot antibody 

(Insight Biotechnology Ltd, UK) was used. The secondary antibodies were diluted 

1:000 in blocking solution. The membrane was exposed to the secondary antibody 

solution for 1 h at RT, while shaking gently. After the antibody incubation the 

membrane was washed three times for 10 min with 0.1% Tween-20 in PBS and was 

ready for detection.
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2.5.5.5 Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection

For detection of secondary antibody binding, the enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) 

detection kit (Amersham Biosciences, Bucks, UK) was used. 500 pil of solution 1 were 

mixed with an equal amount of solution 2 on a piece of cling film. Excess wash buffer 

was removed from the membrane, before placing the protein side of the membrane on 

the detection solution. Air bubbles were carefully removed to achieve optimal protein 

detection. After 1 min incubation, excess solution was drained from the membrane, and 

the latter was wrapped in a fresh thin plastic sheet. With the protein side up, together 

with a strip of tracker tape to mark the position of molecular weight marker bands, the 

membrane was placed in the cassette of the GeneGnome chemiluminescence bio

imaging system and detection was performed five times for 2 min each time. In the 

presence of hydrogen peroxide, which is one of the ingredients of the detection 

solutions provided with the kit, HRP catalyses the oxidation of the chemiluminescent 

substrate luminol (3-aminophthalhydrazide) and light is emitted. This light can then be 

detected using a GeneGnome chemiluminescence capture and analysis system 

(Syngene, Cambridge, UK).
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Chapter 3

RESULTS

Investigation of direct interactions between GABAaR 
subunits and gephyrin
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3 Investigation of direct interactions between GABAaR 

subunits and gephyrin
The scaffolding protein gephyrin is important for the clustering of inhibitory receptors 

at synapses and is therefore considered to be a universal marker of inhibitory synapses 

in the CNS (Liischer and Keller, 2004). Gephyrin is known to cluster GlyRs through a 

direct interaction with the GlyR P subunit at postsynaptic sites (Meyer et al., 1995; 

Prior et al., 1992; Reiss et al., 2001). Whereas the function of gephyrin in GlyR 

clustering is known, it is still unclear what the exact mechanism behind GABAaR 

clustering is. Nevertheless, there is evidence supporting the importance of gephyrin for 

postsynaptic clustering of GABAaRs and the receptor function at postsynaptic sites 

(Essrich et al., 1998; Kneussel et al., 1999).

Gephyrin was the first GABAAR-associated protein identified and its role in the 

clustering process was demonstrated by the loss of most synaptic G A B A aR s in 

gephyrin-deficient mice (Kneussel et al., 1999), although there were notable exceptions 

(Fischer et al., 2000; Kneussel et al., 2001; Levi et al., 2004; Sassoè-Pognetto et al., 

2000; Studler et al., 2005). However, the identity of the G A B A a R  subunits involved in 

clustering is unknown, and it is, moreover, uncertain whether these interact directly or 

indirectly with gephyrin. Furthermore, the role of different gephyrin isoforms created 

by the insertion of alternatively spliced exons remains unclear in this clustering process. 

Several studies have suggested the importance of the G A B A a R  y2 subunit (Essrich et 

al., 1998; Kneussel et al., 1999; Schweizer et al., 2003) in gephyrin-mediated 

clustering. For example, the G A B A a R  y2L isoform was suggested to target 

preferentially to postsynaptic sites, compared to the y2S isoform, suggesting the 

importance of alternative splicing of this subunit in the regulation of G A B A a R  

clustering (Meier and Grantyn, 2004). More recently, a direct interaction of the 

G A B A a R  o2  subunit with gephyrin was suggested, following targeting experiments in 

primary neuronal cell cultures and overlay assays (Tretter et al., 2008).
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As mentioned previously, the insertion of alternatively spliced exons, mainly cassettes 

C3 and C4 which are located in the C-domain of gephyrin (Figure 3.3.1), create a high 

degree of diversity both in the CNS and in peripheral organs (Heck et al., 1997; Meier 

et al., 2000; Prior et al., 1992; Ramming et al., 2000; Rees et al., 2003). In addition, 

alternative splicing of the C3 and C4 cassettes has been shown to be subject to changes 

during neuronal development in vitro (Heck et al., 1997). However, adequate data 

defining the precise role of alternatively spliced cassettes in specific protein interactions 

are lacking.

This chapter investigates the nature of GABAaR interactions with gephyrin using 

proteomic and cell biology techniques. By focusing on the subunit types most abundant 

at postsynaptic sites (i.e. a, p, y), this study aims to examine whether the interaction is 

direct or indirect, and map the responsible binding sites. Furthermore, the role of 

gephyrin splice variants in the interaction with GABAaR subunits was analysed.

3.1 Identification of functional GABAaR baits

In order to establish functional GABAaR baits, several steps were applied to find an 

optimal vector system and appropriate yeast strain. Moreover, the expression of 

proteins of interest in yeast was investigated using biochemical techniques.

3.L1 Optimisation o f  experimental conditions

Initially, two different yeast systems, the AH 109 and the Y 190 yeast strains, were used 

to determine the optimal system for YTH experiments. The AH 109 yeast strain proved 

to be unsuitable for the LacZ colour assays, as it was difficult to distinguish background 

signals from those resulting from protein-protein interactions. Therefore, the Y 190 

yeast strain was chosen for the subsequent YTH experiments. Furthermore, two 

different vector systems were available for the intended YTH and yeast tri-hybrid 

studies, namely the pYTH15/16 vector system and the pBridge system (Figure 3.1.1.1). 

The pBridge vector, which is a shuttle vector with two multiple cloning sites, is 

designed to encode two proteins, expressing both a DNA-BD protein as well as the
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desired “bridge” protein, at once. For the use of the pYTH15/16 vector system (Fuller 

et al., 1998), the “bridge” protein is expressed in the SDY190 yeast strain after 

integration of pYTH15 constructs into the yeast genome. Upon co-transformation of a 

bait construct cloned into the pYTH16 vector and a prey construct, a yeast-tri hybrid 

experiment can be established.
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MCSII pB ridge 
6.5 kbHA/NLS,

ADH1Met2ÿ
MCS

GAL4 BD

TRP ADH1
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F igure 3.1.1.1. An illustrative cartoon o f the pBridge and p Y T H 15/l6  vector systems.

The TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR y2L subunit was cloned into the first 

multiple cloning site of the pBridge vector, resulting in a DNA-BD hybrid protein. 

When co-expressed with the pACT2-gephyrin 305-674 construct in the Y 190 yeast 

strain, no interaction was observed between the two proteins (Figure 3.1.1.2). However, 

when the GABAaR y2L subunit intracellular loop was cloned into the multiple cloning
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site of the pYTH16 bait vector, and was co-transformed into this yeast strain together 

with pACT2-gephyrin 305-674 prey construct, a direct interaction was demonstrated 

(Figure 3.1.1.2). This study established that the pBridge system was less suitable for the 

investigation of protein interactions between GABAaR subunit loops and gephyrin 

using the YTH approach, hence, the pYTH15/16 vector system was chosen for 

subsequent experiments.

Gephyrin
305-674

Empty
Prey

pBridge
y2 L

pYTHlG
y2 L

S .

F igu re 3.1.1.2. The pYTH 16 vector is su itable f o r  the 
expression o f  the large in tracellu lar dom ain o f  
G ABA\R subunit baits. When the TM3-TM4 
intracellular domain of the GABAaR y2L subunit is 
cloned into the pYTH16 vector, an interaction is 
observed between this subunit and gephyrin 305-674 
upon co-expression in the Y190 yeast strain. On the 
other hand, when the y2L subunit intracellular domain 
is cloned into the pBridge vector, no interaction can be 
demonstrated between the y2L subunit TM3-TM4 
intracellular domain and gephyrin 305-674.

3.1.2 Confirmation o f  functional GABAaR baits

The TM3-TM4 large intracellular loops of the GABAaR a l-6 , pi-3, yl-3 (both y2L 

and y2S splice variants) subunits were fused to the BD of the pYTH16 bait vector. 

These constructs will be referred to as pYTH 16-GABAaR a 1-6, p i-3, y 1-3 (including
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y2L and y2S splice variants). The pYTH16 vector also expresses an HA-tag 

(YPYDVPDYA) (Figure 3.1.1.1). In order to confirm the expression of fusion proteins 

generated for YTH experiments, proteins were isolated from yeast colonies and western 

blotting was performed using anti-HA antibody (monoclonal HA-11 clone 16B12 

antibody, Covance). The size of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of each GABAaR 

subunit, together with the BD-domain, as well as the HA-tag, are summarised in table

3.1.2, and the proteins detected by western blot are shown in figure 3.1.2. As seen in 

this figure, all the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of GABAaR subunits tested are 

expressed in the Y 190 yeast strain. Therefore, the constructs proved to be appropriate 

for the subsequent experiments, which were designed to investigate direct interaction 

between gephyrin and GABAaR subunits.

TABLE 3.1.2. An overview of the expected protein sizes of GAL4-BD GABAaR 
subunit intracellular loops. This table summarises the number of amino acids within the 
TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of GABAaR subunits, the HA-tag and the BD-domain, as well

Receptor
subunit

intracellular
loop

(amino
acids)

BD-domain
(amino
acids)

HA-tag
(amino
acids)

Total size

Amino
acids

kDa

GABAa a l 93 147 9 249 -27.6

GAB A A a2 91 147 9 247 -27.4

GABAa a3 105 147 9 261 -29

GABAa a4 184 147 9 340 -37.7

GABAa a5 94 147 9 250 -27.8

GAB A A a6 101 147 9 257 -28.5

GABAa pi 130 147 9 286 -31.7

GABAa P2 131 147 9 287 -31.9

GABAa P3 129 147 9 285 -31.4

GABAa y 1 93 147 9 249 -27.6

GABAa y2S 93 147 9 249 -27.6

GABAa y2L 99 147 9 255 -28.1

GABAA y 3 112 147 9 268 -29.7
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F igure 3.1.2. Western B lot o f  H A -tagged GABAaR  subunit bait 
constructs dem onstrates expression o f  these p ro te in s in yeast. By 
applying the yeast protein extraction protocol from Clontech, the 
expression of the TM3-TM4 intracellular domains of the 
GABAaR subunits in yeast was investigated. The pYTH16 
constructs express fusion proteins with a N-terminal GAL4-BD 
followed by an HA tag. Using the anti-HA (clone 16B12) 
antibody, bands could be detected at the expected protein sizes, 
confirming the expression of the GABAaR bait constructs.
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3.2 Interaction of gephyrin PI with GABAaR subunits

To study a direct interaction between gephyrin and GABAaR subunit intracellular 

domains, the pACT2-gephyrin PI f.l. construct was co-transformed into the Y 190 yeast 

strain together with the pYTH 16-GABA^R subunit intracellular loop constructs 

(section 3.1.2). The optimal concentration of the HIS3 inhibitor 3-AT proved to be 30 

mM, allowing for the growth of yeast colonies formed due to protein interactions, while 

keeping the background growth of negative controls to a minimum. To determine the 

GABAaR subunit binding sites on gephyrin, the following gephyrin deletion 

constructs, previously generated in the laboratory, were tested against GABAaR 

subunit intracellular domains: amino acids 1-736 (f.l. gephyrin PI), 276-736, 305-736, 

305-712, 305-705, 305-674, 305-643, 323-736 and 336-736. The majority of the 

deletion constructs mainly expressed amino acid regions within the E-domain, but also 

encoded a small part of the C-domain. The gephyrin 323-736 and 336-736 constructs, 

on the other hand, only expressed amino acids within the E-domain (Figure 3.2.1). The 

large intracellular loop of the GlyR P subunit was chosen as positive control, due to its 

well-established direct interaction with gephyrin (Meyer et al., 1995; Rees et al., 2003), 

while empty vectors served as negative controls in the experiments.

Figure 3.2.1. A schem atic d iagram  o f  f.l. gephyrin P I as w ell as constructs  
expressing specific protein  regions. Am ino acid regions 276-736, 305-736, 305-712, 
305-705, 305-674 as well as 305-643 are located mainly in the E-domain, but also 
encode a small part o f the C-domain. A m ino acid regions 323-736 and 336-736 are 
only located in the E-domain o f gephyrin.
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Interestingly, the intracellular loops of GABAaR «2 and a3 subunits showed a direct 

interaction with the f.l. gephyrin PI protein, while no other subunit examined interacted 

with f.l. gephyrin (Figures 3.2.2-3 and 3.2.8). These two receptor subunit intracellular 

domains also interacted with the protein expressing only the amino acid region 305-736 

(Figure 3.2.2). However, no interaction was seen between the a2 and a3 subunit TM3- 

TM4 intracellular loops and residues 323-736 and 305-712 of gephyrin (Figures 3.2.4- 

5), suggesting the importance of the C-terminal residues of gephyrin C-domain, as well 

as the C-terminus of gephyrin, known to be necessary for E-domain dimérisation, for 

these interactions.

Surprisingly, the intracellular loop of the y3 subunit interacted only with the gephyrin 

305-705 (Figure 3.2.8), while the y2L, but not the y2S splice variant, showed a strong 

interaction solely with the 305-674 region of gephyrin, but not with any of the longer 

proteins (Figure 3.2.7). Moreover, the intracellular loop of the GABAaR P2 subunit, 

and possibly the P3 subunit, interacted with amino acid regions 305-712, 305-705 and 

305-643, but not with 305-674 (Figure 3.2.6). The empty pYTH16 bait vector showed 

weak background activation when co-transformed with the gephyrin constructs 

expressing the amino acid regions 305-712, 305-705 and 305-643 (Figure 3.2.6). 

However, the interaction seen with the P2 subunit was clearly above background, while 

the P3 subunit showed only a slightly higher level of interaction compared to the 

background activation of the empty pYTH16 vector. The large intracellular domain of 

the GlyR p subunit demonstrated an interaction with the following gephyrin constructs: 

f.l. gephyrin PI, gephyrin 305-736 and 323-736 (Figures 3.2.3 and 3.2.6). Interestingly, 

the interaction seen between the GlyR p subunit and the f.l gephyrin, as well as 

gephyrin 305-736, was significantly stronger than the interaction observed between the 

same gephyrin constructs and the GABAaR a2 and a3 subunits (Figures 3.2.2-3). Table 

3.2 summarises the protein interactions found between GABAaR subunits and gephyrin 

constructs.
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TABLE 3.2. An overview of the GABAaR subunit intracellular 
loop interactions with gephyrin. This table shows the interactions 
found between various gephyrin deletion constructs and the TM3-TM4 
intracellular domain of the GABAaR subunits.
Gephyrin constructs Protein interactors
Gephyrin PI f.l GABAaR a2/a3
Gephyrin 276-736 GABAaR a2/a3
Gephyrin 305-736 GABAaR a2/a3
Gephyrin 305-712 GABAaR (32/(33)
Gephyrin 305-705 GABAaR 32/(33)/y3
Gephyrin 305-674 GABAaR y2L
Gephyrin 305-643 GABAaR 32/(33)
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Figure 3,2.2. The GABAaR c(2 and aS subunit TM3-TM4 domains interact with gephyrin. The GABAaR a l-6  intracellular 
domains were co-expressed with f.l. gephyiin, as well as with gephyrin 305-736, in the Y 190 yeast strain. Only the o2  and 
a3 subunits showed a clear interaction with both gephyrin constructs, while the other a  subunits did not interact with this 
clustering protein.
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Figure 3.2,3, The GABAaR  P  and y  subunit TM3-TM4 domains do not interact with gephyrin. Co-expression o f the 
intracellular loops o f the GABAaR P and y subunits with f.l. gephyrin, as well as with amino acid residues 305-736 o f the 
gephyrin protein into yeast, showed no direct interaction between any of the subunits and gephyrin. The inti acellular loop 
o f the GlyR p subunit was used as a positive control, as this protein interacts strongly with f.l. gephyrin and gephyrin 305- 
736 proteins.
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Figure 3.2.4. The intracellular loop o f  the GABAaR C(1 subunit requires an intact gephyrin E-domain fo r  a protein  
interaction to take place. The GABAaR a l  subunit intracellular domain did not interact with any o f the gephyrin constructs, 
while the a2  subunit loop showed a clear interaction with f.l. gephyrin protein. In this experiment, the NS plate with the 02  
subunit and gephyrin 305-736 only allowed the growth of very few yeast colonies. Nevertheless, these colonies did 
demonstrate protein-protein interaction.
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Figure 3.2.5. The TM3-TM4 intracellular domain o f  the GABAaR a3 subunit requires an intact gephyrin E-domain fo r  a direct 
interaction with gephyrin. The GABAaR C(3 subunit intracellular domain was transfected into the Y 190 yeast strain with f.l. 
gephyrin, as well as with tiuncated gephyrin deletion constructs. Upon co-expression, the a3 subunit loop showed a direct

interaction with f.l. gephyrin and gephyrin 305-736, as previously seen with the TM3-TM4 domain o f the a3 subunit (Figure 3.2.4), 
while the GlyR (33 subunit, in addition to f.l. gephyrin and gephyrin 305-736, also interacted with gephyrin 323-736.
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Figure 3.2.6. The intracellular loops o f  the GABAaR  p2  and p3  subunits interact with C-terminally truncated gephyrin deletion  
constructs. The TM3-TM4 domains o f the (32 and (33 subunits showed an interaction with gephyrin 305-712, 305-705 and 305- 
643 residues, while no interaction was seen with f.l. gephyrin. The protem expressed from the empty bait vector also showed 
interaction with these gephyrin constructs. However, the p2 interactions, and possibly the p3 interactions, were above the 
background auto-activation o f these preys with the empty bait vector. The GlyR p subunit was used as a positive control.
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Figure 3,2.7, The TM3-TM4 domain o f  the GABAaRy2L, but not the y2S splice variant, interacts directly with gephyrin  
305-674. Co-expression o f different gephyrin constructs with GABAaRy^L and y2S subunit loops demonstrated that only 
the y2L, but not the y2S splice variant interacts with residues 305-673 of gephyrin. However, this subunit did not show an 
interaction with f.l. gephyrin or any other gephyrin construct.
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Figure 3.2.8. The gephyrin 305-705 protein  interacts with the G ABAJi 
y3 subunit intracellular domain. The f.l. gephyrin protein did not interact 
with the (31, Y1 or y3 subunit intracellular loops. However, the GABAAR 
Y3 subunit showed a direct interaction with residues 305-705 o f the 
gephyrin protein. The pYTH 16-gephyrin PI f.l. construct was used as a 
positive control.
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3.3 The role of alternatively spliced gephyrin in the interaction of 

gephyrin with GABAaR subunits

The gephyrin PI isoform, as well as the alternatively spliced isoforms created by the 

insertion of C3 or C4 cassettes into the C-domain of gephyrin, show a diverse 

expression pattern in the CNS and in the periphery (Heck et al., 1997, Prior et al., 1992; 

Ramming et al., 2000; Rees et al., 2003). Moreover, Heck et al. (1997) have 

demonstrated that alternative splicing of the C3 and C4 cassettes changes during 

neuronal development in vitro, suggesting that the different gephyrin isoforms may 

have diverse properties in vivo. Since little is known about the specific contribution of 

alternatively spliced gephyrin cassettes to protein interactions, this study aimed to 

analyse the role of C3 and C4 cassettes in the interaction between gephyrin and the 

GABAaR subunits.

The hypothesis that the insertion of alternatively spliced cassettes into the C-domain 

would either influence the binding directly by creating/disrupting an amino acid 

sequence necessary for a GABAaR subunit to bind, or indirectly by contributing to 

conformational changes of putative binding sites, was tested. Human gephyrin 

constructs expressing either the C3 cassette (cassette size of 33 amino acid residues), or 

the C4a, b and d cassettes (cassette size of 19, 24 and 21 amino acid residues for the 

C4a, b and d cassettes respectively) (Figure 3.3.1) were co-expressed in yeast with the 

GABAaR subunit intracellular domains (Table 3.1.2). These human gephyrin isoform 

constructs, in the pACT2 prey vector, were isolated as GlyR (3 subunit TM3-TM4 

intracellular domain interactors in a YTH screen (Rees et al., 2003).

IS

C3 Cj)
□ ; 0 0 @ 0 ;  

169  ^  <  323 7 3 6

1 K243 K288 |

Figure 3.3.1. The C3 and C4 alternatively spliced exons are located in the C-domain of 
gephyrin. The 33 amino acid-residue C3 cassette is inserted between residues K243 and 1244 of 
the C-domain. The four subclusters of the C4 cassette are also located in the C-domain, with the 
insertion of the C4a cassette starting after residue K288.
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intracellular loop of the GlyR (3 subunit, confirming that the proteins are 
expressed.
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As demonstrated by the results of the YTH experiments shown in figure 3.3.2., the 

insertion of the C3 cassette abolished the direct interaction previously seen between the 

intracellular loops of the GABAaR a2 and a3 subunits and f.l. gephyrin PI. However, 

an insertion of the C4 subclusters had no effect on the direct binding between the 

mentioned receptor subunit intracellular domains and gephyrin (Figure 3.3.2). The 

presence of alternatively spliced cassettes did not influence the binding of f.l. gephyrin 

to the large intracellular loop of the GlyR |3 subunit. This indicates that the insertion of 

cassettes does not have an effect on the protein expression of the constructs in the YTH 

system. Hence, the abolition of the interaction between GABAaR a2 and a3 subunits 

with gephyrin containing the C3 cassette is either due to a direct or indirect disruption 

of the binding site or as a result of conformational changes as hypothesised above.

3.4 Determination of the GABAaR subunit binding sites on 

gephyrin

Mutagenesis studies were adopted to analyse the exact role of specific gephyrin regions 

for the binding of the GABAaR ct2 and a3 subunit intracellular loops. As seen in 

section 3.2, a region spanning from amino acid 305 in the C-domain of gephyrin into 

the E-domain demonstrated a role in the binding of gephyrin to the a2 and a3 TM3- 

TM4 domains. Therefore, five amino acids at a time, in this region, were replaced with 

alanine in gephyrin 276-736 (Figure 2.1.9.4) and these mutants (A l-9) were co

expressed with the GABAaR a2 and a3 intracellular loops into the Y 190 yeast strain. 

Alanine was chosen as a substitute amino acid, since it is neutral in charge and small in 

size and is conunonly used in mutagenesis experiments. The intracellular loop of the 

GlyR p subunit was again used as positive control, to confirm the functionality and 

protein expression of the generated constructs.

Interestingly, mutations A5-8, corresponding to residues 325-344 

(SMDKAFITVLEMTPVLGTEI), abolished the interaction between gephyrin and the 

TM3-TM4 domain of the a2 subunit completely (Figure 3.4.1-2), while A5-6 mutated 

constructs (gephyrin residues 325-334; SMDKAFITVL) eliminated the interaction
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between gephyrin and the intracellular loop of the a3 subunit (Figure 3.4.1). Although 

the A7 construct showed a direct interaction with the GABAaR a3 subunit intracellular 

domain, this interaction was weak compared to the wild-type (WT) construct. All 

mutant proteins, as expected, interacted with the large intracellular loop of the GlyR P 

subunit, confirming protein expression of the constructs (Figure 3.4.1-2).
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Figure 3.4.1. The GABAaR cr2 and a S  subunits bind to the E-domain of gephyrin. To determine the GABAaR cx2 binding site 
on gephyrin, blocks of alanine mutants were generated using site-directed mutagenesis. Mutation of amino acids SMDKA and 
FITVL abolished the interaction between the a3 subunit and gephyrin, while mutating residues EMTPV decreased the level of 
interaction. Furthermore, the amino acid sequence SMDKAFITVLEMTPV was found to be important for the interaction 
between the a2 subunit and gephyrin. Note that none of the mutations affected the interaction between gephyrin and the GlyR 
P subunit, showing that the mutated constructs were expressed.
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binding site on gephyrin. Replacement o f residues LGTEI with alanine abolished the protein interaction between gephyrin 
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constructs interacted with the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain o f the a3 subunit, as well as with the large intracellular loop 
of the GlyR (3 subunit, confirming that these proteins are expressed in yeast.
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3.5 IdentiHcation of the gephyrin binding site on the intracellular 

loop of the GABAaR  a2 subunit using deletion constructs and a l/a 2  

chimeras

The a2 subunit was chosen for a more in depth investigation, as whilst this study was in 

progress, Tretter et al. (2008) demonstrated an interaction between the a2 subunit and 

gephyrin and suggested that ten amino acid residues within the a2 subunit intracellular 

domain were sufficient for targeting the a2 subunit to the cell membrane in neurons. 

Following the observation by Tretter and colleagues, the next step was to characterise 

the region within the intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit responsible for the 

gephyrin interaction. Mutagenesis studies, generating various deletions and exchange 

constructs, were applied to further characterise the exact binding site for the GABAaR 

o2-gephyrin interaction. Three deletion constructs missing amino acid residues 

AYAVAVANYA (377-386), NNAYAVAVANYA (375-386) and 

GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANYA (369-386) in the GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular loop 

were generated. The chimera constructs were generated by replacing amino acid 

residues TYAPTATSYT (339-348) and DPLIKKNNTYAPTATSYT (331-348) within 

the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR a l subunit with residues 

AYAVAVANYA (377-386; same residues as in the short deletion construct) and 

GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANY (369-386; same residues as in the long deletion construct) 

of the a2 subunit, respectively.

The LacZ reporter gene assay showed that all a2 subunit deletion constructs examined 

disrupted the interaction between this receptor subunit and gephyrin (Figure 3.5.1). 

Replacing the equivalent amino acid sequence of the a l subunit with residues 

AYAVAVANYA of the intracellular loop of the a2 subunit was not able to confer 

binding to gephyrin (Figure 3.5.1). However, when the a l/a2  chimera construct 

containing the amino acids GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANY of the a l  subunit was co

expressed with f.l. gephyrin PI, an interaction similar to that previously seen with the 

a l  subunit was observed (Figure 3.5.1).
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Figure 3.5.1. Substitution of 18 amino acids o f the GABAaR Oil subunit loop with the corresponding region in the Oil subunit leads to 
an interaction with gephyrin. None of the a 2  deletion constructs interacted with gephyrin. The exchange of the a 2  subunit sequence 
AYAVAVANYA for the equivalent a l  subunit sequence had no effect on the interaction of the a l  subunit with gephyrin, while 
exchange of the longer a 2  sequence GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANYA for the equivalent intracellular loop sequence of the a l  subunit 
resulted in an interaction between this construct and gephyrin. Abbreviations: a2-S del: short deletion al, al del: deletion al, al-L 
del: long deletion al, al in al: exchange al into al, al-L in al: long exchange al into al.
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Using the multiple sequence alignment computer programme Clustal 2.0.5 

(http://www.clustal.org/), the DNA sequences of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of 

the GABAaR «2 and a3 subunits were aligned (Figure 3.5.2). DNA sequences were 

then compared to see whether these two subunits show similarities within the binding 

site of the a l  subunit for gephyrin. This would allow prediction of the binding site of 

the a3 subunit for gephyrin, using bioinformatics approaches. The specific region of 

interest did not show 100% resemblance between the two subunits. However, further 

investigations are required to analyse whether the chemical properties of the amino acid 

residues within the a3 subunit TM3-TM4 domain involved are sufficient to maintain an 

environment which promotes binding.

CLUSTAL 2 . 0 . 5  m u l t i p l e  s e q u e n c e  a l i g n m e n t

r a t a l p h a 2  ATVNYFTKRGWAWDGK-SWNDK-KKEKGSVMJ(?JV— NAYAVAVANYAPNLSK- 4 9
r a t a l p h a l  ATVNYFTKRSWAWEGKKVPEALEMKKKTPAAPTKKTSTTFZy/JV'Grrri’IN L A L - 53

r a t a l p h a 2  D PV LSTISK SA TTPEPN K K P------------------------ENKPAEAKKTFNSVSKIDRMSR 91
r a t a l p h a S  D TEFSTISKAAAAPSASSTPTVIASPKTTYVQDSPAET-K TYNSVSKVDKISR 1 0 5

F igure 3 .5 .2 . Sequence alignm ent o f  the GABAAR ol2 and a3 subunit in tracellu lar loops  
using the C lustal 2 .0 .5  multiple sequence alignm ent program m e. The TM3-TM4 
intracellular loops of the GABAaR a l  and a3 subunits were aligned to compare the 
DNA sequences within the gephyrin binding site (shown in italics).

3.6 The subcellular localisation of GABAaR subunit TM3-TM4 

domains in HEK293 cells and their co-localisation with cytoplasmic 

gephyrin aggregates

After having established a direct interaction between the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

domain of the GABAaR a l  and a3 subunits and gephyrin in yeast, the next step was to 

investigate protein co-localisation in mammalian HEK293 cells. This cell biological 

approach, compared to neuronal cell cultures, facilitates the analysis of the importance 

of individual components in receptor clustering. Proteins show a different expression 

pattern in primary neuronal cell cultures, e.g. gephyrin and GABAaR subunits target to 

postsynaptic sites, possibly due to the presence of additional proteins required for

http://www.clustal.org/
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postsynaptic clustering that are absent in HEK293 cells. I investigated the subcellular 

distribution of the intracellular loops of different GABAaR subunits, and investigated 

whether they co-localise individually with gephyrin intracellular aggregates that are 

formed upon single transfection of the f.l. gephyrin PI variant into HEK293 cells.

The intracellular loops of GABAaR a l-3 , (32-3 and y 1-3 subunits (both the y2L and the 

y2S splice variants) were cloned into the pHcRed-Cl vector, resulting in the expression 

of N-terminally tagged fusion proteins (pHcRed-GABAaR a l ,  pHcRed-GABAAR a2, 

pHcRed-GABAAR a3, pHcRed-G AB AAR (32, pHcRed-GABAAR (33, pHcRed- 

GABAaR y l, pHcRed-GABAAR y2L, pHcRed-GABAAR y2S and pHcRed-G AB AAR 

y3). GABAaR a2, (32 and (33 subunits were also cloned into the pECFP-Cl vector 

(pECFP-GABAaR o2, pECFP-GABAaR p2 and pECFP-GABAaR P3), while the a2 

subunit was cloned into the pEYFP-Cl vector (pEYFP-GABAaR a2) as well. The 

DNA constructs were transfected into HEK293 cells using either Lipofectamine or 

Effectine transfection reagents. Cells were fixed with 4% PEA at RT 24 h after 

transfection and analysed using a Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope.

Empty vector controls were used to ensure that changes in the subcellular distribution 

of the investigated proteins were not a result of proteins expressed from the empty 

vectors alone. Expression of fluorescent protein tags from all vectors resulted in 

nuclear, as well as cytoplasmic fluorescence (Figure 3.6.1). The HcRed-tagged, ECFP- 

tagged and EYFP-tagged GABAaR a2 subunit was mainly localised to the nucleus and, 

similar to the fluorescent protein expression from the empty vectors, also demonstrated 

a cytoplasmic distribution (Figure 3.6.2), HcRed-GABAAR a l,  a3 (Figure 3.6.3), P2 

and P3 (Figures 3.6.4-5) proteins demonstrated a nuclear localisation. HcRed-tagged 

intracellular loops of GABAaR y l, y2S and y3 subunits formed intracellular aggregates 

evenly spread in the cytoplasm of HEK293 cells (Figure 3.6.6 A, C, D). Surprisingly, 

however, in approximately 60-70% of the cells, pHcRed-GABAAR y2L transfection 

into HEK293 cells resulted in targeting of this subunit to the cell membrane (Figure

3.6.6 B). In addition to cell membrane localisation of the y2L subunit, and cytoplasmic 

aggregates of the y 1, y2S and y3 subunits, all y subunits also showed aggregates that are
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reminiscent of ER retention. Taking the results obtained from the YTH experiments, 

and the knowledge about the cellular distribution of the intracellular loops of GABAaR 

subunits studied, a decision was made to focus on subunits a l-3 , as well as y2L and y2S 

splice variants, for the subsequent experiments of this PhD project.

%
ECFP-C1 EYFP-C1

HcRed-C1EGFP-C1

F igure 3.6.1. Proteins expressed  from  the em pty fluorescen t 
vectors are d istribu ted  in the nucleus, as w ell a s  being evenly  
expressed in the cytoplasm . Expression of ECFP (A), EYFP (B), 
EGFP (C) and HcRed (D) proteins derived from empty vectors in 
HEK293 cells resulted in nuclear and cytoplasmic fluorescence. 
(M agnification x63; Scale b a r  10 pm )
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HcRed-GABAAR az EYFP-GABAaR 02

#

ECFP-GABAaR o2

F igure 3.6.2. The in tracellular loop o f  the GABAaR ol2 subunit shows predom inantly  
nuclear, but also  cytoplasm ic expression. The TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the a l  subunit 
was either cloned into pHcRed (A), pEYFP (B) or pECFP (C) vectors and transfected into 
HEK293 cells. For all three clones, the a l  subunit showed a strong nuclear expression, as 
well as some cytoplasmic distribution when analysed with confocal microscopy. 
(M agnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm )

HcRed-GABAAR a1

HcRed-GABAAR o3

F igure 3.6.3. GABAaR olI a3  subunit in tracellu lar loops are d istribu ted  to the nucleus 
o f  H E K 293 cells. The intracellular loops of G A BA aR  al (A-D) and a3 (E-H) subunits 
showed a nuclear localisation when expressed in HEK293 cells. The cells were stained with 
the nuclear marker TO-PRO-3. (M agnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm )
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1

F igure 3.6.4. E C F P-îagged GABAAR [i2 and j33 suhuniî TM3-TM 4 dom ains are loca lised  
in the cell nucleus. Transfection of ECFP-GABAaR P2 (A-D) and P3 (E-H) subunit 
intracellular loops into HEK293 cells demonstrated a clear nuclear localisation, as 
confirmed when stained with the nuclear marker TO-PRO-3 (C, G). The GABAaR P 
subunit constructs were co-expressed with empty pHcRed vector (B, F), to visualise the 
cellular structure. (M agnification .x63; Scale ba r 10 /urn)

HcRed-GABAAR p2_____________

D E

m erge

F

MergeHcRed-GABAAR p3

F igure 3.6.5. H cR ed-tagged GABAaR subunits are loca lised  in the cell nucleus. When the 
intracellular loops of the GABAaR P2 and p3 subunits were expressed as HcRed-tagged p 
subunit fusion proteins, the same nuclear distribution was observed as previously seen with 
ECFP-tagged p subunits (Figure 3.6.4). (M agnification x63; Scale bar 10 /.im)
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HcRccI-GABAaR y1 Merge

\
HcRccI-GABAaR v2L Merge

HcRed-GABAAR y2S Merge

HcRed-GABAAR y3 Merge

Figure 3.6.6. GABAaR yl, y2S and y3 subunit loops show cytoplasmic aggregates, while the 
y2L TM3-TM4 domain is targeted to the cell membrane. Transfection of HcRed-tagged yl 
(A-C), y2S (G-I) and y3 (J-L) subunit TM3-TM4 domains resulted in the formation of 
cytoplasmic aggregates. The intracellular loop of the y2L splice variant (D-F) demonstrated 
cell-membrane localisation upon single transfection into HEK293 cells. All the y subunits 
also showed aggregates resembling ER retention. {Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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Finally, the GABAaR subunit intracellular domain constructs were co-transfected 

together with pEGFP-gephyrin PI f.l. to investigate a possible co-localisation between 

receptor subunit intracellular loops and gephyrin in mammalian HEK293 cells. Since a 

direct interaction was observed in the YTH system, co-localisation in HEK293 cells 

was a possibility. When EGFP-gephyrin PI is expressed alone, it results in the 

formation of large intracellular aggregates, generally two large aggregates, one on each 

side of the nucleus (Figure 3.6.7 A-C). In addition to EGFP-tagged f.l. gephyrin, 

pHcRed-gephyrin PI f.l. was also transfected into HEK293 cells resulting in the same 

cellular distribution as seen upon transfection of EGFP-tagged f.l. gephyrin (Figure

3.6.7 D). The TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GlyR p subunit, tagged with DsRed 

fluorescent protein (DsRed-GlyR P) was used as a positive control, as selective 

targeting of this construct to gephyrin aggregates was established previously (Rees et 

al., 2003). In these experiments, the GlyR p subunit co-localised with gephyrin 

aggregates (Figure 3.6.8 D-G), while mainly nuclear localisation was observed when 

expressed alone (Figure 3.6.8 A-C).
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ECFP-gephvrin

HcRed-gephyrlnEGFP-gephyrin

Figure 3.6.7. Fluorescent-tagged f.l. gephyrin demonstrates formation of 
intracellular aggregates in HEK293 cells. EGFP-tagged gephyrin expressed 
in HEK293 cells demonstrates formation of generally two large cytoplasmic 
perinuclear aggregates (A-C), as seen previously upon expression of 
numerous f.l. gephyrin constructs (Kirsch et al., 1995; Meyer et al., 1995). 
When HcRed-tagged f.l. gephyrin was transfected into mammalian cells, the 
same cellular distribution, seen upon expression of EGFP-gephyrin, was 
observed (D), indicating that the formation of the aggregates is not 
dependent on the vector used. (Magnification A, C and D x63, B x20; Scale 
bar 10 pm)
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Figure 3.6.8. The TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GlyR f  subunit co-localises with gephyrin 
aggregates in HEK293 cells. When the GlyR |3 subunit is expressed alone in HEK293 cells, it is 
mainly distributed to the nucleus (A-C), as confirmed with the TO-PRO-3 nuclear marker (B). 
When co-expressed with f.l. EGFP-gephyrin, the DsRed-tagged GlyR (3 subunit was completely 
co-localised with the intracellular gephyrin aggregates and no nuclear localisation was seen (D- 
G). (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)

Analysis of the confocal microscopy images showed that co-expression of gephyrin 

with the intracellular loops of GABAaR subunits did not result in any obvious changes 

in the cellular distribution of these subunits. However, particularly large EGFP- 

gephyrin aggregates showed a tendency to occasionally trap co-expressed proteins. 

Trapping can be detected in cells when proteins are co-expressed in the presence of 

large intracellular aggregates. Proteins that were expressed in the cytoplasm together 

with the gephyrin aggregates, or that were located in the nucleus, could be trapped in 

EGFP-gephyrin aggregates. Also, a partial co-localisation between proteins expressed 

from the empty pHcRed vector and EGFP-gephyrin aggregates was observed, making 

the interpretation of co-localisation of the GABAaR subunit TM3-TM4 intracellular 

domains with gephyrin aggregates difficult. The y2L subunit was the least affected by 

this trapping, since it is not localised to the nucleus, shows minimal cytoplasmic 

distribution and localises to the cell membrane (Figure 3.6.10 A-D). Figures 3.6.9-11 

show the co-expression of EGFP-gephyrin with the protein derived from the empty 

pHcRed-Cl vector (Figure 3.6.9), as well as with the GABAaR «1-3 (Figure 3.6.11) 

and y2L and y2S subunit intracellular domains (Figure 3.6.10).
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HcRed-C1 M ergeEG FP-gephyrin

Figure 3.6.9. Intracellular gephyrin aggregates can cause trapping of the HcRed protein. 
Large gephyrin aggregates (A) resulted in a partial trapping of proteins expressed from the 
empty vector. The amount of trapped proteins varies from cell to cell, depending on the size 
of the gephyrin aggregates, as well as the amount of protein expressed from the empty 
vector. Nevertheless, the main cellular distribution of the HcRed protein was not affected by 
this trapping caused by extensive intracellular gephyrin aggregation. (Magnification x63; 
Scale bar JO pm)

EG FP-gephyrin HcRed-GABAAR y2L

F . .

EG FP-gephyrin HcRed-GABAAR y2S

M erge 
H T

M erge

Figure 3.6.10. No co-localisation was seen between gephyrin aggregates and the 
intracellular loops of the GABAAR y2 subunit splice variants. Co-expression of HcRed- 
GABAAR y2L with EGFP-gephyrin did not influence the targeting of this splice variant to 
the cell membrane (A-D). EGFP-gephyrin did not change the cellular distribution of the y2S 
splice variant, but weak trapping of the y2S subunit in gephyrin aggregates was observed (E- 
H). (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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HcRed-GABAAR c3

Figure 3.6.11. Co-expression of EGFP-gephyrin and HcRed-GABAAR al-3 subunit TM3-TM4 
domains results in partial co-localisation of the expressed proteins, most likely due to trapping 
in gephyrin aggregates. When pEGFP-gephyrin PI f.l. was co-transfected with pHcRed- 
G A B A aR al-3 subunit intracellular loop constructs in HEK293 cells, a partial co-localisation 
was observed. However, the predominantly nuclear localisation of the G A B A aR al-3 subunit 
TM3-TM4 domains was, in contrast to the observations made upon gephyrin and GlyR p 
subunit co-expression (Figure 3.6.8), not affected by the presence of gephyrin aggregates. 
(Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)

3.7 Discussion

The purpose of this chapter was to investigate the role of gephyrin in GABAaR 

clustering, identifying the receptor subunits involved in this clustering process and to
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examine whether alternative splicing of the gephyrin protein plays a role. Furthermore, 

this study aimed to find the specific binding sites responsible for protein interactions.

A direct interaction was demonstrated between the intracellular loops of the a2 and a3 

subunits and f.l. gephyrin, gephyrin 276-736 and gephyrin 305-736 in the YTH system. 

However, no interaction was found between the TM3-TM4 intracellular domains of the 

a2 and a3 subunits and amino acid residues 323-736 and 305-712 of gephyrin. This 

observation suggests that the presence of the C-terminal residues of the gephyrin C- 

domain plays a role in binding of gephyrin to a2 and a3 intracellular loops, as well as 

pointing towards a role for gephyrin E-domain dimérisation in these protein 

interactions. Deletion of the gephyrin C-terminus was previously shown to disrupt E- 

domain dimérisation and in turn GlyR P subunit and CB binding to gephyrin (Harvey et 

al., 2004). That disruption of the E-domain abolished the gephyrin-GABAAR a2/3 

intracellular domain interactions, further highlights the importance of the dimérisation 

of gephyrin E-domain in protein interactions.

The TM3-TM4 intracellular domains of the P2, y2L and y3 subunits, and possibly the 

P3 subunit, on the other hand, showed interaction with different truncated gephyrin 

constructs, but not with the f.l. gephyrin protein. The y3 subunit interacted with amino 

acid residues 305-705 of gephyrin, while the y2L splice variant, but not the y2S splice 

variant, interacted strongly with the amino acid residues 305-674. The presence of eight 

additional amino acids in the intracellular loop of the y2L splice variant affects the 

interaction of this subunit with gephyrin. This could be an indication that the binding 

site for gephyrin is within this region of eight amino acids, alternatively, the interaction 

may be due to phosphorylation of the serine residue S343 or other posttranslational 

modifications. The P2 subunit, and possibly also the p3 subunit, interacted with regions 

305-712, 305-705 and 305-643 of gephyrin. Surprisingly, these two p subunits did not 

interact with a gephyrin protein expressing the amino acid residues 305-674 that 

allowed binding of the G A B A aR  y2L intracellular domain.
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The present study suggests that the expression of different truncated gephyrin results in 

protein conformations that resemble those that might confer binding to GABAaR 

subunits in vivo. This could be due to posttranslational modifications, additional protein 

interactions, and shorter gephyrin splice variants as a result of alternative splicing or 

protease-mediated protein cleavage. Certain protein conformations can mask some 

binding sites but reveal others, hence allow interactions with only a subset of protein 

inter actor s. The observed results from the YTH experiments can, therefore, indicate 

that the P2, P3, y2L and the y3 subunit TM3-TM4 intracellular loops require a certain 

conformation of the gephyrin protein, present in vivo, e.g. in different neuronal 

subpopulations, at different subcellular compartments or at different stages during 

embryonic development.

The binding site of the gephyrin protein for the GABAaR a2 and a3 subunits was 

determined by mutagenesis studies to be a region within the E-domain of gephyrin. As 

discussed above, it was also shown that the presence of the C-terminal residues of the 

C-domain is required for the interaction between gephyrin and the a2 and a3 subunit 

intracellular loops. These C-domain residues presumably result in a protein 

conformation of the adjacent E-domain residues that facilitates the binding of the 

GABAaR subunits. Mutation of residues 325-329 (SMDKA) and 330-334 (FITVL) 

abolished the interaction between gephyrin and the a3 subunit, while mutation of 

residues 335-339 (EMTPV) weakened this protein interaction significantly. 

Furthermore, blocks of five alanine mutations in the region of 

SMDKAFITVLEMTPVLGTE disrupted the binding of the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit to gephyrin. By deleting amino acid sequences 

thought to be important for the GABAaR o2  subunit-gephyrin interaction, and by 

substituting these amino acids into the TM3-TM4 domain of the a l subunit, the binding 

site of the a2 subunit for gephyrin was revealed. Deletion of residues AYAVAVANYA  

of the GABAaR a2 intracellular loop fully eliminated the interaction with gephyrin, 

while introducing this same region into the a l subunit failed to confer an interaction 

between this protein and gephyrin. This region is thus necessary, but not sufficient, for 

the interaction between the GABAaR o2  subunit and gephyrin to occur. The a l  subunit
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binding site for gephyrin can therefore be partly located in this region, and partly in the 

N-terminally adjacent region GSVMIQNN, as the introduction of amino acids 

GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANYA into the a l subunit allowed an interaction with 

gephyrin to take place.

The role of alternatively spliced cassettes in the gephyrin C-domain was also 

investigated and it was shown that the presence of the C3 cassette, but not the C4abd 

cassettes, abolished the interaction between gephyrin and the GABAaR a2 and a3 

subunit intracellular domains. Since the binding site for the a2 and a3 subunits was 

mapped to the E-domain of gephyrin, the abolition of interaction, caused by the 

insertion of the C3 cassette, is likely to be due to conformational changes to the 

gephyrin protein. Furthermore, although to date a multimerisation of the gephyrin C- 

domain has not been demonstrated, there is a possibility that the presence of the C3 

cassette interferes with multimerisation of the C-domain, possibly involved in the 

interaction between gephyrin and GABAaR subunits.

When expressing the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of the G A B A aR  al-3 , P2-3 and y l -  

3 (both y2L and y2S splice variants) in mammalian HEK293 cells, the a l, a3, p2 and 

P3 subunit loops localised in the nucleus. The TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the a2 

subunit, in addition to nuclear localisation, also showed cytoplasmic distribution. Only 

the y2L subunit was targeted to the cell-membrane compartment, while expression of 

the intracellular loops of the y l, y2S and y3 subunit intracellular domains resulted in the 

formation of cytoplasmic aggregates. Once more, a difference was observed in the 

behaviour of the two splice variants of the y2 subunit. As previously mentioned, only 

the y2L subunit intracellular loop demonstrated a direct interaction with gephyrin 305- 

674 using the YTH system. These differences may be related to posttranslational 

modifications and will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6.

Co-expression of various GABAaR subunits together with EGFP-gephyrin in HEK293 

cells resulted in no obvious changes in the cellular distribution of the receptor subunit 

TM3-TM4 domains. However, when the subunits were located in the cytoplasm, or
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when they were present in the nucleus, a partial trapping by EGFP-gephyrin 

intracellular aggregates was observed. The trapping also resulted in a partial co

localisation between gephyrin aggregates and proteins expressed from the empty 

pHcRed vector. Therefore, the interpretation of the co-localisation findings proved to 

be difficult and it could not be determined whether a weak protein interaction also 

played a role in this co-localisation, or whether it was purely a result of trapping. 

However, when the GlyR (3 subunit was co-expressed with EGFP-gephyrin, in contrast 

to partial co-localisation, complete co-localisation was observed with intracellular 

gephyrin aggregates, demonstrating the difference between trapping and co

localisation. This complete co-localisation is most likely due to the fact that the 

interaction between the large intracellular loop of the GlyR (3 subunit and gephyrin is 

significantly stronger than the interaction between the GABAaR subunit intracellular 

loops and gephyrin, as observed in yeast (section 3.2).

In summary, this chapter demonstrated that the intracellular loops of the GABAaR a2 

and a3 subunits interact directly with f.l. gephyrin, while the (32, y2L, y3, and possibly 

also the p3 subunit TM3-TM4 domains, show an interaction with truncated gephyrin. 

Certain gephyrin protein conformations appear to be necessary for these different 

interactions to take place. A difference in gephyrin binding was also demonstrated 

between the two different splice variants of the y2 subunit, which is possibly a result of 

posttranslational modifications. In mammalian HEK293 cells, none of the subunits 

investigated showed a clear co-localisation with intracellular gephyrin upon co

transfection, although a direct interaction was demonstrated in the YTH system and the 

binding sites were found. This led to the assumption that additional proteins may be 

necessary to bring the GABAaR subunits and gephyrin into close proximity, or to 

facilitate conformational changes, thus allowing an interaction to take place. To test this 

hypothesis, potential interactions between the intracellular loops of the GABAaR 

subunits and the gephyrin-interacting protein CB (Chapter 4), as well as interactions 

between GABAaR subunits and gephyrin in the presence of CB (Chapter 5), were 

investigated.
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS

Investigation of direct interactions between GABAaR 
subunits and the RhoGEF collybistin
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4 Investigation of direct interactions between GABAaR 

subunits and the RhoGEF collybistin
The RhoGEF CB was identified as a gephyrin interacting protein by Kins and 

colleagues (2000). Initially, two isoforms of this GEF protein were identified, one 

harbouring an N-terminal SH3 domain and a C-terminal coiled-coil domain, and the 

second isoform containing an alternate C-terminus and lacking the SH3 domain. 

Harvey et al. (2004) found additional isoforms created by alternative splicing. The 

authors identified three different CB C-termini, CBl-3, while CB2 and CB3 were seen 

both with and without an N-terminal SH3 domain. When co-expressed with EGFP- 

gephyrin in HEK293 cells, the SH3 domain-containing isoforms showed co-localisation 

with cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates (Harvey et al., 2004; Kins et al., 2000). Co

transfection of gephyrin with the CB isoforms lacking the SH3 domain, however, 

resulted in the formation of submembrane microaggregates of gephyrin in 

approximately 40% of cells (Harvey et al., 2004).

CB, a member of the Dbl-like family of RhoGEFs, contains a tandem DH-PH domain. 

Mutagenesis studies showed the DH domain (amino acids 114-293) to be involved in 

gephyrin-CB interactions, while the PH domain (amino acids 326-432) is required for 

subcellular targeting of this protein (Harvey et al., 2004; Kins et al., 2000). The SH3 

domain is a common protein-interacting domain and the majority of CB isoforms in 

vivo possess an SH3 domain (Mayer, 2001). However, in mammalian HEK293 cells, 

SH3-containing isoforms failed to translocate gephyrin to the cell membrane 

compartment (Harvey et al., 2004; Kins et al., 2000). This raised the possibility that CB 

activity, conferred by conformational changes of the SH3 domain, is dependent on 

protein-protein interactions or posttranslational modifications which occur only in 

neurons (Harvey et al., 2004). Furthermore, the authors also identified a sequence 

overlapping the C-terminal part of the C-domain and the N-terminus of the E-domain of 

gephyrin (PEPLTSMDKA), required for CB-gephyrin interaction, and showed that 

mutations within this region disrupted gephyrin trafficking to and clustering at 

postsynaptic sites.
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In addition, a mutation in exon 2 of the human CB gene (G55A mutation) within the 

SH3 domain, resulting in symptoms of epilepsy and human hyperekplexia, indicated 

the involvement of CB, as well as the SH3 domain, in synaptic targeting of gephyrin 

and inhibitory receptor clustering (Harvey et al., 2004). CB KO mice showed elevated 

levels of anxiety and impaired spatial learning and attributed to a loss of postsynaptic 

gephyrin and gephyrin-mediated GABAaR clusters in parts of the hippocampus and 

basolateral amygdala (Papadopoulos et al., 2007). Interestingly, the loss of gephyrin 

and gephyrin-mediated GABAaR clusters was observed at various developmental 

stages, suggesting an involvement of CB in both targeting, as well as stabilisation, of 

gephyrin and gephyrin-dependent GABAaRs at postsynaptic sites. On the other hand, 

in the CB KO mice, no changes were observed in the distribution of GlyR clusters, in 

glycinergic neurotransmission, or in neuromotor activity, suggesting that CB is not 

involved in the clustering of GlyRs (Papadopoulos et al., 2007, 2008).

As discussed above, co-expression of CB with gephyrin in mammalian cells results in a 

translocation of gephyrin to the cell membrane, and studies in CB KO mice have 

indicated a role of CB in the clustering of G A B A aR s (Harvey et al., 2004; Kalscheuer 

et al., 2008; Papadopoulos et al., 2007, 2008). Therefore, the aim of this study was to 

analyse possible interactions between the RhoGEF CB and G A B A aR  subunits and to 

study further the involvement of CB in gephyrin-mediated clustering of G A B A aR s . A 

range of biological systems and techniques was applied to investigate a direct 

interaction between CB and G A B A aR  subunit intracellular domains, as well as possible 

co-localisations of CB and any of the G A B A aR  subunits, in the absence of gephyrin, in 

mammalian cells.

4.1 Interaction of collybistin with GABAaR  subunits in the YTH  

system

C B 3 sh 3+, cloned into the pACT2 prey plasmid vector, was expressed in the Y190 yeast 

strain together with bait constructs expressing the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of the 

GABAaR subunits: p YTH 16-GAB AAR al-6 , pi-3, y l-3 (both y2 splice variants).
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Interestingly, only the GABAaR a2 subunit was demonstrated to interact directly with 

this CB isoform in the YTH system (Figure 4.1). pYTH 16-gephyrin PI f.l. was used as 

a positive control, as this protein is a known interactor of the CB protein. The 

intracellular loop of the GlyR p subunit cloned into the pYTH16 bait vector was, in 

addition, used as a negative control, since this GlyR subunit does not interact with CB 

(Unpublished data from the laboratory).
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Figure 4.1. The GABAAR o2 subunit intracellular domain interacts directly with the isoform. The intracellular loops o f
GABAAR a l-6  subunits (A) as well as (31-3 and y l-3  (B) were co-expressed with CB3g^^^ in the Y 190 yeast strain. F.l. gephyrin was 
used as a positive control, while the intracellular loop o f the GlyR (3 subunit was co-transformed with CB as a negative control. All 
bait constructs were also tested against pACT2-gephyrin PI f.l.. The GABAAR a2  and a3 subunits, the GlyR |3 subunit and gephyrin 
interacted with pACT2-gephyrin, while only the GABAAR a2 subunit showed a direct interaction with CB.
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4.2 IdentiHcation of the collybistin binding site on the GABAaR a2

subunit using deletion constructs and a l/a 2  chimeras

To identify the binding site mediating the interaction between CB and the GABAaR a2 

subunit loop, the same deletion and exchange constructs utilised to study the gephyrin 

binding site in the a2 subunit were used (Figure 2.1.9.3). The different deletion 

constructs had amino acid residues AYAVAVANYA (377-386), NNAYAVAVANYA  

(375-386) or GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANYA (369-386) within the TM3-TM4 

intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit deleted. The pYTHl 6-GABAaR 

exchange a2 into a l, and pYTH 16-GAB A aR long exchange a2 into a l chimera 

constructs were generated by replacing the amino acid sequences TYAPTATSYT (339- 

348) or DPLIKKNNTYAPTATSYT (331-348), within the intracellular loop of the 

GABAaR a l subunit, with the residues AYAVAVANYA (377-386; same residues as 

in the short deletion construct) and GSVMIQNNAYAVAVANY (369-386; same 

residues as in the long deletion construct), of the a2 subunit, respectively.

As shown in figure 4.2, all the deletion constructs tested abolished the interaction 

between CB and the GABAaR a2 subunit. Furthermore, the presence of both chimeras 

resulted in an interaction between these constructs and CB3sh3+, when co-expressed in 

the Y190 yeast strain. Deleting the amino acid residues AYAVAVANYA (377-386) of 

the GABAaR «2 subunit abolished the interaction with CB, while replacement of 

amino acids TYAPTATSYT (339-348) of the a l subunit, with residues 

AYAVAVANYA of the a2 subunit, resulted in an interaction between this receptor 

subunit and CB. Therefore, in addition to confirming a direct interaction between the 

a2 subunit and CB, these data also indicate that the binding site responsible for the 

interaction with CB is within this region of the intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 

subunit.
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Figure 4.2, Amino acid residues AYAVAVANYA within the intracellular loop o f  the c(2 subunit are sufficient fo r  mediating 
an interaction with CB. Deletion o f as little as ten amino acids within the intracellular loop o f the a2  subunit abolished the 
interaction with CB. When the corresponding amino acid residues o f the a l  subunit were replaced with AYA V AV A NYA  
region o f the 02  subunit, this resulted in a direct interaction with CB3g^^^, indicating a role o f these residues in the 
interaction between the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop o f the o2 subunit and CB3g^^^. Abbreviations: Ù2-S del: short 
deletion Ù2, Ct2 del: deletion C(2, CÜ-L del: long deletion o2, Ctl in a l:  exchange CÛ into a l, Ù2-L in a l:  long exchange C(2 
into a l  (Figure 2.1.9.3).
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4.3 Identification of the a2 binding domain of collybistin

In addition to a pACT2-CB3sH3+ construct, prey constructs expressing C B 3 sh3-, or only 

the 60 amino acid long SH3 domain, were used to determine the CB binding site on the 

GABAaR a2 subunit. Co-transformation into the Y 190 yeast strain resulted in the 

interaction of the GABAaR a2 subunit TM3-TM4 loop with C B 3 sh3+ and the SH3 

domain only, but not with the C B 3 sh3- protein (Figure 4.3.1). As expected, the 

pYTH 16-GAB AaR exchange a2 into a l and pYTH 16-GAB AaR long exchange a2 into 

a l chimera constructs also showed an interaction with the SH3 domain alone and the 

C B 3 sh3+ protein (Figure 4.3.1). On the other hand, the short deletion construct 

abolished the interaction with C B 3 sh3+ as well as with the SH3 domain. The YTH 16- 

gephyrin PI f.l. protein interacted with both C B 3 sh 3+ and C B 3 sh3 -  However, in 

accordance with the previous suggestion that the presence of the DH-PH domain of CB 

is sufficient for the gephyrin-CB interaction (Harvey et al., 2004; Kalscheuer et al., 

2008), the SH3 domain alone did not show an interaction with gephyrin.

As described earlier, the G55A mutation within the SH3 domain of CB disrupts the 

function of this domain and results in the formation of submembrane gephyrin 

microaggregates, when co-expressed in HEK293 cells (Harvey et al., 2004). This 

observation highlights that the G55 amino acid residue is important for the correct 

function of the SH3 domain. The pACT2-CB3su3+ G55A and pACT2-SH3 G55A 

constructs (Harvey et al., 2004) were used to further study the role of the G55A 

mutation in the interaction between the GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular domain and 

CB. Interestingly, this mutation abolished the interaction between the GABAaR ct2 

subunit and C B 3 sh3+, as well as with the SH3 domain alone (Figure 4.3.2). 

Furthermore, the G55A mutation abolished the interaction between the a l/a2  chimeras 

and C B 3 sh3+ and the SH3 domain alone (Figure 4.3.2). However, the empty YTH16 

plasmid construct showed a strong auto-activation with pACT2-CB3sH3+ G55A and a 

weak auto-activation with pACT2-SH3 G55A constructs that was above background 

(Figure 4.3.2). Mutation of the G55 residue within the SH3 domain did not affect the 

binding of CB to YTH 16-gephyrin PI f.l., as this interaction is independent of the SH3 

domain.
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Figure 4.3.1, The GABA^R Ct2 subunit intracellular loop interacts with the SH3 domain o f  CB3. When the WT a2 subunit and al/a2  
chimeras were co-expressed with , and the SH3 domain, a direct interaction was seen with CBSg^^^ as well as with the
SH3 domain alone, but not with CB3g^^, indicating that the SH3 domain is involved in the interaction between CB and the GABA^R a2 
subunit. Deletion o f the residues A YA V AV A NYA  within the loop o f the a2 subunit abolished the protein interaction. Gephyrin, on the 
other hand, interacted with CB3g^^^ and CB3g^^, but not with the SH3 domain alone, as this protein interaction is independent o f the SH3 
domain. Abbreviations: a2-S del: short deletion a2, a2 in a l :  exchange a2 into a l ,  a2-L in a l :  long exchange o2 into o L
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Figure 4,3,2. Mutation o f  the G55 residue within the SH3 domain to alanine abolishes the interaction between CB and the 
intracellular loop o f  the CQ. subunit. The CB3g^g^ G55A and SH3 G55A proteins did not interact with the GABA^R a2  subunit 
intracellular domain or with the a l /a 2  chimeras, highlighting the importance o f the G55 amino acid residue in the interaction 
between CB and the a2  subunit. This mutation did not affect the interaction o f CB with gephyrin, since the SH3 domain does not 
contribute to an interaction between these two proteins. Abbreviations: a2-S del: short deletion al, a2 del: deletion a2, a2-L del: 
long deletion a2, o2 in al: exchange a2 into al, a2-L in al: long exchange a2 into al.
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4.4 Co-expression of GABAaR subunit M3-M4 intracellular 

domains and collybistin in HEK293 cells

To study the cellular distribution of the different CB isoforms, as well a possible co

localisation with the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of the GABAaR subunits, myc- 

tagged CB constructs and the cytoplasmic loops of a  1-3 and y2L/S subunits were 

transfected into HEK293 cells. 24 h after transfection, cells were fixed, processed and 

analysed using confocal microscopy.

Initially, empty myc-tagged pRK5 plasmid vector, pRK5-myc CB2sm+, pRK5-myc 

C B 2 sh3-, pRK5-myc C B 3 sh3+ and pRK5-myc C B 3 sh 3- were transfected into HEK293 

cells to assess potential differences in the cellular distribution of the protein expressed 

by the empty vector and the various CB isoforms. Figures 4.4.1-2 show cytoplasmic 

and nuclear distribution of all CB isoforms tested, as well as the protein expressed by 

the empty myc-tagged pRK5 vector. No obvious difference could be detected between 

CB2 and CB3 isoforms, while the SH3-containing isoforms showed small punctate 

aggregates in a subset of transfected cells, which were not apparent in cells expressing 

CB isoforms lacking the SH3 domain (Figure 4.4.2).

Figure 4.4.1. The protein expressed by the empty myc-tagged pRK5 vector showed 
cytoplasmic and nuclear distribution in HEK293 cells. HEK293 cells were 
transfected with the empty myc-tagged pRK5 vector and labelled with polyclonal 
rabbit anti-myc antibody followed by anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor® 488 secondary 
antibody. Confocal microscopy showed that protein expressed by the empty vector 
was distributed in the nucleus as well as the cytoplasm of the cell. (Magnification 
x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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Figure 4.4.2. Myc-tagged CB constructs were distributed evenly 
throughout the cell when expressed in HEK293 cells. Myc-tagged 
CB2sh3+ (A), CB2sh3- (B), CB3sh3+ (C) and CB3sh3- (D) were 
transfected into HEK293 cells and labelled with polyclonal rabbit 
anti-myc antibody. All isoforms of CB were distributed in the 
nucleus as well as the cytoplasm of HEK293 cells and no clear 
difference was evident between CB2 and CB3 isoforms. 
(Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)

To demonstrate how the presence of gephyrin affects the cellular distribution of CB3 

isoforms, EGFP-tagged gephyrin PI f.l. was co-expressed with either myc-tagged 

C B 3 sh3+ or C B 3 sh3- in HEK293 cells (Figure 4.4.3). The C B 3 sh3+ isoform co-localised 

with intracellular gephyrin aggregates (Figure 4.4.3 A-C), while expression of myc- 

tagged C B 3 sh3- resulted in the re-distribution of gephyrin to the submembrane 

compartment and a partial co-localisation of CB with submembrane gephyrin 

microaggregates (Figure 4.4.3 D-F), in accordance with the finding of Harvey et al. 

(2004). Furthermore, to establish whether the GlyR (3 subunit TM3-TM4 domain, 

which does not show a direct interaction with CB in yeast (Figure 4.1), affects the 

cellular distribution of CB, a DsRed-tagged GlyR P subunit loop was co-expressed
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together with myc-tagged C B 3 sh3+- The co-expression of these proteins did not affect 

the cellular distribution of either of the two proteins (Figure 4.4.4).

Figure 4.4.3. The CB3shj+ isoform is targeted to cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates, while 
the CB3sh3 isoform co-localises with submembrane gephyrin microaggregates. Co
expression of EGFP-gephyrin and myc-tagged CB3sh3+ results in the targeting of the latter 
to intracellular gephyrin aggregates (A-C). However, in the presence of CB3sm, EGFP- 
gephyrin f.l. is targeted to the cell membrane (D-F). (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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Figure 4.4.4. The DsRed-GlyR f  subunit intracellular domain fusion protein does 
not co-localise with CB3shj+ in HEK293 cells. When myc-tagged CB3sh3+ and the 
large intracellular loop of the GlyR P subunit were co-expressed in HEK293 cells, no 
co-localisation was seen. This is in accordance with the YTH results, showing no 
interaction between CB and the GlyR P subunit TM3-TM4 intracellular domain. 
(Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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In order to investigate the cellular distribution of CB2 and CB3 isoforms in the 

presence of the GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular loop, HcRed-GABAAR a2 fusion 

protein was co-expressed together with myc-tagged CB2sH3+, CB2 sH3-, CB3sh3+, as well 

as CB3sH3, in mammalian HEK293 cells (Figure 4.4.5). No difference was evident 

between the CB2 and CB3 isoforms upon co-expression with the HcRed-tagged 

GABAaR ol2 subunit TM3-TM4 domain. The CB isoforms lacking the SH3 domain did 

not influence the cellular distribution of the HcRed-tagged a2 subunit intracellular 

domain (Figure 4.4.5 G-L). Interestingly, however, the presence of the SH3 domain 

resulted in a punctate nuclear distribution of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the a2 

subunit (Figure 4.4.5 A-F). Furthermore, the SH3 domain-containing CB isoforms 

occasionally demonstrated partial co-localisation with these a2 subunit aggregates in 

the nucleus, as indicated with arrows in figure 4.4.5 A-F.

As no difference was seen in the cellular distribution of the CB2 and CB3 isoforms, and 

since C B 3 sh 3+ and C B 3 sh3- were used for the YTH experiments, these isoforms were 

chosen for the subsequent experiments. The next step was to study the co-localisation 

of HcRed-tagged GABAaR a l, a3, y2L and y2S subunit intracellular domains with CB 

in mammalian cells. No co-localisation was observed between the GABAaR a l and a3 

subunit loops and CB (Figure 4.4.6). Co-expression of the y2L subunit TM3-TM4 

domain with the two CB isoforms investigated did not affect the cell-membrane 

targeting of the former and no co-localisation was observed (Figure 4.4.7 A-F). 

Unexpectedly, the presence of the SH3 domain appeared to have an effect on the y2S 

subunit, resulting in punctate nuclear localisation as well as the previously seen 

cytoplasmic aggregation (Figure 4.4.7 G-I). In contrast, C B 3 sh3- did not have any effect 

on the cellular distribution of the y2S subunit, and no co-localisation was seen between 

this subunit and C B 3 sh3- (Figure 4.4.7 J-L).
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Figure 4.4.5. The SH3-domain containing CB isoforms affect the cellular phenotype of 
the GABAaR o2 subunit intracellular loop. Co-expression of the SH3 domain- 
containing CB isoforms, but not the isoforms lacking this domain, with the TM3-TM4 
intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit resulted in punctate nuclear distribution of 
the a2 subunit. No difference was observed between CB2 and CB3 isoforms. 
(Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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Figure 4.4.6. Myc-tagged CB did not change the cellular distribution of the GABAAR 
al and a3 subunit TM3-TM4 domains in HEK293 cells. When HcRed-tagged 
intracellular loops of GABAaR al and a3 subunits were co-expressed with myc- 
tagged CB3sh3+ (A-C, G-I) and CB3sh3- (D-F, J-L) isoforms in mammalian HEK293 
cells, no effect was seen on the cellular distribution of the al (A-F) or the a3 (G-L) 
subunits. (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 fxm)
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Figure 4.4.7. The intracellular loop of the GABA,\R ylS, but not the j2L splice 
variant, undergoes a change in cellular distribution in the presence of CB3shu- Co
transfection of HEK293 cells with the pHcRed-GABAAR y2L splice variant fusion 
protein and myc-tagged CB3sh3+ (A-C) and CB3sh3- (D-F) did not change the 
submembrane targeting of the y2L subunit intracellular loop. However, co
expression of CB3sh3+ with the y2S splice variant resulted in nuclear puncta of the 
y2S subunit TM3-TM4 domain, as well as the previously seen intracellular 
aggregates (G-I). The CB isoform lacking the SH3 domain, on the other hand, did 
not affect the cellular distribution of this y2 splice variant (J-L). (Magnification x63; 
Scale bar 10 pm)
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4.5 Verification of the protein interaction between CB and the 

GABAaR a2 subunit using immunoprécipitation

CB and the intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit interact directly in yeast 

(section 4.1). To confirm this protein interaction in another biological system, co-IP and 

western blot analysis were applied.

4.5.1 Co-purification o f  CB and the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop o f  the 

GABAaR o2 subunit

The myc-tagged C B 2 sh3+ and HcRed-tagged GABAaR a2 constructs were co

transfected into HEK293 cells. A direct interaction between the RhoGEF CB and the 

clustering protein gephyrin has previously been shown using IP and western blot 

techniques (Kins et al., 2000). Therefore, HEK293 cells were also co-transfected with 

myc-tagged C B 2 sh3+ and Flag-tagged f.l. gephyrin PI (previously generated in the 

laboratory) to provide a positive experimental control. HEK293 cells expressing myc. 

Flag and HcRed, as well as non-transfected cells were included in the experiment as 

negative controls. The cell lysates were subjected to pull-down using myc-beads to 

isolate myc-tagged proteins. NP-40 was used as detergent for the total protein 

extraction method (Chapter 2, section 2.5.2.1). SDS-PAGE was applied to the co

purification and lysate samples and western blot analysis of the resolved proteins was 

performed. The expression of HcRed-a2 was detectable in the lysate samples using 

polyclonal anti-HcRed antibody. However, an interaction between the intracellular loop 

of the GABAaR «2 subunit and CB could not be confirmed using this approache 

(Figure 4.5.1.1).
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Figure 4.5.1.1. Western Blot of myc-tagged CB and HcRed-tagged GABAAR a2 
subunit intracellular loop shows no protein interaction. Using the total protein 
extraction protocol, no interaction could be detected between myc-tagged CB 
and the HcRed-tagged a2 intracellular loop. Cells were lysed using 0.25% NP- 
40 detergent, and myc-beads were used to precipitate myc-tagged CB. This step 
was followed by detection of the HcRed-tagged a2 subunit loop with polyclonal 
anti-HcRed antibody. Western blot bands at the expected protein size in the cell 
lysate samples (lanes 3, 5, 7) demonstrated the presence of the HcRed-a2 
protein. The CB2sh3- isoform was used as a negative experimental control, as 
this protein did not show an interaction with the GABAaR a2 subunit in yeast.

Nevertheless, using the same experimental conditions, a clear interaction was seen 

between myc-tagged CB2sh3+ and Flag-tagged f.l. gephyrin (Figure 4.5.1.2). None of 

the negative controls showed an anti-Flag labelled band in the IP lane, confirming the 

specificity of the observed interaction between CB and gephyrin. These data also 

confirm that the experimental conditions used were in principal sufficient to detect at 

least strong protein-protein interactions between CB and CB-interacting proteins.
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Figure 4.5.1.2. Co-expression of gephyrin and CB results in a clear 
interaction of the two proteins. Transfected HEK293 cells were lysed 
using the NP-40 detergent and proteins were immunoprecipitated with 
myc-beads. An interaction was observed between myc-tagged CB2sh3+ 
and Flag-tagged f.l. gephyrin PI proteins when detected with polyclonal 
anti-Flag antibody (lane 3). The presence of Flag-tagged gephyrin was 
also confirmed in the whole cell lysate samples of cells transfected with 
Flag-tagged gephyrin PI (lanes 2 and 4). The bands are indicated with 
red arrows and are found at a predicted protein size o f -115 kDa.

Alternative protocols were used to find a suitable approach for detection of protein- 

protein interactions at the cell membrane. A variety of detergents and different lysis 

buffers (Figure 4.5.1.3), as well as an HA-tagged GABAaR a2 subunit construct, 

instead of the HcRed-tagged construct (data not shown), were tested to optimise the 

conditions. However, none of the applied modifications were successful and 

confirmation of the direct interaction between CB and the GABAaR a2 subunit TM3- 

TM4 domain detected in yeast has not been achieved thus far.
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F igure 4.5.1.3. N o protein -protein  interaction could he detec ted  using a 
membrane extraction protocol. When a modified membrane extraction protocol 
using 1% Triton X-100 as detergent was applied no interaction could be 
detected. Myc-beads were used to bind myc-tagged CB2sh3+- The presence of 
HcRed-tagged proteins in the lysate samples could be detected with anti-HcRed 
antibody. A western blot band with a protein size of -30 kDa showed the 
presence of empty HcRed protein (lane 2), while bands at -38 kDa confirmed 
the presence of HcRed-a2 (lanes 4, 8, 10) and HcRed-al (lane 6) subunits.

4.6 Discussion

As shown previously in HEK293 cells, different isoforms of CB either co-localise with 

cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates (SH3-domain containing isoforms) or translocate 

gephyrin to the submembrane compartment (isoforms lacking the SH3 domain) (Kins et 

al., 2000; Harvey et al., 2004). Recent studies have also demonstrated that in CB KO 

mice, clustering of gephyrin and GABAaRs in specific brain regions is affected by the 

loss of CB (Papadopoulos et al., 2007, 2008). The aim of my work was to search for a 

direct interaction between CB and any of the intracellular loops of the GABAaR 

subunits and to study possible co-localisation in mammalian cells.

YTH experiments demonstrated a direct interaction between CB3sh3+ and the GABAaR 

a2 subunit, whereas all other GABAaR subunit baits tested failed to interact with the
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GAL4-CB fusion proteins. In a search for the binding site of the a2 subunit responsible 

for the interaction with CB, it was found that amino acid residues AY A V A V ANY A 

(377-386) within the a2 TM3-TM4 loop were both necessary and sufficient to confer 

an interaction between C B 3 sh3+ and the intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit. 

In addition to pACT2-CB3gH3+, pACT2-CB3sH3- and pACT2-SH3 were also co

expressed together with the pYTHl6-GABAaR a l and a2 bait constructs, as well as 

with a l/a2  chimeras and an a2 construct lacking the CB binding site 

(AYAVAVANYA). The SH3 domain alone interacted with the WT a2 subunit 

intracellular loop, and with the chimera constructs, while the absence of the SH3 

domain in CB abolished these interactions, indicating that the SH3 domain is required 

for the interaction between CB and the GABAaR o2 subunit to take place. The finding 

that the SH3 domain is involved in the binding of the a2 subunit is not surprising as in 

vivo the majority of CB isoforms possess this interacting domain. For a more in depth 

analysis of the a l  subunit-CB interaction, the pACT2-CB3sH3+ G55A construct was co

expressed with the aforementioned bait constructs. Interestingly, mutation of the amino 

acid residue G55 within the SH3 domain abolished the interaction of CB with the 

GABAaR a l  subunit intracellular loop completely. This finding could imply that the 

patient affected by the G55A mutation in CB (Harvey et al., 2004) developed the 

observed phenotype not only because of a mislocalisation of gephyrin, but also because 

of a missing interaction between CB and the GABAaR a2 subunit.

Although a direct interaction between CB and the GABAaR a2 subunit was observed in 

yeast, only a partial co-localisation in nuclear aggregates was seen in mammalian cells. 

However, the presence of CB containing an SH3 domain resulted in punctate nuclear 

re-distribution of the GABAaR a2 subunit, as well as contributing to a partial nuclear 

localisation of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the y2S subunit. The latter was 

especially surprising, since no interaction with CB was demonstrated using the YTH 

system, and further in depth investigations will be required to reveal the underlying 

mechanisms. The effect of C B 3 sh3+ on the a l  subunit may be a consequence of a 

transient interaction between these two proteins in the nucleus. GABAaR a2 constructs 

expressed in the cytoplasm, with the possibility to target to the cell membrane, are
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likely to yield more relevant information on the GABAaR a2 subunit-CB interaction in 

neurons.

Finally, an attempt was made to confirm the interaction between CB and the 

intracellular loop of the GABAaR ci2 subunit, using IP and western blot analysis. 

GABAaR a2 and CB, similar to the a l  subunit and gephyrin interactions, might take 

place at the cell membrane. During the experimental procedures, the cell membrane 

was damaged with lysis buffer to extract the proteins from the cell. Especially weak or 

transient protein interactions might be destroyed during this process and can not be 

detected. The use of different constructs and experimental conditions has not resulted in 

successful co-IP of CB and the GABAaR a l  subunit thus far. However, when gephyrin 

and CB were co-expressed, an interaction was confirmed between the two proteins, 

demonstrating that the experimental process was in principle suitable to detect protein- 

protein interactions. I previously observed that the GABAaR a l  subunit interaction 

with gephyrin as well as CB is very weak in comparison to the gephyrin-CB or 

gephyrin-GlyR p subunit interactions in yeast. Whereas the gephyrin-CB and the 

gephyrin-GlyR p subunit interactions were established via IPs in the past (Kins et al., 

2000; Meyer et al., 1995; Prior et al., 1992), finding an interaction between gephyrin 

and GABAaR subunits, using biochemical approaches, has proven to be a great 

challenge in the field. Therefore, assuming that the interaction between CB and 

GABAaR subunits is of the same nature as the interaction between gephyrin and these 

receptor subunits, the difficulties observed in finding protein-protein interactions using 

IP and western blot approaches were not unexpected.

In summary, for the first time, a direct interaction between the RhoGEF CB and the 

GABAaR a l  subunit intracellular domain has been demonstrated, using the YTH 

system. The binding site for CB on the intracellular loop of the a l  subunit was shown 

to be within the amino acid region AYAVAVANYA (377-386). Furthermore, the SH3 

domain of CB was shown to be involved in the interaction between this protein and the 

GABAaR a2 subunit, as CB lacking the SH3 domain did not interact with the a2 

subunit TM3-TM4 intracellular loop. The G55A mutation abolished the CB-a2
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interaction completely. Harvey et al. (2004) reported that this mutation resulted in a 

severe form of epilepsy and hyperekplexia in a carrier of this mutation, most likely 

through a dominant negative effect on gephyrin and in turn the clustering of inhibitory 

receptors, resulting in the death of the patient at the age of four. In CB KO mice, the 

animals showed increased levels of anxiety and impaired spatial learning 

(Papadopoulos et al., 2007). These symptoms point towards a specific GABAaR 

deficiency and previous data, as well as the results obtained from my YTH 

experiments, indicate that CB may play an important role in the clustering of a subset 

of GABAaRs in vivo.
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Chapter 5 

RESULTS

GABAaR clustering: a multiple-protein interaction?
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5 GABAaR clustering: a multiple-protein interaction?

Until very recently, when Tretter and colleagues (2008) showed an interaction between 

the GABAaR a2 subunit and gephyrin using overlay assays and cultured neuronal cells, 

no direct interaction had been found between gephyrin and any of the GABAaR 

subunits. Nevertheless, the importance of gephyrin in the clustering of these inhibitory 

receptors was demonstrated in studies with gephyrin-deficient mice (Kneussel et al., 

1999), as well as GABAaR y2-deficient mice (Essrich et al., 1998). Furthermore, it was 

shown that the presence of the GDP/GTP exchange factor CB2/3shs- in HEK293 cells 

results in the translocation of gephyrin to the cell membrane compartment (Kins et al., 

2000, Harvey et al., 2004). Using YTH methodology, the present work demonstrated 

that the intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 and a3 subunits interact directly with 

gephyrin (Chapter 3, section 3.2), whereas the o2 subunit also interacts with CB3sh3+ 

(Chapter 4, section 4.1). In addition, in chapter 3 (section 3.2), it was demonstrated that 

the large intracellular domain of the GABAaR y2L and y3 subunits interact with 

gephyrin expressing amino acid residues 305-674 and 305-705, respectively, while the 

P2 subunit intracellular loop, and possibly the p3 subunit, interact with amino acid 

residues 305-712, 305-705 and 305-643 of the gephyrin protein.

The data presented in this thesis indicate that several subunits may be important for the 

clustering of GABAaRs. Moreover, additional proteins, such as CB, might be required 

to facilitate an interaction between gephyrin and GABAaR subunits other than the a2 

and a3 subunits. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to investigate whether CB can 

facilitate an interaction between gephyrin and these receptor subunits, and whether 

more than one subunit is required for the clustering and stability of GABAaRs at 

postsynaptic sites.

In order to assess the importance of CB in gephyrin-mediated clustering of GABAaRs, 

the yeast tri-hybrid approach, allowing the detection of interactions which depend on 

the co-expression of three proteins, was used. To study possible co-localisation in 

mammalian HEK293 cells, HcRed-tagged GABAaR subunit TM3-TM4 domains were
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co-expressed with f.l. gephyrin PI and myc-tagged CB. Furthermore, stable cell lines 

expressing a combination of f.l. GABAaR o2, p2 and y2L subunits were generated to 

investigate clustering of functioning GABAaRs by gephyrin and possibly CB.

5.1 Investigating the importance of collybistin in the interaction of

gephyrin with GABAaR subunits using the yeast tri-hybrid assay

While the YTH system detects direct interactions between two proteins, the yeast tri

hybrid system can show the dependency of the interaction between the bait and prey 

fusion proteins on a third protein. The expression of this third “bridge” protein cloned 

into the pYTHlS vector is under the control of a MET promoter {MET3; Fuller et al., 

1998). The presence of methionine suppresses the expression of the third protein, while 

the protein can be expressed in the absence of methionine (Fuller et al., 1998). This 

approach was applied to investigate whether CB plays a role in gephyrin-mediated 

clustering of GABAaRs.

CB3sh3+ and residues 305-736 of gephyrin were integrated into the genome of the 

SDY190 yeast strain, resulting in SDY190-CB3sh3+ and SDY 190-gephyrin 305-736, 

respectively. To establish a positive control for tri-hybrid, and also a negative control 

for YTH interactions, the following constructs were co-transformed into the SDYl90- 

gephyrin 305-736 yeast strain: pYTH 16-GAB AAR a2 subunit bait with the pACT2- 

CB3sh3+ prey construct, and pYTH16-GlyR P subunit bait with the pACT2-CB3sH3+ 

prey construct. When the GlyR p subunit intracellular domain and CB3sh3+ were co

expressed, no interaction was observed when gephyrin expression under the control of 

MET3 promoter was suppressed with 2 mM methionine. However, in the absence of 

this amino acid, a strong interaction was seen between the GlyR p subunit intracellular 

loop and CB3sh3+, facilitated by gephyrin 305-736 (Figure 5.1.1). When the TM3-TM4 

loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit was co-expressed together with CB3sh3+ in the 

presence or absence of methionine, the previously established interaction was observed 

as expected. Surprisingly, however, the presence of gephyrin strengthened the 

interaction between CB and the GABAaR a2 subunit (Figure 5.1.1).
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Figure 5 .L I . The presence o f  2 mM methionine is sufficient to suppress the MET3 promoter. Two different 
methionine concentrations, 2 mM and 5 mM, were tested to establish the optimal concentration for suppressing the 
METS promoter in yeast tri-hybrid experiments. The GABAAR a2 subunit intracellular loop and as well as
the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain o f the GlyR P subunit and CB3g^^^ were co-transformed into the SD Y l 90- 
gephyrin 305-736 yeast strain. No difference was observed between the two methionine concentrations regarding the 
ability to suppress the METS promoter.
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To establish whether gephyrin facilitates an interaction between GABAaR subunits 

with CB, pYTH16-GABAaR a l, a2 and a3 bait constructs were co-transformed 

together with pACT2-CB3sH3+ into the SDYl 90-gephyrin 305-736 yeast strain (Figure 

5.1.2 A), pYTH 16-gephyrin PI f.l. and pYTH16-GlyR P constructs were also co

expressed with CB as positive YTH and tri-hybrid controls, respectively. No interaction 

was seen when gephyrin and CB were co-expressed with the intracellular loops of the 

GABAaR a l and a3 subunits. However, the interaction between the intracellular loop 

of the GABAaR a2 subunit and C B 3 sh3+ was clearly enhanced in the presence of 

gephyrin 305-736. An interaction between CB and the intracellular domain of the GlyR 

P subunit was only observed in the presence of gephyrin 305-736, confirming that CB 

does not directly interact with the GlyR P subunit TM3-TM4 domain. On the other 

hand, the presence of methionine did not influence the interaction between f.l. gephyrin 

PI and the GABAaR o2 subunit intracellular loop when co-expressed in the SDYl 90- 

gephyrin 305-736 yeast strain. These results indicate that the expression of gephyrin 

305-736, under the control of the MET3 promoter, specifically enhanced the interaction 

between the GABAaR a2 subunit TM3-TM4 loop and CB3sH3+, but had no influence 

on the interaction between the intracellular loop of the a2 subunit and f.l. gephyrin. 

Surprisingly no tri-hybrid interaction was seen upon co-expression of the GABAaR a3 

subunit, C B 3 sh3+ and gephyrin, although both CB and the a3 subunit intracellular loop 

interact with gephyrin.

To investigate a role of the SH3 domain of CB in the interaction with GABAaR 

subunits, C B 3 sh3- was co-transformed into the SDYl 90-gephyrin 305-736 yeast strain 

with the TM3-TM4 intracellular domains of the GABAaR al-3  subunits, as well as 

with the large intracellular domain of the GlyR p subunit (Figure 5.1.2 B). The only 

clear difference observed between the C B 3 sh3+ and C B 3 sh3- isoforms was that the latter 

did not interact with the intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit in the presence of 

gephyrin 305-736. This observation was surprising, since both the a2 subunit and 

C B 3 sh3- interact separately with gephyrin. A  possible explanation could be that when 

C B 3 sh3- interacts with gephyrin 305-736, the conformation of gephyrin changes and 

disrupts the interaction with the GABAaR a2 subunit.
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For a more in depth analysis of the importance of the three combined proteins in the 

clustering of G A B A aR s, G A L 4B D -G A B A a R  a l and a2 subunit intracellular domains 

and GAL4AD-gephyrin were co-transformed into the S D Y 190-C B 3 sh3+ yeast strain. 

No interaction was seen when the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the a 1 subunit was 

co-expressed with gephyrin in the presence of CB (Figure 5.1.3). The co-expression of 

gephyrin PI f.l. and the intracellular loop of the a2 subunit in the presence of CB3sh3+» 

however, showed a significantly stronger interaction, compared to when CB3sh3+  

expression was suppressed by the MET3 promoter (Figure 5.1.3 A). When f.l. gephyrin 

was replaced with gephyrin 305-736, although a weaker gephyrin-a2 subunit loop 

interaction was observed, the presence of CB3sh3+ still enhanced the strength of this 

interaction (Figure 5.1.3 B). This finding supports the previous observation, where the 

presence of gephyrin 305-736 was seen to influence the interaction between the 

intracellular loop of the a2 subunit and CB3sh3+-
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o f the GABAAR a l  subunit did not show any interaction when co-expressed with gephyrin and CB.
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5.2 Co-localisation of the large TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the 

GABAaR subunits with gephyrin and collybistin in mammalian 

expression systems

As observed with the yeast tri-hybrid methodology, the interaction between the 

GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular domain, gephyrin and C B 3 sh3+ was enhanced when 

all three proteins were co-expressed. The HcRed-tagged intracellular loop of the 

GABAaR a2 subunit and EGFP-gephyrin PI f.l. were co-expressed in HEK293 cells 

together with either myc-tagged C B 3 sh3+ or C B 3 sh3-, to study the subcellular 

localisation of these proteins upon co-expression. Cells were fixed 24 h after 

transfection and labelled with rabbit anti-myc antibody and a secondary fluorescent 

goat anti-rabbit Cy5 antibody.

M ergerP-< ifcphyt in HcRed-GABAAR c 2

M ergeE G F P -gephyrin

Figure 5.2.L The TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit co-localises with 
gephyrin in the presence of CB. Co-transfection of EGFP-tagged gephyrin f.l., HcRed-tagged 
GABAaR u2 subunit TM3-TM4 domain and CB3sh3+ results in the targeting of the a l subunit 
to cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates in approximately 50% of co-transfected HEK293 cells (A- 
D). Furthermore, the nuclear localisation of the a2 subunit is decreased in comparison to when 
this subunit is expressed alone. When gephyrin and the CB3sh3- isoform are co-transfected with 
the HcRed-tagged a2 subunit intracellular loop, the latter co-localised with cytoplasmic and 
submembrane gephyrin aggregates in a subset of cells, in addition to showing a strong nuclear 
localisation (E-H). (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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When the pHcRed-GABAAR a2 subunit intracellular domain was co-transfected with 

pEGFP-gephyrin and pRK5-myc C B 3 sh3+, the intracellular loop of the a2 subunit was 

attracted to the cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates in approximately 50% of the 

transfected cells and was only partly localised in the nucleus (Figure 5.2.1 A-D). 

Surprisingly, in addition to a strong nuclear localisation, co-transfection of the 

intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit with gephyrin and C B 3 sh3- also resulted 

in co-localisation of the three proteins in cytoplasmic, as well as submembrane, 

aggregates (Figure 5.2.1 F-H). This co-localisation could not be seen when an empty 

pHcRed vector was co-transfected with gephyrin and a CB isoform lacking the SH3 

domain (Figure 5.2.2), demonstrating that the co-localisation seen in the presence of the 

a2 subunit was not dependent on the protein expressed by the empty pHcRed vector.

Myc-CB2sHJ-

+ HcRed-C

Myc-CB2sH3-
+ ^ phv in
+ HcRed-C1

Figure 5.2.2. The protein expressed by the pHcRed vector does not co- 
localise with submembrane gephyrin microaggregates. Co-transfection of 
pHcRed-Ci with pFGFP-gephyrin Pi and pRK5-myc CB2sh3- into HEK293 
cells does not result in co-localisation of the three proteins expressed. 
(Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)

To confirm that the co-localisation seen between the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the 

a2 subunit, gephyrin and C B 3 sh3+ is not due to proteins being trapped in large 

intracellular gephyrin aggregates, pHcRed-Cl empty vector, as well as pHcRed 

GABAaR a l and p2 subunit intracellular loops were each co-transfected with pFGFP- 

gephyrin PI f.l and pRK5-myc C B 3 sh3+ constructs into HFK293 cells. As previously 

reported (Chapter 3, section 3.6), in the presence of large cytoplasmic gephyrin
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aggregates, trapping was observed for the protein expressed by the empty pHcRed 

vector, as well as for the HcRed-GABAAR a l subunit intracellular loop (Figures 3.6.9 

and 3.6.11). In contrast to the a2 subunit, which was only weakly distributed in the 

nucleus upon co-expression with f.l. gephyrin and CB3sh3+ (Figure 5.2.1), in addition 

to a cytoplasmic localisation, the HcRed protein showed a strong nuclear distribution 

(Figure 5.2.3 A-D). The a l (Figure 5.2.3 E-H) and the (32 (Figure 5.2.3 I-L) subunit 

TM3-TM4 loops also maintained the strong nuclear localisation previously described in 

chapter 3 (section 3.6). These data indicate that the co-localisation of the GABAaR a2 

subunit intracellular domain with cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates in the presence of 

CB3sh3+ is a characteristic of the a2 subunit, as only this receptor subunit underwent a 

change in subcellular distribution when co-expressed with f.l. gephyrin and CB3sh3+-

Merge

H

Merge
L

Merge
Figure 5.2.3. The presence of intense cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates does not affect the 
nuclear localisation of the protein expressed by the empty pHcRed-Cl vector, or the HcRed- 
tagged GABAaR al and f2  subunit intracellular loops. Upon co-transfection of pEGFP- 
gephyrin PI f.l., pRK5-myc CB3sh3+ and either empty pHcRed-Cl vector (A-D), or pHcRed- 
GABAaR al (E-H) or (32 (I-L) subunit intracellular domains in HEK293 cells, some trapping 
of the latter three proteins was observed. However, the strong nuclear localisation of the 
proteins expressed by these constructs, also seen when they are expressed individually in 
HEK293 cells, remained unchanged. (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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Moreover, we investigated whether the presence of an additional eight amino acids in 

the intracellular loop of the GABAaR y2L subunit, compared to the y2S splice variant, 

affects a possible co-localisation of this subunit with submembrane gephyrin 

aggregates. Chapter 3 (section 3.6) described that the y2L, but not the y2S splice 

variant, is targeted to the cell membrane upon single expression, and that the presence 

of gephyrin neither affected this cellular localisation, nor resulted in a co-localisation 

with gephyrin. In this study, HcRed-tagged GABAaR y2L and y2S subunit intracellular 

domains were co-transfected into HEK293 cells with EGFP-tagged gephyrin PI and 

myc-tagged CB3sh3- As a positive control, the large intracellular loop of the GlyR p 

subunit was co-expressed with gephyrin and C B 3 sh3- and a complete co-localisation of 

the GlyR p subunit with submembrane gephyrin microaggregates was demonstrated 

(Figure 5.2.5). As seen in figure 5.2.4 A-C, the HcRed-tagged y2L subunit intracellular 

loop co-localised with CB-mediated gephyrin microaggregates. The y2S splice variant, 

on the other hand, did not exhibit any co-localisation with submembrane gephyrin 

aggregates (Figure 5.2.4 D-F), revealing a difference between the two splice variants in 

co-localisation with the clustering protein gephyrin.
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Figure 5.2.4. The GABAaR y2L, but not y2S splice variant co-localises with submembrane 
gephyrin aggregates. Co-expression of CB3sh3- and f.l. gephyrin in HEK293 cells resulted in 
cell-membrane targeting of the latter protein. The HcRed-tagged intracellular loop of the y2L 
subunit co-localised with these gephyrin microaggregates (A-C), while no co-localisation was 
observed between the y2S splice variant and submembrane gephyrin aggregates (D-F). 
(Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)

DsRed-GtyR p Merge
Myc-CB2snj- + 

.FP-gephyrin

Figure 5.2.5. The DsRed-tagged GlyR (3 subunit intracellular domain co-localises with 
submembrane gephyrin aggregates in HEK293 cells. The intracellular loop of the GlyR P 
subunit co-localised with gephyrin microaggregates at the cell membrane, when co-expressed 
with myc-tagged CB3sh3- and EGFP-tagged gephyrin proteins. (Magnification x63; Scale bar 
10 pm)
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5.3 Generation and investigation of stable cell lines expressing 

functional f.l. GABAaR  subunit combinations

The next step was to investigate whether CB and gephyrin co-localise with functional 

GABAaRs containing an a2 subunit, and if the presence of y2 splice variants influences 

a possible co-localisation with gephyrin and CB. For this purpose, stable HEK293 T- 

rex cell lines expressing f.l GABAaR «2 and p2 subunits alone, as well as cells 

expressing f.l. GABAaR a2, P2 and y2S subunits were provided by Novartis (Basel, 

Switzerland). To allow an analysis of the role of the j2  splice variants in GABAaR 

clustering, the GABAaR a2p2 stable cell line was transfected with a pcDNA  

3.1/Hygro(+) f.l. GABAaR y2L construct. Following approximately two weeks of 

selection procedures, single colonies expressing f.l. GABAaR a2, p2 and y2L subunits 

were obtained. Occasionally, however, cells can acquire the antibiotic resistance and 

survive the selection procedures without expressing the protein of interest.

It is well known that the GABAaR y2 subunit mediates the response of these inhibitory 

receptors to benzodiazepines (Chapter 1, section 1.1.2). Applying this knowledge, 

pharmacological studies examining the presence of the y2 subunit in cells expressing 

f.l. GABAaR a2, p2, y2L and a2, p2, y2S subimits were performed. Changes in 

membrane potential after pre-treatment of cells with the benzodiazepine midazolam, 

followed by exposure to the receptor agonist GAB A, were measured using the FLIPR 

technique (Chapter 2, section 2.4).

5.3.1 Benzodiazepine responsiveness o f  stable cell lines expressing f . l  

p i, j lS  and a l, p i ,  'pL GABAaR  subtypes 

The FLIPR technique was applied for a quick and efficient screen of the cell lines 

obtained. This method allows the measurement of changes in membrane potential, 

using voltage-sensitive dyes, before, during and after the addition of drugs. Such 

changes are a result of ion flux and voltage changes across the cell membrane. Using 

FLIPR, concentration-response curves were generated and the functionality of these 

ionotropic receptors was thus studied.
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After a primary selection, based on hygromycin resistance and cell survival in the 

presence of this selection antibiotic, healthy and fast-growing cell lines were chosen for 

FLIPR experiments to screen for the presence of functional GABAaRs expressing the 

y2L subunit. Cells were pre-treated with Na-gluconate buffer (pH 7.4), either with or 

without 0.3 pM of midazolam as a receptor modulator. By comparing responses to 

GAB A, in the presence or absence of midazolam, it was possible to examine 

benzodiazepine responsiveness at different concentrations of G ABA. After measuring 

the baseline fluorescence, the cells were exposed to a range of GAB A concentrations to 

obtain a concentration-response curve.

In total, 48 single cell colonies from the cell lines transfected with constructs for f.l. 

hGABAAR a2, (32 and y2L subunits were harvested and allowed to grow further. 

Approximately one third of the selected cell colonies showed a healthy phenotype and 

stable growth and were, therefore, chosen for FLIPR studies. When the y2L subunit 

was expressed in the cells, a significant difference in fluorescence was measured 

between cells pre-treated with only Na-gluconate buffer compared to cells pre-treated 

with buffer containing midazolam. This difference was observed at GAB A 

concentrations of 0.21, 0.72 and 2.50 pM, which are agonist concentrations that do not 

saturate the GABAaRs. Figure 5.3.1.1 illustrates data generated from two different 

stable cell line clones, 1A2 and 2C1, confirming the presence of functional GABAaRs 

containing the y2L subunit, as seen by an increase in benzodiazepine response. 

However, only a subset of the cells investigated showed responsiveness to 

benzodiazepine, indicating that some cell clones had acquired the antibiotic resistance 

but did not express the GABAaR y2L subunit. Data generated from two of these clones 

are shown in figure 5.3.1.2, where no significant difference was observed between cells 

pre-treated with buffer and midazolam, after exposure to 0.11, 0.50, 2.24 and 10.00 pM 

of GAB A. Clones 1A2 and 2C1, which clearly expressed the y2L subunit, were chosen 

for the subsequent experiments. The GABAaR a2p2y2S stable cell line, previously 

generated at Novartis, was also tested for benzodiazepine responsiveness as a control. 

The presence of the y2S subunit was confirmed, as seen by an increase in the response
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to GABA when cells were pre-treated with 0.3 pM midazolam, compared to cells pre

treated only with Na-gluconate buffer (Figure 5.3.1.3).
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Figure 5.3.1.1. The presence of functional GABAaRs containing the y2L subunit is 
confirmed by benzodiazepine responsiveness of the stable cell lines IA2 and 2C1. A 
concentration range of 0.06-30 pM GABA was applied to stable cells expressing f.l. 
GABAaR ct2, (32 and y2L subunits in the presence and absence of midazolam. A clear 
increase in the response to GABA was observed when cells were pre-treated with 
midazolam, compared to cells pre-treated with Na-gluconate buffer, demonstrating the 
presence of the y2L subunit. Furthermore, a shift of concentration-response curves to the 
left was observed.
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Figure 5.3.1.2. Clones 2A1 and 4A1 o f  the gen erated  stab le cell line expressing GABAaR s 
do not respond to benzodiazepines. Pre-treatment of stable cell line clones 2A1 and 4A1 
with midazolam did not have any effect on the cellular response to GABA. These data 
show that G A BA aR s in these cells do not express the y2 subunit. However, the cells had 
developed resistance to hygromycin B and were not affected by the presence of this 
selection antibiotic.
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Figure 53.1.3. Functional GABAaRs in the a2ji2y2S 
stable cell line are affected by benzodiazepine 
treatment. The stable cell line expressing f.l. GABAaR 
a2, p2 and y2S subunits was exposed to a variety of 
GABA concentrations in a range of 0.14-20 pM 
GABA (dilution factor of 1.86 (VVl2)). When pre
treated with midazolam, the cells showed a 
significantly greater response to GABA than cells pre
treated only with Na-gluconate buffer, confirming the 
presence of the y2S subunit.

For further confirmation of GABAaR expression in the generated stable cell lines, 

immunocytochemical studies were performed. The GABAaR a2p2 stable cell line was 

stained with monoclonal anti-GABAAR P-chain clone BD17 antibody prior to fixation 

with 4% PFA (Figure 5.3.1.4 A). The stable cell line expressing f.l. GABAaR a2, P2
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and y2L subunits was also subject to live staining and either labelled with an antibody 

against the GABAaR P subunit (Figure 5.3.1.4 B,D), or with polyclonal guinea pig 

anti-GABAAR y2 antibody (Figure 5.3.1.4 C). Using confocal microscopy, cells were 

analysed and the presence of the p2 and y2 subunits at the cell membrane was detected.

1 ■
Figure 5.3.1.4. Immunocytochemical studies using GABAAR P 
and y2 antibodies confirm the presence of these subunits in the 
generated stable cell lines. Stable cell lines expressing f.l. 
G A B A aR a2, P2 (A) and a2, P2, y2L (B-D ) subunits were 
labelled with antibodies raised against G A B A aR P (A , B, D) 
and y2 (C) subunits and analysed using confocal microscopy. 
These subunits were detected at the cell membrane, confirming 
the expression o f  G A B A aR s in the stable cell lines. 
(Magnification A-B x20, C-D x63; Scale bar 10 pm)

5.4 Co-localisation of different functional GABAaRs subtypes with 

membrane-associated gephyrin and collybistin

Initially, GABAaR a2p2, GABAaR a2p2y2L and GABAaR a2p2y2S stable cell lines 

were transfected with EGFP-tagged gephyrin and myc-tagged C B 2sh 3- 2 4  h after
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transfection, the cells were labelled with antibody prior to fixation with 4% PFA. The 

GABAaR a2(32 stable cells were stained with a monoclonal anti-GABAAR P subunit 

antibody (clone BD17) while the GABAaR a2p2y2L and a2p2y2S stable cell lines 

were either stained with a monoclonal anti GABAaR P subunit antibody, or with 

polyclonal guinea pig anti-GABAAR y2 antibody (provided by J.M. Fritschy, Zurich 

University, Switzerland). Cells were then analysed by confocal microscopy.

The co-expression of gephyrin and the C B 2 sh3- isoform in the GABAaR a2p2 stable 

cell line resulted in the co-localisation of membrane-associated gephyrin with the 

expressed GABAaRs (Figure 5.4.1 A-C), even in the absence of the y2 subunit. 

Furthermore, when the GABAaR a2p2y2L stable cell line was stained with an anti- 

GABAAR P subunit antibody (Figure 5.4.1 D-F), as well as with an anti-GABAAR y2 

subunit antibody (Figure 5.4.1 G-I), a clear co-localisation was observed between these 

GABAaRs and submembrane gephyrin aggregates. However, no co-localisation was 

detected between membrane-associated gephyrin microaggregates and functional 

GABAaRs containing the y2S splice variant, when stained with anti-GABAAR P 

subunit antibody (Figure 5.4.1 J-L) or anti-GABAAR y2 subunit antibody (Figure 5.4.1 

M-O). This observation was surprising since the stable cell line expressing only the 

GABAaR o2 and p2 subunits showed a clear co-localisation with gephyrin at the cell 

membrane.

In addition, the stable cell lines were transfected with EGFP-tagged gephyrin PI 

together with either myc-tagged C B 3 sh3+ or C B 3 sh3- isoforms. GABAaR a2p2 stable 

cells were stained with a monoclonal antibody against the GABAaR P subunit and the 

GABAaR a2p2y2L as well as a2p2y2S stable cell lines were stained using a polyclonal 

guinea pig anti-GABAAR y2 antibody. In addition to the GABAaR subunit antibodies, 

all three cell lines were also co-stained with a rabbit anti-myc antibody. Using confocal 

microscopy, fixed cells were imaged and analysed.
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Figure 5.4.1. GABAaR subtypes expressing f.l. a2, and a2, fi2, j2L 
subunits, but not a2, f2, y2S subunits, co-localise with submembrane 
gephyrin aggregates. When gephyrin and CB2sh3- were co-expressed 
with functional GABAaRs and labelled with antibodies against the (3 
(A-C, D-F, J-L) or the y2 (G-I, M-N) subunit, a co-localisation was 
seen between f.l. a2(32 and a2(32y2L GABAaR subtypes and CB- 
mediated submembrane gephyrin aggregates (A-L). However, no co
localisation was detected between the a2(32y2S receptor subtype and 
gephyrin (M-O). (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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Figure 5.4.2. All receptor subtypes tested co-localise with cytoplasmic gephyrin 
aggregates, while only receptor subtypes expressing f.l. o2, f2  and a2, f2, y2L subunits 
show co-localisation with gephyrin at the cell membrane. When G A B A aR s expressing 
f.l. 0.2 and P2 subunits were co-transfected with gephyrin and CB3sh3+ (A-D) or CB3sh3- 
(E-H) and stained with a monoclonal anti-GABAAR P subunit antibody, a co-localisation 
was seen both with cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates and CB3sh3+ (A-D) and 
submembrane gephyrin microaggregates and CB3sh3- (E-H). The same co-localisation 
pattern was observed when the G A B A aR a2p2y2L stable cell line was co-transfected 
with pEGFP-gephyrin and pRK5-myc CB3sh3+ (I-L) or pEGFP-gephyrin and pRK5-myc 
CB3sh3- (M-P) constructs and labelled with a polyclonal guinea pig anti-GABAAR y2 
antibody. Stable cell lines expressing f.l. G A B A aR a2, P2 and y2S subunits, on the other 
hand, only showed co-localisation with large cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates in the 
presence of CB3sh3+ (Q-T), while no co-localisation was detected between these receptor 
subtypes and gephyrin and CB3sh3- at the cell membrane (U-X). (Magnification x63; 
Scale bar 10 pm)

Co-expression of gephyrin and CB3sh3+ in all GABAaR stable cell lines investigated 

resulted in partial co-localisation of receptor subunits, as well as CB, with cytoplasmic 

gephyrin aggregates (Figure 5.4.2 A-D, I-L, Q-T). The CB3sh3- behaved similarly to 

the CB2sh3- isoform (Figure 5.4.1) upon co-expression in the stable cell lines. 

Functional GABAaRs expressing f.l a2, p2, or a2, P2, y2L subunits co-localised with 

submembrane gephyrin microaggregates in the presence of CB3sh3- (Figure 5.4.2 E-H, 

M-P). Interestingly, the presence of the y2S subimit in cells stably expressing fimctional 

GABAaRs, interfered with the co-localisation of these receptor subtypes with 

submembrane gephyrin microaggregates and the CB3sh3- isoform (Figure 5.4.2 U-X). 

These data correlate well with my previous observations where no co-localisation was 

observed when the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR y2S subunit was 

transiently transfected into HEK293 cells together with gephyrin and CB (Figure 5.2.4).

Immunostaining of these stable cell lines proved to be difficult. Cells transfected with 

gephyrin and CB could at times not be labelled with antibodies against GABAaR P and 

y2 subunits. Furthermore, co-staining of the same cell with the anti-myc antibody and 

with one of the GABAaR subunit antibodies was occasionally unsuccessful. 

Nevertheless, the presence of CB was evident by the cell membrane localisation of 

gephyrin in the presence of CB2/3sh3- and by the formation of cytoplasmic gephyrin 

aggregates, in combination with CB-mediated cell-membrane filopodia extensions, in 

the presence of CB2/3sh3+.
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5.5 Discussion

Gephyrin was the first GABAAR-associated protein identified and Kneussel et al. 

(1999) highlighted the role of this protein in GABAaR clustering by showing a loss of 

postsynaptic GABAaR y2 and a2 subunits in gephyrin-deficient mice. Despite 

knowledge of the importance of gephyrin in the clustering of inhibitory GABAaRs, an 

interaction between gephyrin and the a2 subunit was not demonstrated until very 

recently (Tretter et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the exact mechanism behind the clustering 

process still remains elusive.

As seen in chapter 3 (section 3.2), a direct interaction between gephyrin and the TM3- 

TM4 intracellular loop of the G A B A a R  o2 and a3 subunits was detected. A direct 

interaction was also observed between the y2L, y3, P2 and, possibly, also the p3 subunit 

loops with truncated gephyrin proteins. Moreover, I showed that the a2 subunit also 

interacts directly with the C B 3 sh3+ isoform (Chapter 4, section 4.1). The discovery of a 

direct interaction between CB and the G A B A a R  cl2 subunit intracellular loop, as well 

as an interaction between this subunit and gephyrin, points toward an involvement of 

CB in gephyrin-mediated G A B A a R  clustering.

Using the yeast tri-hybrid approach this chapter aimed to look at the dependency of the 

interaction between two proteins on the co-expression of a third protein. Interestingly, it 

was found that although the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR a2 subunit 

interacts directly with both gephyrin and the SH3-domain containing CB isoform, co

expression of the three proteins in yeast significantly enhanced the protein interactions. 

This was confirmed both when C B 3 sh3+ and the GABAaR «2 subunit intracellular loop 

were co-transformed into the SDYl 90-gephyrin 305-736 yeast strain, as well as when 

the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the a2 subunit was co-expressed with f.l. 

gephyrin in the S D Y 1 9 0 - C B 3 sh3+ yeast strain. The SH3 domain of CB proved to be 

necessary for the interaction of this protein with the GABAaR a2 subunit, as no 

interaction was seen when C B 3 sh 3- and the intracellular loop of the a2 subunit were co

expressed in the SDYl 90-gephyrin 305-736 yeast strain. However, this observation 

was surprising as both the C B 3 sh3- isoform and the GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular
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domain interact with gephyrin when expressed in a two-hybrid system. Moreover, even 

though the TM3-TM4 domain of the G A B A aR  a3 subunit, as well as C B 3 sh3+, interact 

directly with gephyrin, no tri-hybrid interaction was detected upon co-expression of the 

three proteins. Harvey et al. (2004) showed that the binding site of gephyrin for CB is 

located within the region PEPLTSMDKA. Furthermore, the initial part of the gephyrin 

binding site for the a2 and a3 subunits (SMDKA) was shown to correspond to the 

second half of the CB binding region (Chapter 3, section 3.4). The close proximity of 

the binding sites for CB and a2/a3 loops on gephyrin might hinder G A B A aR  subunit 

binding when CB3 is already bound to gephyrin. Nonetheless, in the presence of the 

SH3 domain, the protein conformation of CB may facilitate for a three-way interaction 

between C B 3 sh3+, gephyrin and the G A B A aR  a2 subunit intracellular loop, as the a2 

subunit also interacts with C B 3 sh3+- In addition, the a2 subunit binds to a larger area 

within the gephyrin E-domain, and therefore, a tri-hybrid interaction, facilitated by the 

presence of the SH3 domain, can occur.

Immunocytochemical studies in HEK293 cells transfected with the pHcRed-GABAAR 

a2 subunit intracellular loop, pEGFP-gephyrin PI f.l. and pRK5-myc C B 3 sh3+ 

constructs showed a clear co-localisation of the a2 subunit with cytoplasmic gephyrin 

aggregates and CB. The strong nuclear localisation of the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

domain of the a2 subunit, previously observed when this subunit was transfected with 

either gephyrin or with CB separately, was significantly reduced. To ensure that the 

targeting of the a2 subunit to the cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates was not due to 

trapping of the HcRed-tagged a l  protein into the EGFP-tagged gephyrin aggregates, 

empty pHcRed-Cl vector, as well as pHcRed-G AB AAR a l and P2 subunit intracellular 

domains were also co-transfected with pEGFP-gephyrin PI f.l. and pRK5-myc 

C B 3 sh3+. Despite trapping into large EGFP-tagged gephyrin aggregates, all three 

proteins were still expressed strongly in the nucleus, indicating that the detected change 

in the cellular localisation of the a l  subunit intracellular loop is a genuine result of co

expression with gephyrin and C B 3 sh3+ proteins. Interestingly, when the TM3-TM4 

intracellular loop of the G A B A aR  a l  subunit was co-expressed with f.l. gephyrin and 

the C B 3 sh3- isoform, this subunit targeted to cytoplasmic and submembrane gephyrin
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microaggregates, while it also showed a strong nuclear distribution. This finding was 

unexpected since the presence of CB3sh3- in yeast abolished the interaction between 

gephyrin 305-736 and the a2 subunit intracellular loop in the yeast tri-hybrid system 

(section 5.1). A possible explanation could be that when the f.l. gephyrin is expressed 

instead of gephyrin 305-736, the protein conformation offers a more accessible binding 

site for the a2 subunit, even in the presence of the CB3sh3- isoform.

In addition to the a2 subunit, it was investigated whether the two y2 subunit splice 

variants differ in subcellular localisation when co-expressed with gephyrin and C B 3 sh3- 

A difference had already been established upon single expression of the subunits in 

HEK293 cells, whereby the intracellular loop of the y2L splice variant targeted to the 

cell membrane and the y2S subunit intracellular domain formed cytoplasmic aggregates 

(Chapter 3, section 3.6). Co-expression with gephyrin and C B 3 sh3- led to targeting of 

the y2L, but not y2S subunit intracellular loop, to submembrane gephyrin 

microaggregates, showing complete co-localisation with the latter. A difference in 

cellular localisation between these splice variants was also observed when stable cell 

lines expressing functional f.l. G A B A aR  a2, (32, y2L or a2, (32, y2S subunits were co

transfected with pEGFP-gephyrin and pRK5-myc C B 2 /3 sh3- constructs. Using a 

specific guinea pig polyclonal antibody against an extracellular epitope of the 

G A B A aR  y2 subunit, or a monoclonal antibody against the extracellular N-terminal 

region of the (3 subunit of these receptors, a clear co-localisation between G A B A aR s 

expressing the y2L subunit and CB-mediated submembrane gephyrin was shown. The 

G A B A aR s expressing the y2S splice variant, on the other hand, did not co-localise with 

gephyrin and CB at the cell membrane but exhibited a more cytoplasmic localisation. 

Interestingly, when only the a2 and (32 subunits were present in cells expressing 

functional G A B A aR s, a co-localisation of these G A B A aR  subtypes with gephyrin and 

C B 2 sh3- at the cell membrane was evident. A possible explanation could be that the y2S 

subunit plays a role in receptor internalisation, resulting in receptors expressing f.l. a2, 

(32 and y2S subunits being localised cytoplasmically more often than receptor subtypes 

expressing only the o2 and p2 subunits. Accordingly, the y2S-containing G A B A aR  

subtypes would have a lower probability of being co-localised at the cell membrane
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with gephyrin microaggregates. Further studies investigating the involvement of the 

y2S splice variant in receptor internalisation are required to allow accurate 

interpretation of the described findings.

When C B 3 sh3+ and gephyrin were co-expressed in G A B A aR  «2^2, a2(32y2L or 

a2|32y2S stable cell lines, all three receptor subtypes showed co-localisation with 

cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates and CB. The co-localisation could partly be due to 

trapping caused by extensive gephyrin aggregation. However, all the stable cell lines 

examined expressed the a l  subunit, which interacts with gephyrin and C B 3 sh3+- The 

presence of this subunit may be sufficient for an interaction between G A B A aR s, 

gephyrin and CB to take place.

In summary, this work demonstrates that upon co-expression of CB3sh3+» the 

interaction between gephyrin and the GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular domain is 

enhanced, while co-expression of gephyrin 305-736 enhances the interaction between 

the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the a l  subunit and CB3sh3+- These observations 

indicate that the co-expression of gephyrin, CB and the GABAaR a l  subunit may 

contribute to the postsynaptic clustering of these inhibitory receptors in vivo. Additional 

studies examining co-localisation of the GABAaR subunits and CB in brain sections 

could provide further insight into the role of a combination of gephyrin, CB and 

GABAaRs in receptor clustering.
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Chapter 6

RESULTS

Posttranslational modifications
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6 Posttranslational modifications

In addition to a direct interaction between GABAaRs and gephyrin or CB, 

posttranslational modifications may play an important role in the cellular distribution of 

the GABAaRs. Modifications such as phosphorylation or palmitoylation of subunits 

might influence the interaction of the GABAaR subunits with gephyrin and CB, as well 

as other proteins involved in receptor clustering. Additional interacting partners may 

include extracellular matrix proteins (i.e. neurofascin) which were shown to participate 

in the targeting of GABAergic terminals to the axon initial segment of pyramidal cells 

(Burkarth et al., 2007). Cell adhesion molecules such as the neuroligin proteins, likely 

to contribute to synapse maturation and stabilisation in the brain (Levinson et al., 

2005), may also play a role. Furthermore, additional proteins that are engaged in 

cytoskeletal rearrangements and scaffolding, which have not to date, however, been 

associated with the clustering of GABAaRs, may also be involved.

Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of the palmitoyltransferase enzyme 

GODZ in the palmitoylation of the y2 subunit, and suggest an involvement of this 

posttranslational process in the clustering of GABAaRs (Keller et al., 2004; Rathenberg 

et al., 2004). Palmitoylation is implicated in trafficking, stability and functional 

modulation of various membrane proteins and signalling factors, especially in neurons. 

The most common type of palmitoylation is the attachment of the fatty acid palmitate to 

cysteine residues of various proteins. GODZ was shown to interact with a cysteine-rich 

amino acid region within the intracellular loop of the GABAaR y 1-3 subunits (Keller et 

al., 2004). Rathenberg and colleagues (2004) suggest that the palmitoylation of at least 

four cysteine residues of the GABAaR y2 subunit plays a part in the clustering of 

GABAaRs. The authors propose that palmitoylation either enhances the interaction 

between GABAaRs and cytoskeletal components, or facilitates the trafficking and 

stabilisation of GABAaRs by recruiting them into lipid rafts at the cell membrane.

Phosphorylation is another posttranslational modification that can be involved in the 

trafficking, synaptic localisation and clustering of GABAaRs. However, it is unclear 

whether phosphorylation affects the clustering directly, or whether it leads to
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conformational changes and therefore facilitates/eliminates protein-protein interactions. 

Various kinases, such as PKA, PKC and serine and tyrosine kinases, were shown to 

phosphorylate GABAaR subunits in neuronal cell cultures and in studies of 

recombinant receptors (Brandon et al., 2000, 2002; Browning et al., 1990; Meier and 

Grantyn, 2004; Moss et al., 1992). Connolly et al. (1999) suggest that surface receptor 

number can be differentially regulated by PKC-dependent mechanisms. Although 

several studies have investigated the phosphorylation of the GABAaR P and y subunits, 

the contribution of the a 1-6 subunits has not been studied in depth.

Posttranslational modifications of G A B A aR s may play an important role in receptor 

clustering and influence the interaction between subunits, gephyrin and CB. Moreover, 

since I found a difference between the y2L and the y2S subunit regarding cellular 

distribution in HEK293 cells (Chapter 3, section 3.6; Chapter 5, sections 5.2 and 5.4), 

the two y2 splice variants may also be influenced differently by palmitoylation. 

Therefore, this study aimed to investigate further the effect of GODZ-mediated 

palmitoylation on the two y2 splice variants. Furthermore, the a l subunit is frequently 

found at postsynaptic sites, but in contrast to the a2 and a3 subunits, no direct 

interaction with gephyrin could be detected in the YTH system. To investigate whether 

phosphorylation of this receptor subunit may have an effect on protein interactions, the 

role of phosphorylation in the interaction between the a l subunit and gephyrin was 

studied.

6.1 Phosphorylation of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the a l  

subunit

Although the a l subunit is the most abundant a subunit at postsynaptic sites, no direct 

interaction with gephyrin was detected using the YTH system (Chapter 3, section 3.2). 

Different kinases are found in mammalian cells and in yeast cells (Denis et al., 1991; 

Iwai et al., 1992; Ingrell et al., 2007; Ptacek et al., 2005), which could play a role in 

protein interactions in one system, but not in the other. To assess whether or not the 

lack of interaction observed in yeast was a consequence of posttranslational
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modifications, bioinformatics approaches were used to find possible phosphorylation 

sites within the a l-3  subunits. These subunits were chosen since they are the most 

common a subunits at postsynaptic sites, and since a direct interaction was 

demonstrated between the a2 and a3 intracellular domains, but not the a l subunit, and 

gephyrin in yeast (Chapter 3, section 3.2).

Initially, the binding site for gephyrin in the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the a2 

subunit (369-386) and the equivalent amino acid residues within the a l (331-348) and 

a3 (357-376) subunit intracellular loops were aligned using the multiple sequence 

alignment computer programme Clustal (version 2.0.5; http://www.clustal.ore/: Figure 

6.1.1). In order to investigate whether any of the amino acids within these regions can 

be subject to phosphorylation in eukaryotic proteins, including in yeast cells, the 

mentioned amino acid sequences within the GABAaR a l-3  TM3-TM4 domains were 

submitted to the following servers for prediction of phosphorylation sites:

• The NetPhosK 1.0 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhosK/) was used 

for prediction of the kinase-specific eukaryotic protein phosphorylation sites. 

This server covers a wide range of kinases, amongst them PKA, PKC, Cyclin- 

dependent kinases-5 (Cdk5), microtubule-associated protein kinase (MAPK) 

and Src tyrosine kinases.

• NetPhos 2.0 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhos/) was used to 

predict serine, threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation sites in eukaryotic 

proteins.

• The NetPhos Yeast 1.0 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhosYeast/) 

was chosen for predictions of serine and threonine phosphorylation sites 

specifically in yeast proteins (Ingrell et al., 2007).

http://www.clustal.ore/
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhosK/
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhos/
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetPhosYeast/
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CLUSTAL 2 . 0 . 5  m u l t i p l e  s e q u e n c e  a l i g n m e n t

r a t a l p h a l  ATVNYFTKRGYAW DGK-SW PEKPKKVKDPLIKKN--NTYAPTATSYTPNLARG 5 1  
r a t a l p h a 2  ATVNYFTKRGWAWDGK-SWNDK-KKEKGSVMIQN--NAYAVAVANYAPNLSK- 4 9  
r a t a l p h a 3  ATVNYFTKRSWAWEGKKVPEALEMKKKTPAAPTKKTSTTFNIVGTTYPINLAL- 53

r a t a l p h a l  DPGLATIAKSATIEPKEVKP-------------------------- ETKPPEPKKTFNSVSKIDRLSR 93
r a t a l p h a 2  DPVLSTISK SATTPEPN K K P-------------------------- ENKPAEAKKTFNSVSKIDRMSR 9 1
r a t a l p h a l  DTEFSTISK AA AAPSA SSTPTV IASPK TTYV Q D SPAET-K TYN SVSK V DK ISR 1 0  5

F igure 6.1.1. A lignm ent o f  the in tracellu lar loops o f  GABAifi. a I -3  subunits. Using the 
Clustal 2.0.5 multiple sequence alignment programme, the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of 
the G ABA aR al-3 subunits were aligned, allowing comparison of amino acid sequences. The 
binding site for gephyrin on the a2 subunit and the equivalent amino acids in the al and a3 
subunit intracellular loops are indicated in brown, while the predicted phosphorylation sites in 
eukaryotic proteins are highlighted in grey. The two residues in the al subunit which are 
presumed to be subject to phosphorylation in yeast are shown in italic. Numbering of amino 
acids starting with the N-terminal amino acid of the large intracellular domain (1-93, 1-91 and 
1-105), corresponds to amino acid residues 304-396, 343-433 and 329-433 in G A BA aR 
subunits al, a2 and a3 respectively.

TABLE 6.1. Predicted GABAaR a l-3  
phosphorylation sites using the kinase-specific 
NetPhosK 1.0 server.

GABAaR

Subunit

Kinase-specific phosphorylation 

site in eukaryotic proteins

Site Kinase

T343 PKC

a l S346 PKC

T348 Cdk5

a l S370 PKA

T361 PKC

T364 PKG

a3 T366 PKC

T367 PKC

T373 PKC

T374 PKC
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The amino acid sequences predicted to be candidate phosphorylation sites have been 

highlighted in figure 6.1.1 and the kinase-specific phosphorylation sites, as well as the 

kinases involved, are summarised in table 6.1. As shown in figure 6.1.1 and table 6.1, 

several amino acid residues within the gephyrin-binding region on the GABAaR ct2 

subunit and the equivalent amino acid sequences of the a l and a3 subunits were 

predicted to be phosphorylation sites in eukaryotic cells. Interestingly, when a search 

was performed specifically to detect phosphorylation sites of the above amino acid 

residues in yeast cells, only amino acid residues S346 and T348 o f the a l subunit were 

found, whereas the a2 and a3 subunits were not predicted to be phosphorylated in yeast 

(Figure 6.1.2). Furthermore, as seen in table 6.1, a number of amino acid residues 

within the gephyrin-binding region of the GABAaR a2 subunit, and equivalent amino 

acid sequences within the a l and a3 subunits, were predicted to be subject to 

phosphorylation in other eukaryotic cells, but not in yeast cells. This observation 

demonstrates a difference in the phosphorylation of GABAaR subunits in different 

systems and suggests that receptors can be phosphorylated in a kinase-specific manner 

in certain brain regions in vivo.
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A.

NetPhosŸeast 1.0a: predicted phosphorylation sites in Sequence
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Figure 6.1.2. Phosphorylation sites p red ic ted  using the N etPhosYeast J.O server. Predicted 
phosphorylation sites in yeast for the al (A), a l  (B) and a3 (C) subunits are shown. Any 
predictions above the threshold of 50% were considered relevant. When the binding site of 
the a l  subunit for gephyrin and the equivalent amino acids in the al and a3 subunit 
intracellular loops were analysed (28-45 for a l, 27-44 for a l ,  and 29-48 for a3, as seen in 
the graphs), phosphorylation sites were only found in the intracellular loop of the al 
subunit. {These graphs were im ported  from  N etPhosYeast 1.0 server)
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Figure 6,1.3. Disruption o f the phosphorylation site T348 within the 
al subunit intracellular domain results in an interaction o f  this 
subunit with gephyrin, but not with CB. YTH experiments 
demonstrate that the T348A mutation contributes to a direct binding 
of the GABA^R a l  subunit TM3-TM4 loop to gephyrin, suggesting 
that phosphorylation of this specific residue in yeast disrupts the 
protein interaction between the WT Gl subunit and gephyrin. 
However, no effect on the interaction between this receptor subunit 
and CB3gpj3  ̂ is seen. Note that due to protein toxicity, a minimal 
amount o f yeast colonies grew on the nutritional selection plate. 
Nevertheless, a direct protein interaction could be observed.

im t i t■f
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The finding of possible phosphorylation sites within the region of interest of the a l  

subunit in yeast indicates that interaction between the GABAaR a l subunit and 

gephyrin might be phosphorylation-dependent. To verify this assumption, the potential 

phosphorylation site in the a l subunit at position T348 was replaced with the small 

amino acid alanine. The mutated construct was transformed into the Y 190 yeast strain 

together with f.l. gephyrin PI, gephyrin 305-736 and CB3sh3+- Interestingly, mutation 

of the T348 residue allowed an interaction between this receptor subunit and f.l. 

gephyrin, as well as gephyrin 305-736 to take place. However, no interaction was 

observed between the pYTHl6-GABAaR a l T348A bait and the pACT2-CB3sH3+ prey 

constructs (Figure 6.1.3). The results obtained indicate the possible involvement of 

Cdk5-mediated phosphorylation of residue T348 within the a l subunit intracellular 

loop in inhibiting the binding of this receptor subunit to gephyrin.

6.2 Palmitoylation of the GABAaR  y2 subunit

To study whether GODZ-mediated palmitoylation of the GABAaR y2 subunit affects 

the cellular distribution of the y2 splice variants, the entire GODZ-binding site 

(ECLDGKDCASFFCC), corresponding to amino acid residues 368-381 and 376-389 in 

y2S and y2L splice variants, respectively, was deleted (pHcRed-GABAAR y2L/S- 

GODZ constructs). For further investigation of the importance of the cysteine residues

within the GODZ-binding region of the GABAaR y2 subunit splice variants, four

cysteine residues (residues C369, C375, C380 and C381 in the y2S and C377, C383, 

C388 and C389 in the y2L splice variant) were replaced with alanine (pHcRed- 

GABAaR y2L/S-CCCC constructs). The effect of these mutations was explored by 

transfecting the constructs into HEK293 cells and analysing the cellular distribution 

using confocal microscopy imaging.

Compared to the WT constructs, no difference was detected when the cysteine residues 

were mutated (Figure 6.2.1 B, E). As for the WT y2L subunit intracellular loop (Figure 

6.2.1 A), the HcRed-tagged GABAaR y2L-CCCC showed a clear cell membrane 

expression when transfected on its own (Figure 6.2.1 B). The y2S-CCCC, similar to the 

WT y2S subunit TM3-TM4 domain (Figure 6.2.1 D), was distributed in cytoplasmic
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aggregates (Figure 6.2.1 E). Deletion of the entire GODZ-binding region did not affect 

the cellular distribution of the y2L splice variant. Surprisingly, expression of the 

deletion construct pHcRed-GABAAR y2S-G0DZ, by contrast, showed a strong nuclear 

localisation in addition to intracellular aggregates (Figure 6.2.1 F, G-I), suggesting 

diverse properties of the two y2 subunit splice variants.

#

M erge

Figure 6.2.1. Deletion of the GODZ-binding site affects the cellular distribution of the 
y2S, but not the j2L splice variant. No difference was observed between cellular 
localisation of the WT GABAaR y2L subunit (A), HcRed-GABAAR y2L-CCCC (B) 
and HcRed-GABA^R ylL-GODZ (C) mutations. When four cysteine residues within 
the y2S subunit were mutated into alanine, no difference was detected compared to the 
WT y2S subunit intracellular loop (D-E). However, the deletion of the complete 
GODZ-binding site, in addition to intracellular aggregates, also resulted in a strong 
nuclear localisation of this subunit (F-I). (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10 pm)
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When the deletion constructs pHcRed-GABAAR y2L-GODZ and pHcRed-GABAAR 

y2S-GODZ were transfected into HEK293 cells, together with pEGFP-gephyrin PI f.l., 

no co-localisation was detected between the mutated receptor subunits and intracellular 

gephyrin aggregates (Figure 6.2.2). This indicates that the deletion of the GODZ- 

binding site did not have an influence on the co-localisation between y2L and y2S 

subunit intracellular loops and f.l. gephyrin in HEK293 cells. To further study whether 

deletion of the GODZ-binding site affects the co-localisation of this subunit with CB- 

mediated submembrane gephyrin aggregates, HcRed-GABAAR y2L-GODZ and 

HcRed-GABAAR y2S-GODZ, as well as HcRed-GABAAR y2L WT, HcRed-GABAAR 

y2S WT, HcRed-GABAAR y2L-CCCC and HcRed-GABAAR y2S-CCCC proteins, 

were co-expressed in HEK293 cells together with EGFP-gephyrin and myc-tagged 

C B 2 sh3- Analysis of the images obtained by confocal microscopy revealed that 

deletion of the GODZ-binding site did not influence the co-localisation of the y2L 

subunit intracellular loop with submembrane gephyrin. Furthermore, changes in the 

GODZ-binding site of the y2S subunit were seen not to contribute to the co-localisation 

of this subunit splice variant with submembrane gephyrin aggregates (Figure 6.2.3).

Figure 6.2.2. Deletion of the GODZ-binding site does not lead to co-localisation of 
the intracellular loop of the y2 splice variants with gephyrin aggregates. Co
expression of HcRed-GABAAR y2L/y2S-GODZ deletion constructs with EGFP- 
gephyrin in HEK293 cells did not influence the localisation of the y2L (A) and y2S 
(B) subunits. (Magnification x63; Scale bar 10pm)
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Figure 6.2.3. Mutations within the GODZ-binding site of the j2L subunit does not 
disrupt the co-localisation with submembrane gephyrin aggregates. The WT y2L 
subunit loop co-localises with submembrane gephyrin aggregates, when co-expressed 
with EGFP-gephyrin and myc-tagged CB2sh3- (A-C). This co-localisation was 
maintained when four cysteine residues within the GODZ-binding region of the y2L 
subunit were mutated (D-F), as well as upon deletion of the entire GODZ-binding 
region (G-I). Furthermore, similar to the WT y2S subunit (J) none of the HcRed- 
GABAAR y2S-CCCC (K) and the HcRed-GABA^R y2S-G0DZ (L) constructs led to 
the co-localisation of the y2S subunit with submembrane gephyrin aggregates. 
{Magnification x63; Scale bar JO pm)
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6.3 Additional functional diversity between the GABAaR  y2 subunit 

splice variants

Deletion of the GODZ-binding site in the intracellular loop of the GABAaR y2 splice 

variants had a different effect on the y2L and y2S subunits (section 6.2). Furthermore, it 

was demonstrated that the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the y2L, but not the y2S 

subunit, interacts with gephyrin 305-674 protein in yeast (Chapter 3, section 3.2). 

Finally, expression of the HcRed-tagged intracellular loop of the y2L, but not y2S 

splice variant, in HEK293 cells resulted in the targeting of this protein to the cell 

membrane compartment (Chapter 3, section 3.6). These data indicate a possible 

functional difference between the two y2 subunit splice variants. To determine 

additional differences, using the YTH system, the interaction between the microtubule- 

associated trafficking protein GABARAP and the two y2 splice variants was studied. 

An interaction between GABARAP and the y2 subunit in vivo, as well as in vitro, has 

already been established (Nymann-Andersen et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1999). pYTH16- 

GABAaR y2L and y2S constructs were co-transformed into the Y 190 yeast strain 

together with the pACT2-GABARAP36 construct lacking the tubulin-binding region on 

GABARAP (first 35 amino acids). This deletion construct was used since GABARAP 

containing the tubulin-binding domain does not target to the nucleus, while the removal 

of this site allows GABARAP to translocate to the yeast nucleus and interact with co

expressed proteins to activate the transcription of reporter genes.

Using the YTH approach, an interaction was observed between GABARAP and both y2 

splice variants. However, the interaction seen between the y2S subunit and GABARAP 

was significantly stronger than that detected between the y2L subunit and GABARAP 

(Figure 6.3), once again indicating a difference between the two GABAaR y2 splice 

variants.
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6.4 Discussion

Since posttranslational modifications of GABAaRs may play a central role in receptor 

clustering (Brandon et al., 2002; Liischer and Keller, 2004), I investigated the role of 

possible phosphorylation sites, as well as the role of GODZ-binding site, on the 

interaction of gephyrin with GABAaR a subunits and the y2 subunit, respectively. 

Following the observations that there are differences between the two GABAaR y2 

splice variants, and in search for additional, possibly distinct, roles of the two subunits, 

interaction of the y2 splice variants with the microtubule-associated trafficking protein 

GABARAP, a known GABAaR y2 subunit interactor (Nymann-Andersen et al., 2002; 

Wang et al., 1999), was investigated.

6.4.1 Phosphorylation o f  the a l  subunit

Using the YTH system, no direct interaction was seen between the intracellular loop of 

the GABAaR otl subunit and gephyrin, while the TM3-TM4 intracellular domains of 

the a2 and a3 subunits interacted with gephyrin (Chapter 3, section 3.2). The amino 

acid sequences of the GABAaR a2 binding site for gephyrin and the equivalent regions 

of the a l and a3 subunit intracellular domains were aligned and bioinformatics 

approaches were used to predict possible phosphorylation sites. Whereas several 

phosphorylation sites were found for all three receptor subunits in general, only the a l 

subunit was found to possess two amino acid residues which are subject to 

phosphorylation in yeast cells. This observation led to the hypothesis that 

phosphorylation of the a l subunit can result in the abolition of an interaction with 

gephyrin. Interestingly, a substitution of residue T348 with alanine, predicted to be 

phosphorylated in yeast, conferred binding to gephyrin, supporting the assumption that 

phosphorylation of the a 1 subunit in yeast disrupts the interaction between this receptor 

subunit and gephyrin. As previously seen in chapter 3 (section 3.5), replacing amino 

acid residues TYAPTATSYT (339-348) of the a l subunit with amino acids 

A Y AV A VANYA (377-386) of the a2 subunit intracellular domain did not result in an 

interaction between gephyrin and GABAaR a l, although the phosphorylation site T348 

was removed. This indicates that the replacement of residues 339-348 of the a l subunit
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not only removes the phosphorylation site, but also eliminates a region crucial for 

binding of gephyrin. With this knowledge in mind, it is logical to assume that the amino 

acid residues 339-348 of the intracellular loop of this receptor subunit participate in the 

binding of the a 1 subunit to gephyrin.

The commonly used kinase-specific prediction server NetPhosK 1.0 suggests that 

residues S346 and T348 are targets for PKC and Cdk5, respectively. Cdk5 belongs to 

the group of serine/threonine kinases and is involved in the phosphorylation of 

cytoskeletal proteins, signaling molecules and regulatory proteins (Dhariwala and 

Rajadhyaksha, 2008). This kinase is also a modulator of neuroskeletal dynamics 

(Smith, 2003; Smith and Tsai, 2002). PKC has previously been associated with the 

phosphorylation of p2/3 and y2 subunits (Brandon et al., 2000, 2002; Browning et al., 

1990; Moss et al., 1992) but, to date, little is known about the association of Cdk5 with 

GABAaRs. Studies confirming a role of this kinase in the phosphorylation of the 

GABAaR a l subunit in a mammalian system, as well as investigations of a possible 

effect of Cdk5-mediated phosphorylation of the a l subunit on the interaction with 

gephyrin should be carried out.

The different phosphorylation sites found in the three GABAaR a subunits might 

indicate that GABAaRs are phosphorylated by specific kinases possibly expressed in a 

different spatial and temporal pattern. This would allow for subcellular targeting of 

different GABAaR subtypes to specific synapses through a process taking place at 

postsynaptic sites. Further analyses are required to investigate the roles of various 

kinases in the phosphorylation of GABAaR subunits in vivo.

6.4.2 Palmitoylation o f  the GABAAR y2 subunit

It was previously reported that the palmitoyltransferase enzyme GODZ, involved in the 

palmitoylation of the j2  subunit, may play a role in clustering of GABAaRs (Keller et 

al., 2004; Rathenberg et al., 2004). The authors suggested that GODZ interacts with a 

cysteine-rich amino acid sequence within the intracellular loop of the GABAaR j2  

subunit. They also proposed that this posttranslational modification can either enhance
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the interaction between GABAaRs and cytoskeletal components, or assist the 

trafficking and stabilisation of these inhibitory receptors at the cell membrane.

In order to examine the role of the GODZ-binding site on the cellular distribution of 

GABAaR y2 subunits, and the related clustering process, constructs lacking the GODZ- 

binding site, or constructs with mutated cysteine residues within the GODZ-binding 

site, were generated. When the four cysteine residues (C369, C375, C380 and C381 in 

the y2S subunit and C377, C383, C388 and C389 in the y2L subunit) within the GODZ- 

binding site were replaced with alanine, no effect on the cellular distribution of either 

y2L or y2S splice variants was evident and no interference with the submembrane 

targeting of the y2L subunit intracellular loop was seen. Therefore, my data suggest that 

this targeting is unlikely to be dependent on GODZ-mediated palmitoylation of the 

cysteine residues, as was indicated in previous studies (Keller et al., 2004; Rathenberg 

et al., 2004). The latter study found that the mutation of cysteine residues within the 

GODZ-binding domain resulted in a reduction in y2L-subunit palmitoylation. 

Nevertheless, the authors indicate the possibility that the palmitoylated protein detected 

was a protein of an identical molecular mass, but not the GABAaR y2L subunit.

The present work also demonstrates that deletion of the entire GODZ-binding site of 

the y2S subunit TM3-TM4 domain changes the cellular distribution of this subunit and 

results in a partial nuclear accumulation. This nuclear distribution can indicate the 

involvement of the GODZ-binding site in the cellular transport of y2S-containing 

GABAaR subtypes. However, deletion of the GODZ-binding site did not affect the 

cellular distribution of the y2L splice variant, highlighting the possibility that 

posttranslational modifications of the additional eight amino acids within the 

intracellular loop of the y2L subunit might compensate for the loss of the 

palmitoylation site. A possible mechanism could be the phosphorylation of S343 site 

within the TM3-TM4 cytoplasmic loop, as suggested by Meier and Grantyn (2004). It 

is important to keep in mind that, an unaffected cellular distribution of the GABAaR y2 

subunit in HEK293 cells upon mutations of cysteine residues in the GODZ-binding site, 

might not correlate to an effect on clustered receptors at postsynaptic sites in neurons.
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6.4.3 Additional differences between the GABAAR y2 subunit splice 

variants

Several differences in the subcellular localisation between the y2L and the y2S subunit 

loops in mammalian HEK293 cells, as well as differences in protein interactions in the 

YTH system, were found. As discussed in chapter 3 (section 3.2), the y2L, but not the 

y2S subunit intracellular domain, interacts with gephyrin 305-674 in the Y190 yeast 

strain, suggesting a role of the y2L splice variant in gephyrin-mediated receptor 

clustering. Upon single expression in HEK293 cells, the two receptor splice variants 

were shown to differ in their cellular distribution, with the intracellular loop of the y2L 

subunit targeting to the cell membrane and the y2S subunit intracellular domain 

forming cytoplasmic aggregates (Chapter 3, section 3.6), possibly implying a role of the 

latter subunit in receptor internalisation. Moreover, functional GABAaR receptors 

expressing the f.l. y2L subunit, but not the y2S subunit, were found to co-localise with 

gephyrin and CB at the cell membrane (Chapter 5, section 5.4). As discussed above 

(section 6.4.2) the deletion of the GODZ-binding site only affects the cellular 

distribution of the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the y2S splice variant. These 

findings led to the hypothesis that the y2 subunit splice variants may have diverse roles 

in vivo. To examine other variations in the behaviour of the two GABAaR y2 splice 

variants, using the YTH system, the interaction between the y2L and y2S subunit 

intracellular loops and the trafficking protein GABARAP was studied. Interestingly, the 

y2S subunit loop showed a significantly stronger interaction with this trafficking 

protein, compared to the y2L subunit intracellular domain, indicating a different role of 

the y2S splice variant in receptor trafficking.

6.4.4 Summary

In summary, data presented in this chapter support a role of phosphorylation of 

GABAaR a subunits and splicing of the y2 subunit for postsynaptic GABAaR 

clustering. On the other hand it casts some doubts on the importance of GODZ- 

mediated palmitoylation for this process.
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Chapter 7

DISCUSSION
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7 Discussion

GABAaRs have been implicated in various neurological disorders such as epilepsy, 

anxiety and depression and, as a result, they are targets of clinically important drugs 

including benzodiazepines, barbiturates and volatile anaesthetics, as well as ethanol and 

drugs of abuse (Fritschy and Briinig, 2003; Liischer and Keller, 2004). Clustering of 

GABAaRs at postsynaptic sites is thought to contribute to the correct functioning of 

these inhibitory receptors (Essrich et al., 1998; Kneussel et al., 1999; Tretter et al., 

2008) but, to date, the exact mechanisms involved in GABAaR clustering remain 

unclear. A key molecule involved in the synaptic localisation of both the inhibitory 

GABAaRs and GlyRs is the tubulin linker protein gephyrin. In gephyrin-deficient mice, 

all GlyR and most GABAaR clustering is lost (Feng et al., 1998; Kneussel et al., 1999). 

While the mechanism behind the interaction between gephyrin and the GlyR P subunit 

has been determined (Feng et al., 1998; Prior et al., 1992; Reiss et al., 2001), little is 

presently known about the mechanism of GABAaR clustering. Therefore, the aim of 

this PhD project was to examine the role of GABAaR a, P and y subunits, as well as 

additional proteins that interact with gephyrin and/or GABAaRs, in clustering of these 

receptors at postsynaptic membranes. The brain-specific RhoGEF CB which mediates 

the apposition of gephyrin to submembrane clusters (Harvey et al., 2004; Kins et al., 

2000), was considered to be a candidate interacting protein in the clustering process. 

Studies were carried out to detect direct interactions between GABAaR subunits and 

gephyrin and to investigate the role of CB in receptor clustering. Furthermore, the 

contribution of alternative splicing of gephyrin, as well as GABAaR subunits, to 

protein interaction was examined. Finally, the possible effect of posttranslational 

modifications, such as phosphorylation and palmitoylation was explored.

7.1 Gephyrin interacts directly with GABAaR subunits in vitro

Upon co-expression of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of GABAaR subunits with f.l. 

gephyrin, a direct interaction was observed between the a2 and a3 subunit intracellular 

loops and gephyrin. Recently, Tretter and colleagues (2008) demonstrated an 

interaction between the a2 subunit and gephyrin using overlay assays and neuronal cell
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cultures, confirming the importance of the a2 subunit in the receptor interaction with 

this clustering protein.

After having established a direct protein interaction, the next step was to determine the 

binding site for the mentioned subunits on gephyrin, as well as the binding site for 

gephyrin on the receptor subunit intracellular domains. By mutating amino acids within 

the C-terminal part of the C-domain and the N-terminal region of the gephyrin E- 

domain, the binding sites for the GABAaR o2 and a3 subunits were investigated. 

Amino acid residues 325-334 (SMDKAFITVL) within the gephyrin E-domain proved 

to be vital for the binding of the a3 subunit TM3-TM4 domain to gephyrin, while 

replacement of residues 335-339 (EMTPV) with alanine significantly weakened this 

protein-protein interaction. On the other hand, a larger amino acid sequence, namely 

residues 325-343 (SMDKAFITVLEMTPVLGTE), appeared to be involved in the 

binding of the a2 subunit intracellular domain to gephyrin. However, a gephyrin 

construct expressing only the E-domain failed to interact with the intracellular loops of 

GABAaR o2 and a3 subunits, while a construct expressing the C-terminal part of the 

C-domain, in addition to the E-domain, showed a clear interaction with these receptor 

subunits. This finding indicates that although the N-terminal part of the gephyrin E- 

domain proved to be vital for the gephyrin binding to the GABAaR a2 and a3 subunits, 

the presence of the C-terminal residues of the C-domain, presumably due to creation of 

facilitative conformational changes and correct protein folding of the binding site, is 

required for the interaction between gephyrin and the a2 and a3 subunit intracellular 

loops.

At about the same time, Tretter et al. (2008) showed that the region 

NNAYAVAVANYA within the a2 subunit intracellular domain contributes to the co

localisation with gephyrin in neuronal cell cultures. Accordingly, the importance of this 

region in a direct protein-protein interaction between the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

domain of the a2 subunit and gephyrin was investigated in yeast in the present study. It 

was shown that the deletion of residues A Y A V A V ANY A of the GABAaR a2 

intracellular loop disrupts the interaction with gephyrin, while introducing residues
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GS VMIQNNA Y A V A V ANY A of the a2 subunit into the a l subunit intracellular loop 

confers an interaction with gephyrin. This observation implies that the binding site for 

gephyrin on the a2 subunit is partly in the region of AYAVAVANYA, while also 

partly being located in the region of amino acids GS VMIQNN.

In addition to the a2 and a3 subunit intracellular loops, the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

domains of the P2, y2L and y3 and, probably the p3 subunits showed interaction with a 

range of truncated gephyrin deletion constructs, despite failing to interact with the f.l. 

protein. These observations indicate that a certain protein conformation of gephyrin is 

required for the interaction between the TM3-TM4 intracellular loops of the GABAaR 

P2, P3, y2L and y3 subunits and gephyrin to occur. These specific gephyrin protein 

conformations may be a result of additional protein interactions, posttranslational 

modifications, or due to shorter gephyrin splice variants created in vivo. Although no 

direct interaction was seen between the p2, P3, y2L and y3 intracellular domains and f.l. 

gephyrin, the observed interactions between these receptor subunits and the truncated 

gephyrin deletion constructs points towards a role for various GABAaR subunits in the 

clustering of these inhibitory receptors. The y2 subunit is present at the majority of 

GABAergic postsynaptic sites (Essrich et al., 1998; Schweizer et al., 2003), and Baer et 

al (1999) demonstrated that the y3 subunit can substitute for the y2 subunit in 

transgenic mice. Therefore, the finding that the y2L and the y3 subunit intracellular 

domains interact with certain regions of the gephyrin protein was not unexpected. In 

addition, p2 and P3 subunits are abundantly expressed at GABAergic synapses (Laurie 

et al., 1992b; McKeman and Whiting, 1996; Wisden et al., 1992), indicating the 

possible involvement of these receptor subunits in GABAaR clustering at postsynaptic 

sites.

After establishing a direct interaction between gephyrin and GABAaR subunit 

intracellular domains in the yeast system, mammalian HEK293 cells were used to study 

the subcellular distribution of receptor subunits and to detect a possible co-localisation 

with gephyrin. It was found that upon single expression in HEK293 cells, only the 

TM3-TM4 intracellular loop of the GABAaR y2L subunit is targeted to the cell
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membrane, while the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the y l, y2S and y3 subunits 

formed cytoplasmic aggregates. The HcRed-tagged GABAaR a l-3  and P2-3 subunit 

intracellular loops were targeted to the cell nucleus, and the a2 subunit was also present 

at low levels throughout the cytoplasm. Upon co-expression of the above mentioned 

GABAaR subunits and EGFP-tagged gephyrin, it could not be determined whether any 

observed co-localisation was due to a weak protein interaction, or a result of trapping 

by EGFP-gephyrin intracellular aggregates.

7.2 Collybistin enhances the protein interaction between the

GABAaR  a2 subunit TM3-TM4 domain and gephyrin

A strong candidate for a protein facilitating an interaction between GABAaR subunits 

and gephyrin was the brain-specific RhoGEF CB. It was previously shown that the 

presence of CB isoforms lacking the SH3 domain results in a translocation of gephyrin 

to the submembrane compartment in approximately 40% of transfected cells (Harvey et 

al., 2004; Kins et al., 2000). Dysfunctional CB, or complete lack of CB, also results in a 

reduction of GABAaRs at postsynaptic sites (Harvey et al., 2004; Kalscheuer et al., 

2008, Papadopoulos et al., 2007, 2008). Furthermore, Harvey et al. (2004) mapped the 

CB binding site of gephyrin to amino acid residues PEPLTSMDKA in the C-terminal 

part of the C-domain and N-terminal part of the E-domain, which partly overlaps the 

binding site for the a2 and a3 subunits, as discussed above. These observations point 

towards a role of CB in gephyrin-mediated receptor clustering. For further investigation 

of the involvement of CB, the interaction between CB and the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

loops of the GABAaR subunits was examined using the YTH system. For the first time, 

these studies showed a direct interaction between CB3sh3+ and the GABAaR a2 subunit 

intracellular loop, while no other subunit showed a direct interaction with CB, 

indicating the involvement of CB in clustering of GABAaRs containing the a2 subunit. 

The binding site for CB on the a2 subunit was proven to be within the amino acid 

region of 377-386 (AYAVAVANYA), as the deletion of these residues, as well as 

insertion of this amino acid sequence into the intracellular loop of the a l subunit, 

eliminated or conferred binding to CB, respectively. This amino acid sequence was also
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shown to be part of the binding site on the a2 subunit for gephyrin, showing that not 

only the binding sites for CB and GABAaR o2  on gephyrin, but also the binding site 

for CB and gephyrin on the a2 subunit intracellular domain are in close proximity. The 

discovery of a direct interaction between CB and the GABAaR o l 2 subunit intracellular 

loop, as well as the observation of the relative proximity of binding sites, raised the 

question whether clustering of GABAaRs is a result of multiple protein interactions.

Upon co-expression of the CB isoform lacking the SH3 domain with the TM3-TM4 

intracellular domain of the a l  subunit in yeast, no interaction was observed, while the 

expression of only the SH3 domain with the a l  subunit intracellular loop resulted in a 

protein-protein interaction. These results indicate that the binding of CB to the 

GABAaR a2 subunit is dependent on the SH3 domain, which is present in the majority 

of CB isoforms in the brain in vivo (Harvey et al., 2004). To further analyse the role of 

the SH3 domain in the interaction with the GABAaR «2 subunit, a CB protein 

harbouring a mutation, found in a patient with severe epilepsy, was co-expressed with 

the a l  subunit in yeast. Harvey et al. (2004) previously demonstrated the importance of 

this G55A amino acid change in the synaptic targeting of gephyrin and GABAaRs. 

Interestingly, the present studies showed that mutation of the amino acid residue G55 

disrupted the interaction of CB with the GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular domain. 

Taken together, these observations suggest that the observed phenotype of the patient 

with the G55A mutation (Harvey et al., 2004), was not only a result of gephyrin 

mislocalisation, but also a consequence of a lack of interaction between CB and the 

GABAaR a2 subunit, hence a disruption of receptor clustering at postsynaptic sites. 

Moreover, the recent discovery that the absence of CB reduces the number of GABAaR 

clusters at specific postsynaptic sites (Papadopoulos et al., 2007, 2008), further 

validates the role of CB in gephyrin-mediated GABAaR clustering in vivo.

To investigate whether clustering of G A B A aR s occurs as a result of multiple protein 

interactions, the yeast tri-hybrid approach was used to detect protein interactions 

dependent on the co-expression of a third protein. The analysis of the results led to the 

novel discovery that the co-expression of f.l. gephyrin, C B 3 sh3+ and the G A B A aR  u2
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subunit intracellular loop enhanced protein interactions, compared to the observed two- 

hybrid interaction between gephyrin or CB and the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of 

the a2 subunit. Furthermore, the importance of the SH3 domain in these protein 

interactions was confirmed, as the C B 3 sh3- isoform unexpectedly did not allow a tri

hybrid interaction between gephyrin, C B 3 sh3- and the GABAaR a2 subunit intracellular 

loop. The interaction between gephyrin and CB is not dependent on the SH3 domain 

(Harvey et al., 2004), and therefore, the C B 3 sh3- interacts directly with gephyrin 

(Chapter 4, section 4.3). As the GABAaR «2 subunit also shows a direct interaction 

with gephyrin, it was expected that co-expression of the a2 subunit intracellular domain 

and the CB isoform lacking the SH3 domain in a yeast-tri hybrid system would result in 

protein interactions in the presence of gephyrin. One likely explanation is that when 

C B 3 sh3- binds to gephyrin, the resulting conformational change prevents the binding of 

the a2 subunit to gephyrin, while the conformational change elicited by the binding of 

the C B 3 sh3+ isoform facilitates a gephyrin-a2 interaction. Amino acid residues 

PEPLTSMDKA on gephyrin were shown to be involved in the binding of CB (Harvey 

et al., 2004), while in chapter 3 (section 3.4) it was shown that the second part of this 

sequence, namely SMDKA, plays a role in the binding of gephyrin to the GABAaR o2 

subunit. Therefore, an alternative reasoning is that the binding of the CB3sh3- isoform 

can mask the a2 subunit binding site on gephyrin, as the a2 and CB binding sites on 

gephyrin are proximate.

Following the discovery that the co-expression of gephyrin, C B 3 sh3+ and the GABAaR 

a2 subunit intracellular loop in yeast results in an enhanced interaction between the 

three proteins, the contribution of multiple protein interactions was studied in 

mammalian cells. Upon co-expression of f.l. gephyrin, the C B 3 sh3+ isoform and the 

TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the GABAaR o2 subunit, a clear co-localisation was 

detected between the a2 subunit and cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates, while the 

nuclear distribution of the a2 subunit, seen upon single expression, was significantly 

reduced. The co-localisation of this receptor subunit with gephyrin aggregates in the 

presence of C B 3 sh3+ was clearly above background and above the observed co

localisation of the a 1 and p2 subunit intracellular loops with gephyrin in the presence of
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C B 3 sh3+* Furthermore, the latter subunits, unlike the a2 subunit, still maintained the 

predominantly nuclear localisation. This observation indicates that the co-localisation 

seen between the a2 subunit intracellular loop, f.l. gephyrin and C B 3 sh3+ is not solely 

due to proteins trapped in the large gephyrin aggregates. Interestingly, when the 

G A B A aR  cl2 subunit intracellular domain was co-expressed with f.l. gephyrin and the 

C B 3 sh3- isoform, the a2 subunit was targeted to the C B -mediated submembrane 

gephyrin microaggregates, but was still present at high levels in the nucleus. The 

finding that the a2 subunit targets to submembrane gephyrin aggregates in mammalian 

HEK293 cells was unexpected, as co-expression of C B 3 sh3- with gephyrin and the 

G A B A aR  ct2 subunit intracellular loop in the yeast tri-hybrid system disrupted the 

protein interactions, as discussed previously. The rationale behind this could be that an 

N-terminally truncated gephyrin deletion construct was used in the yeast tri-hybrid 

experiment, while the f.l. protein was expressed in the HEK293 cells. The presence of 

the f.l. gephyrin protein may result in a protein conformation more conducive to 

binding of the a2 subunit. This was in accordance with the observation that the f.l. 

gephyrin-a2 interaction is stronger than the a2-gephyrin 305-736 interaction in YTH 

experiements (Chapter 3, section 3.2).

The next step was to investigate whether the presence of CB plays a role in the 

clustering of functioning G A B A aR s . F.l. gephyrin and CB proteins were co-expressed 

in stable HEK293 cell lines expressing either f.l. G A B A aR  «2 and p2, a2, p2 and y2L 

or a2, P2 and y2S subunits. In the presence of the C B 3 sh 3 +  isoform, all receptor 

subtypes showed co-localisation with cytoplasmic gephyrin aggregates upon detection 

with antibodies against the P2 or y2 subunits. As all stable cell lines expressed the a2 

subunit, the observed co-localisations suggest that the presence of this receptor subunit 

may be sufficient for the interaction between gephyrin, CB and G A B A aR s to take 

place. However, proteins were co-localised in the cytoplasm and not at the cell 

membrane, the expected location of functional receptors, suggesting that additional 

proteins may be involved in the clustering of G A B A aR s at postsynaptic sites in vivo. 

Nevertheless, the results from the yeast tri-hybrid experiments, as well as co-
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localisation studies in mammalian cells, suggest that CB may play a crucial role in the 

gephyrin-mediated clustering of GABAaR subsets containing the a2 subimit.

Efforts so far to confirm the CB-GABAaR a2 subimit intracellular domain interaction 

by IP and western blot analysis were not successful. The observed technical 

complications were not unexpected, as efforts to prove an interaction between gephyrin 

and GABAaR subimits by other groups have also been unsuccessful in the past. 

GABAaR a2 subunit and CB interactions, as well as those between the a2 subunit and 

gephyrin, are likely to be considerably weaker than the easily detectable interactions 

between CB and gephyrin or gephyrin and the GlyR P subunit (Kins et al., 2000; Meyer 

et al., 1995). Alternative biochemical approaches, such as GST-overlay assays, are 

required to confirm the interaction between CB and the GABAaR o2  subunit.

All together, these studies demonstrate a direct interaction between CB and GABAaRs 

for the first time. The amino acid regions within the intracellular loop of the GABAaR 

a2 subunit, as well as CB, involved in this protein-protein interaction were established. 

It was also shown that the clustering of GABAaRs is facilitated by a multiple protein 

interaction between gephyrin, CB and the a2 subunit, but that other receptor subimits, 

as well as other interacting partners such as proteins interacting with the cytoskeleton, 

may play a crucial role in the receptor stability and targeting to the cell membrane.

7.3 The role o f alternative splicing in gephyrin-mediated GABAaR 

clustering

7.3.1 Insertion o f  alternatively spliced cassettes into the gephyrin C- 

domain affects the protein interaction with GABAaR  subunits

It was demonstrated that the different gephyrin splice variants show differential 

expression in the CNS and in the periphery (Heck et al., 1997; Meier et al., 2000; Prior 

et al., 1992; Ramming et al., 2000; Rees et al., 2003). Since little is known about the
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specific role of alternatively spliced gephyrin isoforms in protein interactions and in the 

clustering of G A B A aR s, the involvement of alternatively spliced C3 and C4 cassettes 

in the gephyrin C-domain was investigated. Interestingly, it was found that the presence 

of the C3 cassette, but not the C4abd cassettes, abolished the interaction between f.l. 

gephyrin and the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the G A B A aR  o2 and a3 subunits. 

However, the site of C3 cassette insertion does not correlate with the binding site for 

gephyrin on the a2 and a3 subunits, which was mapped to the E-domain and not the C- 

domain. Therefore, the possibility arises that the disruption of protein interactions is a 

result of conformational changes to the gephyrin protein in the presence of the C3 

cassette. Another possibility is that the insertion of the C3 cassette disrupts 

multimerisation of the C-domain, hence preventing an interaction between gephyrin 

and the G A B A aR  a2 and a3 intracellular domains. A multimerisation of the C-domain 

has, to date, not been demonstrated, while dimérisation of the E-domain and 

trimérisation of the G-domain of gephyrin were shown in crystallisation studies (Saiyed 

et al., 2007; Sola et al., 2004). Saiyed and colleagues (2007) showed that interference 

with both G-domain trimérisation and E-domain dimérisation disrupts the formation of 

gephyrin clusters. Insertion of the C3 cassette does not affect the binding of the GlyR P 

subunit to gephyrin (Meier et al., 2000), most likely due to the fact that the binding site 

is at the C-terminal region of the E-domain (Kim et al., 2006; Schrader et al., 2004; 

Sola et al., 2004). Additional studies investigating the structural properties of gephyrin 

splice variants are necessary to gain further understanding of gephyrin binding to 

G A B A aR  subunits.

7.3.2 Diverse properties o f  the GABAAR y2 subunit splice variants

After having established the importance of the a2 subunit in the gephyrin-mediated 

clustering of G A B A aR s , the role of the y2 subunit, which is a component of all 

naturally occurring clustered G A B A aR s at postsynaptic sites (Fritschy et al., 2003; 

Liischer and Keller, 2004; van Rijnsoever et al., 2005), was also investigated. As 

mentioned previously, using the YTH approach, only the y2L subunit intracellular 

domain, and not the y2S splice variant, showed a direct interaction with a truncated 

gephyrin construct expressing amino acid residues 305-674 of gephyrin. Furthermore,
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when analysing the subcellular distribution of the two splice variants in mammalian 

HEK293 cells, it was observed that upon single expression, the TM3-TM4 intracellular 

domain of the y2L subunit was targeted to the cell membrane, while the y2S subunit, 

similar to the y l and y3 subunit intracellular loops, formed cytoplasmic aggregates. 

When the G A B A aR  y2L and y2S intracellular domains were co-expressed with 

gephyrin and the CB isoforms lacking the SH3 domain, there was a clear co

localisation between the y2L subunit and CB-mediated submembrane gephyrin 

aggregates, while no co-localisation was observed between the y2S splice variant and 

gephyrin, at the cell membrane. This difference in subcellular distribution and co

localisation with submembrane gephyrin microaggregates was also seen between 

functioning G A B A aR s expressing either the f.l a2, (32, y2L or a2, (32, y2S subunits. 

Surprisingly, however, functional G A B A aR s expressing only the f.l. a2 and (32 

subunits also co-localised with gephyrin and CB at the cell membrane, indicating that 

the presence of the a l  subunit, as described above, may be sufficient for a protein 

interaction to occur between G A B A aR s, gephyrin and CB. Nevertheless, the y2L 

subunit splice variant may contribute to the stabilisation of clustered G A B A aR s at 

postsynaptic sites in vivo.

These data are in accordance with those of Meier and Grantyn (2004), who 

demonstrated that the y2L subunit possesses a significantly higher rate of accumulation 

at inhibitory postsynaptic sites in the spinal cord compared to the y2S splice variant. In 

addition, the authors suggest that the difference seen between the two receptor splice 

variants is due to the PKC-mediated phosphorylation of residue S343, present only in 

the y2L splice variant intracellular loop. However, it should not be excluded that the 

binding site of the y l  subunit for gephyrin and other proteins might be located within 

the additional eight amino acid residues, LLRMFSFK, present only in the TM3-TM4 

intracellular domain of the y2L splice variant. Further studies are required to analyse 

the contribution of residues LLRMFSFK to the interaction with gephyrin and possibly 

to the clustering of G A B A aR s at postsynaptic sites.
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7.4 Posttranslational modifications

7.4.1 Posttranslational modifications affecting the y2 subunit splice 

variants

In addition to phosphorylation, other posttranslational modifications, such as 

palmitoylation, may be crucial in the clustering of G A B A aR s in vivo. Previous studies 

have indicated the involvement of GODZ-mediated palmitoylation of the y2 subunit in 

receptor trafficking to the cell membrane (Keller et al., 2004; Rathenberg et al., 2004). 

These studies suggested that palmitoylation of a cysteine-rich amino acid sequence 

within the y2 subunit intracellular domain may either facilitate the interaction between 

G A B A aR s and cytoskeletal proteins, or increase the trafficking and stability of the 

G A B A aR s at postsynaptic sites. To further analyse the role of posttranslational 

modifications in receptor clustering, deletion constructs lacking the GODZ-binding site 

or constructs with mutated cysteine residues within the GODZ-binding site were 

generated. It was observed that, in contrast to a previous report by Rathenberg et al. 

(2004), disruption of four cysteine residues did not affect the cellular distribution of the 

G A B A aR  y2 splice variants. Deletion of the entire GODZ-binding site, on the other 

hand, resulted in a partial nuclear distribution of the y2S splice variant while no effect 

was seen on the cell membrane targeting of the y2L subunit. The partial re-distribution 

of the y2S subunit to the nucleus suggests that the GODZ-binding site of y2S- 

containing G A B A aR s may be involved in the correct targeting of these receptor 

subtypes. Additional palmitoyltransferase enzymes, other than GODZ, may 

palmitoylate the y2L and y2S subunits. Alternatively, other posttranslational 

modifications, such as phosphorylation of the S343 residue (Meier and Grantyn, 2004), 

could be crucial for the trafficking and postsynaptic clustering of G A B A a R  subtypes 

expressing the y2L subunit.

The present work had demonstrated differences between the two GABAaR y2 splice 

variants in the interaction with gephyrin, in cellular distribution and co-localisation 

with submembrane gephyrin microaggregates in mammalian cells, as well as
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differences upon deletion of the GODZ-binding site on the y2L and y2S subunits. In 

addition, the interaction of the y2 subunits with the microtubule-associated trafficking 

protein GABARAP was assessed using the YTH system. This latter protein has been 

proven to interact with the GABAaR y2 subunit in vivo and in vitro (Nymann- 

Andersen et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1999). Both subunit splice variants showed a direct 

interaction with GABARAP, however, the interaction seen between the TM3-TM4 

intracellular domain of the y2S splice variant and this trafficking protein was 

significantly stronger than the interaction observed between the y2L subunit 

intracellular loop and GABARAP.

7.4.2 Phosphorylation o f  GABA/^R subunits occurs in a region- and  

kinase- specific manner

Phosphorylation of G A B A aR s, in particular of the (3 subunits and the y2  subunit, 

through a variety of kinases such as PKA and PKC, has previously been implicated in 

receptor trafficking and synaptic localisation (Brandon et al., 2 0 0 0 , 2 0 0 2 ; Browning et 

al., 1990 ; Connolly et al., 1999 ; Meier and Grantyn, 2 0 0 4 ; Moss et al., 1992). However, 

it is not known whether this process affects receptor clustering directly, or, 

alternatively, facilitates or eliminates protein interactions as a result of conformational 

changes. In contrast to our understanding of phosphorylation of the P subunits and the 

y2 subunit, little is known regarding phosphorylation of the a  subunits at synapses.

The GABAaR a l subunit is one of the major subunits expressed at postsynaptic sites in 

vivo, pointing towards a role of this receptor subunit in clustering of GABAaRs. 

However, upon co-expression of the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of the a l subunit 

and gephyrin in yeast, no direct interaction was found, while the a2 and a3 intracellular 

loops exhibited a direct interaction (Chapter 3, section 3.2). Therefore, it was 

considered whether the phosphorylation of this subunit might affect the interaction with 

gephyrin. Using bioinformatics approaches, I investigated differences in the 

phosphorylation of the known a2 and assumed a l and a3 binding sites for gephyrin. In 

contrast to the a l  and a3 subunit binding sites, two residues in the assumed a l binding 

site for gephyrin are predicted to be phosphorylated in yeast, whereas residues in all
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three subunit binding sites are predicted to be phosphorylated in eukaryotic systems 

other than yeast. Interestingly, the mutation of one of these residues, namely T348, 

conferred an interaction with f.l. gephyrin in the YTH system. These studies suggest 

that phosphorylation abolishes the binding of the a l subunit to gephyrin. Therefore, 

phosphorylation in vivo may affect the interaction between a 1-containing GABAaR 

subtypes and proteins involved in receptor clustering. It was predicted that the T348 

residue of the a 1 subunit intracellular domain is phosphorylated by the serine/threonine 

kinase Cdk5. This kinase is a modulator of neuroskeletal dynamics (Smith, 2003; Smith 

and Tsai, 2002) and has been associated with phosphorylation of cytoskeletal proteins, 

signalling molecules and regulatory proteins (Dhariwala and Rajadhyaksha, 2008), but 

the involvement of Cdk5 in the phosphorylation of GABAaRs is not clear. Further 

investigations are required to study the Cdk5-mediated phosphorylation of the 

GABAaR a l subunit in receptor clustering in mammalian cells and in vivo. In 

summary, phosphorylation of GABAaR a subunits by different kinases, expressed at 

certain synapses, might provide for one mechanism of specific GABAaR subtype 

clustering in different neurons, as well as at different postsynaptic sites of the same 

neuron.

Interestingly, although the elimination of the phosphorylation site within the 

intracellular domain of the a l subunit resulted in a 1-gephyrin interaction, no protein 

interaction was detected between CB and this modified a l subunit. This indicates that 

the interaction between GABAaR a subunits and CB is not phosphorylation-dependent. 

Moreover, the role of CB in GABAaR clustering may be specific to receptor subtypes 

expressing the a2 subunit, and additional interacting partners are still to be identified 

for receptor subtypes containging other a subunits. This observation is supported by a 

recent study showing that gephyrin-mediated GABAaR clustering is affected only in 

certain brain regions in CB KO mice, namely in basolateral amygdala and 

hippocampus, where the o2 subunit is highly expressed (Papadopoulos et al., 2007). 

Furthermore, the diverse roles of various receptor subtypes composed of different 

subunits are highlighted, indicating that each receptor subtype may contribute to
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GAB AaR clustering in designated brain regions and synapses, where they show diverse 

pharmacological properties.

7.5 Summary

These studies show a direct interaction between the TM3-TM4 intracellular domain of 

the GAB AaR a l, a2 and a3 subunit and f.l. gephyrin, as well as between the p2, P3, 

y 2L and y3 subunit loops and truncated gephyrin proteins, demonstrating the 

importance of correct protein conformations for an interaction to occur. Alternative 

splicing of gephyrin affected the gephyrin-GABAAR interaction, once again 

demonstrating an involvement of conformational and structural changes on protein- 

protein interactions. Furthermore, a role of phosphorylation in the binding of the a l 

subunit to gephyrin was highlighted, suggesting an involvement of kinases for specific 

GABAaR subtype clustering at postsynaptic sites. Moreover, my data demonstrate 

differences between the two y2 subunit splice variants in cellular distribution, 

interaction with gephyrin, co-localisation with submembrane gephyrin aggregates in 

mammalian cells and interaction with GABARAP. It was also found that disruption of 

the GODZ-binding site affects the cellular distribution of the y 2S, but not the y2L, 

splice variant. These findings suggest that, in vivo, the y2L  subunit might have a 

prominent role in the stabilisation of clustered GABAaRs at postsynaptic sites, most 

likely through an interaction with gephyrin. On the other hand, the y2 S splice variant 

seems to interfere with, rather than facilitate, GABAaR clustering and may participate 

in the transport of these receptor subtypes to subcellular compartments other than 

postsynaptic sites.
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proteins additional to gephyrin and CB, as well as posttranslational modifications. 
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In addition, this work shows a novel interaction between the RhoGEF CB and the 

intracellular domain of the G A B A aR  a2 subunit. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that 

co-expression of gephyrin, CB and the a2 subunit loop enhances the interaction 

between these proteins, illustrating that the clustering of G A B A aR s in v ivo  may be a 

result of multiple protein interactions. Since CB only interacted with the a2 subunit, the 

data suggest that CB is involved in the clustering of the subset of G A B A aR s that 

express the a2 subunit. This idea is supported by the specific loss of G A B A aR  

clustering observed in the CB KO mice. Therefore, other interacting partners, such as 

other RhoGEFs or proteins involved in cytoskeletal rearrangements, may play a crucial 

role in the gephyrin-mediated clustering of different G A B A aR s in v ivo . Figure 7.6. 

illustrates a possible scheme of G A B A aR  clustering at postsynaptic sites.
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My studies demonstrate the complexity of differential GABAaR clustering in brain: 

Confirming a role for gephyrin, CB and protein splice variants at postsynaptic sites, but 

also suggesting the importance of specific kinases and multi-protein complexes in the 

modification of interactions important for GABAaR clustering. Further studies are 

required to investigate the role of additional interacting partners in the region-specific 

clustering of GABAaRs in vivo. Moreover, the contribution of different kinases in the 

phosphorylation of GABAaR subunits, and the effect of subunit phosphorylation on the 

gephyrin-mediated GABAaR clustering, needs to be further analysed. Finally, further 

studies are required to elucidate the chemical and structural properties of the gephyrin 

protein upon co-expression with interacting partners, in order to understand fully the 

behaviour of gephyrin in the presence of GABAaR subunits. Understanding the 

molecular mechanisms involved in clustering may provide important new leads for 

pharmacological intervention and genetic analysis in epilepsy, depression, anxiety and 

other disorders where dysfunction of GABAergic systems has been implicated.
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